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men were killed,
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 21. Thirtv-fou- r
eight were injured seriously and three were uninjured or
onlv slierhtlv bruised when the triant army airship Roma,
with her crew and a number of civilians, totalling 45 in
all plunged today from a thousand feet or more in the
air to the ground at the Hampton Roads naval base.
The accident presumably was caused by a broken
rudder and as the huge dirigible plunged to earth it capsized across a high tension electric line, bursting into a
roaring furnace of blazing hydrogen gas.
Long after dark tonight, many hours after her fall, the
ship was still in flames from end to end of her 410 foot
mass. The fire fed on the million cubic feet of gas which
had distended the great bag for the flight and made all
attempts at rescue work futi
Barely a dozen of those aboard
were picked up alive, and one of
these died on the way to the hospital. All who survived the fire
escaped by jumping as the ship
struck. The others, penned In the
hull of the fallen bag. were burned
to death.
Flames Are Subdued.
The flames were finally brought
Into submission by three fire departments who fought them with
chemicals.
Derricks then began
picking up the wreckage which
consisted of scarcely more than the
aluminum framework and the six
Liberty motors of the once proud
Kithin the
ship oi lhji...RLE.
wreckage lay the bodies, practically all charred beyond recognition.
But before the night had passed
S3 bodies had been removed, accounting for the last of those who
were known to have taken flight
on the fatal voyage.
Accounts of survivors and of eye
witnesses as to what had happened appeared to agree tonight
structure of the
that the kite-lik- e
stern rudder, itself as large as a
had
bombing plane,
slipped to one
side as the Roma drove along a
thousand feet above the army bose.
Making Trial Flislit.
She was making a trial flight
with a new battery of Liberty motors. They wero installed to replace the ItalK.n engines bought
with her In Italy, hut whih have
not proved satisfactory. Installation was completed at Langley
Field two weeks ago.
It was Just before 2 o'clock when
those below at the army base at
Hampton Roads had their attention caught by the approaching
thunder of the six motors and
looked up to seo the noma dip
down from her straight flight.
They agreed that the rudder seemed to have slipped bodily down and
to one side.
The ship nosed steeply down as

she came closer and it was seen
that her crew were hurling out
sand ballast from the ports in the
fragile fabric that formed the covering of the space between her
keel and back, the hying and operating quarters of the ship. DeDuring the noma's trip in
cember from Langley Field to
Washington, to be christened, and
in the
formally commissioned
army air fleet, she developed trouble with hei original Italian motors, but otherwise functioned per
The shin fought an infectly.
creasing headwind all the way and
reached Boiling Field with only
three of her six motors running
She had so little power as she approached the landing place, where
scores
of distinguished
guests
awaited her, that her commander
was compelled to Jockey hts monster craft over the low hills that
surrounded the field with utmost
cunning to bring her In at all.
Because of the motor troubles
the scheduled initial flight of the
Roma over Washington with Secretaries Weeks and Denby and th
Italian ambassador in her cabins,
as well as senators and members
of the house, was postponed. The
ship went back to Langley running
before the wind and tin rely reached her hangar before a coast gal?
broke.
Sho remained In the shed for
many weeks to havo her motors
replaced by Liberty engines of
greater power and more certnintv
of performance.
The flight, which
proved her last, was one of those
made to test her new propelling
plant, and it had been expected
she would show greatly Improved
speed and maneuver ability.
Destruction of the Roma leaves
both the army and navv without
airships larger than the navv
blimps. There Is not now In the
United States a rigid or semi-rigi- d
era ft even faintly resembling the
(Continued on !'i.ge Two
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FORECAST.
Denver, Feb. 21. New Mexico:
Wednesday, fair south, snow north
portion; colder.
Thursday, fair
south, unsettled north portion;
colder east portion.
Arizona: Wednesday, fair, except
rain southeast, snow northeast portion. Thursday, fair; not much
change In temperature.
IOCAT. REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,-recordeby the university:
65
Highest temperature
42
,
Lowest
2.1
Range
i
Mean
6
2
a.
m
at
,.
Humidity
6
.
20
at
p.
(Humidity
m...,,
.None
'V'reclpltatlon . .
Maximum w'nd velocity
60
Direction of wind
South
Character of day
Cloudy
G

....

headless, others torn and burned
terribly that extreme care had
to be taken In handling them.
Many persons went from hero
to the army base during the afternoon to view the ruins and witness
the recovery of many bodies. Describing their experience, some declared the scene to have been one
of the greatest horrors.
Soldiers
and officers at the army base who
witnessed the disaster saw several
members of the crew leap from the
doomed machine whllo she wan
still high In the air. One of those
who Jumped had a parachute, but
It failed to open. He landed on a
concrete pavement.
In the local morgue bodies sheeted on the tables attracted many,
among whom were army officers
and men seeking vainly to Identify
their comrades.
Masks of men for the most part
lay encrusted within a charcoal
shell of hlarkened flesh. It was
evident, however, that death had
come to some of them, not with
In alagony but simultaneously.
most every case the features retained a strange calm. One body,
the long, lithe one of an athlete,
lay on its cot with the trappings
of a parachute hanging In threads
of burned rags to the shoulders.
In a room apart lay a figure
Here was a hooded Hercules a giant of a man his skin
still suggesting the pink of the
splendid fellow he must have been
in the moment he was railed upon
to mnke the Instant decision. He
made it. While others waited to
fall with the great bag. this man
He died, but his people
leaped.
will know him at a glance.
so
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Will

Accept Without a Fiqht,
a Reservation to Cover
Objections of Opponents
of Ratification,

(It) The AiBnrlnfed l'reM.

Reardon,

lon.

Japan Regarding the
The treasury secretary wns heard
behind closed doors, but lie was
of Yap Is Expected
land
understood to have taken substan
did
same
he
to
the
that
position
Begin Today,
tially
at the open hearings two weeks ago
when he reiterated his opposition
tlty The Aorintrd riva
to a bonus at this time, but declared
Feb. 21. AdminWashington,
tlwit if such
gis'.ction was to lie istration leaders In the senato
passed It should be financed by a cleared away many of the obsales or some other form ot taxastacles In the pathway of the
tion.
Issue Certificates.
Pacific treaty today
Asked what the treasury would
that they would
do if congress pns.c ' a bonus bill by Indicating
without a fight, a blanket
as a general charge against the accept,
reservation drafted to cover tho
treasury. Mr. Mellon was snid to
of those who opposed
have replied that the amount would objections
unreserved ratification.
be paid by issuing short term
As presented to the foreign
. He opposed this form of
Senator
committee
by
financing, however, on the ground Hrandegee, republican, Connecti
that It might affect the interest cut, and virtually agreed to by
rates of the refunding of certifi those in charge of the treaty, the
cates due In 192;i.
reservation
that the
Some members of the committee United States provides
George Washington, his wtfs Martha, the Washington home at Mt Vernon and Washington's birthplace
accept no "legal or
quoted the secretary as saying in moral" obligation to "maintain"
in Westmoreland county, Virginia.
substance that as between a sakstux
interests of any other
One hundred and ninety years oath of office as first president days of the Revolutionary war and or bond issue for the bonus, he tho Pacific
power and that none of the adITSli.
in
United
died
formation
of
December
the
He
30,
the
would rec i'mmond the former.
ago today George Washington, April
under the
justments reached
14. 1709.
Memhers of tiie
today honois States into a sound government
"the father of his country," was his memoryTheandnation
provisions are to be bindpauses a moment moans to us of the present day would not antic), ute action but th? treatyupon
this government except
born on a farm in Westmoreland
to try once more to comprehend
His life has been reviewed by mil- general belief at th? capitol con- ing the consent
of
He took the what his untiring leadership In the lions of school children yearly,
county, .Virginia.
tinued to be that smne form of by The administrationcongress.
senators on
sales or manufacturers' tax would the committee, including Senator
It was pointed
be recommended.
Lodge, of Massachusetts, republiout in some quarters that with can
leader, and a member of the
to both American
President
Hardina)
FACTS
ABOUT
opposed
to the arms
OF
OF ft
the original tax program suggested conference, delegation
are said to have
WASHINGTON
and to the issue of bonds, the field shown
general approval of tho
had been narrowed to a salestax or
two-hothe
during
the drafting of a measure that proposal
Born Feh. 22, 1732. on farm
committee
debate, although they
E
RUSS0-J1P1ESon
the
a
be
would
general
charge
In Westmoreland
county, Va.
were
This last plan is sup- held that all reservations
treasury.
Father came to Virginia
It was also
wholly unnecessary.
ported by some republican lenders the understanding of some comfrom ancestral home, Sulgravo
of the house and also by those who mittee
Manor. England.
members that President
aro leading the opposition to a
Washington was first child
Harding, while holding that reWAR
Frear,
salestnx.
Representative
of Augustine
Bell
and Mary
hat
In a forma', servations were superfluous,
Wisconsin, declared
indicated he would not oppose u
Washington.
statement, tonight that he believed qualification
like
Parents moved to Stafford
that
presented
he spoke the crntlment of "a hun- by Senator Hrandegee.
while George was still
members of the
Further Unification of the acounty
Army Physicians and Off- dred republican
child.
Senators
llorah.
republican,
house to the effect that n sslestax Idaho, and Johnson, republican,
Father died and left estate
for
icers
Training
or
Agricultural and IndusTroop
will
be
any rule seeking California,
rpposed,
to George when future presito hav
were
said
He
impose it on the members."
trial Forces of the Coun
dent was eleven.
been consulted In the preparation
Being Sent to to
Purposes
hi announcement of
that
explained
beIt
to
was
not
school
sixteen
but
at
the
reservation
Quit
Chita and Other Points. was based on the fact th..ta seventy apparent tonight whether the
try Object of Move.
come surveyor and lived with
had
petition
signed
republicans
would
vote for the ratification
Lawrence, on Mt.
against any sales tax and that many with the reservation attached. It
(Ily Tim AuorinlFd
Vernon estate.
(Rt The ArmirWIert Pret.)
Chicago, Feb. 21. A meeting to
wns evident, however, that conOn death of Lawrence and
Moscow, Feb. 21. The possibil- others would sign.
perfect the organization of a new
then his daughter, estate besiderable debate on the senate
war,
ity of a new
DEFENSIVE ALLIANCE
political party and further unify
came (leorge's.
floor was certain to precede a
of mutual encroachments
because
the agricultural and industrial
Married Martha Custls.
ratification
vote, regardless of
subIS TO BE DISCUSSED
forces of the country will be reld
what action might be taken in
Tried farming but served as In the Far East, has become a cirin Chicago the second Mondny ot
the
member of House of Burgesses
committee.
ject of discussion In military
TODAY
AT CONFERENCE
December, 1S22, It Was decided
At a session tomorrow the comuntil tho Revolutionary war.
cles here because of the shipment
late today at the conference of
commander-in-chie- f
mittee leaders hope to complete
Named
of army physicians and large numVresn.)
(Hv The
of army when revolution came.
labor, farmer and miner political
consideration
of the
bers o( officers for troop training
Chicago, Feb. 21. Plans of labor proposal and perhaps Hrandegee
Took oath of office as presiparty leaders.
formally
here
a
and
leaders
for
today
meeting
to
Chita
(Siberia)
purposes
dent April 30, 17S9.
Served
adopt a recommendation that the
of a "defento
formation
discuss
Also
unterms.
be
was
two
ratified.
subject
It
troops
other points.
BRIDE OF A MONTH IS
sive alliance" of union coal miners treaty
On leaving office retired to
to discharge at the expiration of and railroad workers were upset by certain whether other reservations would be offered in comMt, Vernon.
HURRYING TO BEDSIDE
service terms are being held.
the continued sessions of the labor mittee, several democratic
His death Is said to have
and
soviet political conference,
which reGeorge V. Chitcherin,
OF WOUNDED HUSBAND
resulted from a cold contractrepublican members being undeof tho rail union cided
minister of foreign affairs, has sent quired attendanceAnnouncement
to
ed while riding over his estate
whether
further
prolong
toin rainy weather,
the committee discussions or reDec.
12,
many notes to the Japanese, none representatives.
Nogales, Ariz., Feb, 21. Mrs
by miners officials said they serve their views for presentation
1799. Died two days later aftTheodore
of which appears to evoke an night
Marburg, Jr., bride of
tomen
expected to meet the rail
e
to tho senate Itself.
er
methods of bleedone month of Capt. Theodore Marmorrow.
acknowledgement.
Should the treaty be ordered
ing him had been resorted to
burg, world war aviator and son oi
L.
at
and
Lewis
In
his
President
John
Leon
speech
Trotzky,
at his request.
formally reported tomorrow. It 'is
the former United States minister
miners
the
of
officers
other
congress
ninth
the
considered
that it acto Belgium, is hurrying from Balin the day for an tually will unlikely
hero
be brought Into the
timore, Md., to tho bedside of her
plainly stated that Russia could afternoon early
rail
the
with
senate until nil the other arms
and BOWMAN DAIRY CO., IS
husband, who lies sightless
not Indefinitely endure the advance union chiefs,meeting
but It was postponed conference
have
treaties also
seriously wounded In Magclalena,
on territory of as also was one called for the even- been
of
troops
Japanese
given committee approval.
ROBBED OF $12,000 BY
state of Sonora. Mexico, according
its ally, tho Far Eastern republic. ing.
It is the plan to keep the comto a telegram today to American
Union officials said it seemed mittee hard at
BANDITS, WHO ESCAPE Ho had reference, in particular, to
however,
Consul F. J. iJyer of Nogales, Sodoubtful whether any more than a and to report the work,
entire group of
the menace to Chita from Mongonora,
rediscussion
might
preliminary
Chicago, Feh. 21. Four armed lia, by Japanese.
(Continued on page Two
Captain "Marburg was accidentIt is felt here that Russia will sult from tomorrow's meeting.
ally shot Friday, according to re- men today raided the offices of the
ports. A bullet entered his head, Bowman Dairy company; held up not and cannot enter Into any real
six employes of
the company, war with Japan, partly because of
destroying his sight.
Consul Dyer, W. Beckford Klb-be- forced tho manager to open the the great distance from Moscow,
office
safe
Marunder threats of death and also the lack of food for any
Joint owner with young
and then escaped
with approxilargo bodies of troops, but that In
burg of a cattle ranch at Magda-lenthe spring there may be moro adand others left here this mately $12,000 in cash.
11
The robbers entered the offices, vance guard skirmishes.
evening for Tucson to meet former
of
which
In
In
are
the
the
weapon
an outly'ng section
Ambassador Marhur. who Is due
meanwhile,
to arrive there shortly before mid- the city, shortly before dark, while of Russia will continue to hff propnight. The father probably will be six wagon drivers were turning in aganda against Japanese militarism by working through the third
rushed to Magdalena on a special their day's collections.
Internationale among the socialists
train.
and
communists of Japan, Korea,
BILL
PASSES.
BtRSHI
WALKER KNOCKED OUT.
Washington, Feb. 21. The Bur-su- Mongolia and China.
This Is the ma'n purpose of the
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 21. Al
bill giving disabled emergency
bantam- officers of the American expedi- forthcoming congress here of Far
Walker, San Francisco
Eastern
out
wm
Pewee
knocked
same
forces
Many Inspired
retirement
peoples.
by
the
weight,
tionary
Farmer-Labo- r
Kaiser ot St. Louis in the sixth privileges as regular army officers articles continue to appear in tho
round of a scheduled
bout was passed today by the senate. 50 Moscow press In an effort to show
of
Russia
and
the
to
that
Interests
here tonight.
14, and transmitted to the house.
the United States are Identical, as
related to Japan.
(BY THK ASSOC1ATFI) PRFSS.)
At the armament conference In
Chicago, Feb. 21. Harmonious meeting witlt Penlamtn C. Marih
Cnron
Rhldehnra action far beyond the expectation of the farmers' national council.
Washington,
made a statement declaring thnt of the most hopeful delegates de- A. C. Townley of the
Japan had no territorial designs veloped In today's conference of league, John H. Walker, president
in.
Russia and giving' assurances
of the Illinois Federation of Labor,
IIo wns
foot S!S Inches lilgli and "as straight as an Indian."
lannd Dr. Frederic C. Howe, former
He had largo bones and muscles, largo hands and foot, long that Japanese troops would be representatives from farm and
unand miners'
commissioner of Immigration
at
legs mid arms. He was always inclined to lie slender, but was withdrawn as scon as a stable bor blocs, railroad
farmer-labor
government could bo established ions, socialists,
party New York.
"broad across the hips."
with
dissatisfied
leaders
and
wero
there.
differences
Small
others
merged
Ills face was cMromely pale, but burned quickly when exRaron T'ehlda. the Japanese for- America's present political leader- and nn agreement reached by repposed to the sun and became florid. It bore tho marks of smalleign minister, had announced to ship, from which came appoint- resentatives of organizations which
pox.
have heretofore been looked upon
Ills hair wns dark brown. IIo won It tied In n queue bcliiuil, tho Japanese diet a few days he- -' ment of a national committee
which will meet in New York on as widely divergent.
f ore that Japan intended to evacWilliam H.
and for ceremonial purposes had It well powdered.
He wns one of tin1 best horsemen of Ills time and rode to uate Russian territory as soon as December 11 to organize what Is Johnston, president of the Interhounds with the gusto of nn Kngllsh squire.
guarantees could be given for the expected to bo a new political national Association ,of Machinists
and chairman of the conference,
Ills wnlk wns majestic. A chronicler of the time wrote, safety or tne lives and property party.
"There Is a remarkable nlr of dignity about him, with a striking of their nationals.
Refraining from drafting a na- declared It was the most surprisconference
tional
No
acthe
when
date
this
could
be
platform,
of
ingly harmonious experience of his
degree
gracefulness."
for home rule In the organlife.
Ills eyes linve been described ns "bluish" or "n kind of blue," complished wns suggested in the
commitlocal
The plan of action, as adopted
and a female chronicler added thnt they wero "very lively."
Japanese statement to the Wash- ization of state and
In
function
tees.
the
will
These
from a report of the committee
conference.
Ho was n favorite with women. From boyhood he wns prone
ington
Secretary
to fall n victim to the fascinations of the fair. Sonic historians Hughes announced In the confer- 1922 elections to elect representa- headed by Dr. Howe, provided for
ence that these Japanese assur- tives who will administer governthe selection of a committee of IS
havo shown n tendency to exaggerate, this amiable weakness. The
with no name as yet which
truth seems to ho that ho frequently lost his heart, but always ances were taken to mean that ment "for the common good nnd
tor
and
tho
not
did
would
with local comfound It again.
protection, prosperity
seek, through her
Japan
mittees In the coming fall elecHis teeth were defective and in his enrllcr years he suffered
military operation in Siberia, to happiness of the people."
The conference declared "that Its tions. On December 11 it will meet
What his favorite remedy was may tic impair the rights of the Russian
much from toothache.
present usurpation by the Invisible to "consider nnd act on the propopeople "in any 'espect.
Judged from tho frequency of such entries In his private accounts
of plutocracy
and sition of further unifying and mous "To Ir. Watson, drawing a tooth. 5 shillings."
government
COMPANY 1XCOH I'OUATFS.
A badly mmle set of false teeth distorted his mouth ond gave
privilege must be broken nnd that bilizing the forces of the agriculSanta Fe, Feb. 21. The Linda this can be best accomplished by tural and Industrial workers and
the lower purt of his face the square look seen hi some imrtrnlts.
Later the acquisition of better fitting teeth of hlpnoiiotaiiiiis ivory Vista Mining company, of Silver united political action suited to the other bodies and movements for
Cltv.
has been Inntrporated for peculiar conditions and needs of political action."
Improved Ills looks.
of which $3.000 Is sub- each section and state."
JCn.OOn,
The organizations to be Invited
He was fond of clinrch. fond of the theater and fond of cards.
At cards lie once lost 8 shillings ond once S pounds, as shown by scribed. With this latter amount
of,
Nationally known socialists. In- are progressive organizations
soWilthe company begins business. The cluding Morris Hlllquist and
his records.
farmers and labor,
are
L. liam Z. Foster of New York and cieties, the socialist and farmer-labo- r
Robert
When seized with Jils last illness he called In the overseer of incorporators
his estate to bleed him, thus losing half n pint. On top of that
Silver Victor Merger of Milwaukee, minSmith,
statutory agent.
parties, single taxers and
M.
A. Trimmer, gled with representatives of conother liberal political groups.
three - doctors opened his veins and took a quart of blood from City. $1.nn0:
him.
Other bodies of persons friendly
$1,000; O. S. Turner, servative farmer organizations and
Hurley.
labor unions, speaking in the same to the movement may be invited.
Central, R000.
Is-

four-pow-
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i

Identification Is Virtually Impossible; Many
Are Lacking Arms and Legs, Some Are
Headless, Others Torn and Burned So Badly They Have to Be Handled With Care.
THI0 ASSO IATKI1 PRESS.)

'

BONUS;

Washington, Ket. 21. The seven
republicans of the hoj:e ways and
means committee, who are charged
with solving the. problem of finan
cing the soldiers' bonus, expect to CONSIDERABLE DEBATE
get down to brass tncks tomorrow,
Chairman Fordney said lale today
ON FLOOR IS CERTAIN
alter the committee men had had
mother general discussion of tli"
whole question with Secretary Mel Discussion of the Pact With

Thi- - A8id-l.-

lr.,.)
21.

i

ComFeb.
Washington,
merce and Industry as a whole
made further progress
during
January, according to figures received up to February 20, by the
department of commerce, It was
announced today.
Consumption of cotton by mills
increased from 511.000 bales In
December, to 526.000 bales, the
report says, while a year ago the
was only
January consumption
306,270
bales. Consumption
of
silk Increased fully 50 per ce.it
a
than
With
the
greater
year ago.
exception of raw wool, textile
prices tended to drop, compared
with December.
Building contracts dropped 16
per cent from December but the
January figure, totaling $166,320,-00- 0
In 27 northeastern states, is
the next largest January figure
ever recorded.
There was a "welcome Interest,"
the department says, in the price
of most farm products which have
been low In comparison with other commodities. Conditions in the
Iron and steel Industries were said
to be "somewhat
disappointing
for the month and there was a
In
the orders of
slight shrinkage
the United States Steel corporation."
An Increase was noted In most
foreign exchange rates In January
ary but foreign trade declined.
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Welch, Papillon, Neb. ,
Lieutenant H. O. Burt, pilot,
slightly injured.
Sergeant Harry A. Chapman.
Virden
T. Peek
Sergeant
Terro Haute, Ind., (uninjured.)
Sergeant Joseph M.
Akron, Ohio.
Corporal Flores.
Charles
McCook
Dvorack.
Field, Dayton, Ohio.
Ray Hurley, of the national
on aeroadvisory committee
nautics (uninjured.)
Walter A. McNair. of the
bureau of standards, Washington, D. C.
Missing.
Major John O. Thornell.
Major Walter W. Vautsmeir.
Captain Dale Mabrv.
Captain (lenrge 1). Watts.
Captain Allen P. McFarland.
Captain D. Durschmidt.
First Lieutenant J. R. Hall.
First Lieutenant C. Burns.
First Lieutenant Clifford E.
Sinythe.
First Lieutenant Wallace C.
Cummings.
First Lieutenant Ambrose V.
Clinton.
First
Lieutenant
Harold
Hine.
Master Sergeant McNally.
Master Sergeant Murray.
Master Sergeant Gordy.
Sergeant Harris.
Sergeant Hillyard.
Sergeant Real.
Sergeant Yarborough.
Sergeant Ryan.
Sergeant Huffman.
Sergeant Schumaker.
Sergeant Holmes.
Sergeant Heveron.
Private Kingston.
Private Blakely.
Private Thompson.
Private Hill.
( Ivlllnns
(All said to be from McCook
Field, Dayton, Ohio):
Hanson.
O'Laughlin.
Merriman.
Sehulenbernrcr.

V.

mm ST HEWS CARBYIHfi

Newport News, Va., Feb. 21. A
stream of ambulances tonight
poured Into this city with bodies
that had been taken from the
airship Roma, queen of the
American nir fleet.
It was apparent at once that ultimate identification of the hodlea
would be virtually Impossible, for
many of them were so mangled
and disfigured as to make them
unrecognizable.
Many were lacking arms and legs, some were

""
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'MELLON VOICES

Says If Legislation Is to Be
Passed It Should Be Financed By Sales or Some

COMMERCE,
INDUSTRY
MADE
PROGRESS
IN

IDMCES penis

into

"

a'

Bied-cnbac- h,

Plunges Earthward, Strikes High Tension
Electric Wires, Igniting Gas in Great Bag.
TTTK

''

First Lieutenant Clarence H.

Unofficial Reports Are That Failure of Rudder Centre! Caused the Rcma to Become
Unmanageable 1,000 Feet in the Air; It

(BY

-
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Dally by Carrier or Mall N".c a Monfh
Kngle
iit" ftc

Nation 7 oday Honors Memory
of "The Father of His Country"

21. An
Feb.
Washington,
official list of the survivorr
neaci ana missing lri the Ror
disaster was received
Langley Field by the arm- service tonight.
A
The
nowever, in most case unavailable. The list $
s:

CITY

old-tim-

d

y,

a,

(Its 1 lie Ananrlntcd frrm.)
Washington, Feb. 21. Secretary
Denby called at tho White House
late today and presented President
Harding with certain data which
has been asked for by the president. Tho exact nature of the Information was not made public but
it had been announced earlier in
the day that Secretary Denby was
preparing for the president a statement covering the exact effect on
navy construction of the Washington conference treaties.
The president, after studying the
statement of the navy secretary. It
was said, will lay the whole matter,
Mr. Denby, in
before
congress.
statements before the house appro- prlations committee, has requested
an appropriation of $350,000,000
for the purpose, he eaid. of mainratio,
taining the navy at the
agreed on by the naval limitation
treaty of the Washington

WHAT WASHINGTON WAS LIKE

FROM

FRANCE TO THE U. S.
New York, Feb. 21. Louis
French aviator, before sailing for home today on the
said ho Intended to fly
back to the United States in a Go
liath plane carrying ten passengers
within the next two months.
ho would
Gaubert
predicted
make a
flight across the
Atlantic In less than 32 hours.
The plane, powered by four en-- 1
glnes. Is nearlng completion at the
Farman works, Frnnce, which Is
making
arrangements for the
flight, he said.
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FOR PURPOSE OF

Representatives From Farm and Labor Blocs,
Rail and Miners' Unions, Socialists and
Party Leaders Expect to
Launch a New Organization.

PRESIDENT HARDING
AT THE WHITE HOUSE

Y

CEMBER

FORMING NEW POLITICAL PARTY

DENBY CONFERS WITH

CYDCPTC TO PI

TIXS TO BE HELD 13 H. Y.
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MUSCLE

'LOST

MASONIC GRAND

OFFERS FOR

THEY BOTH WON
FAME AND FORTUNE
WITH THEIR FEET

WASHINGTON

LODGE CHOOSES

SHOALS

Oil'

OF

Is known to have carried many of- Inltelv what structural defect sent
Let's have a
ficers and men as passengers, how- the ship plunging
down, it was Crcmo Dips, JOc.
ever, In addition to her operating added, the lessons to be drawn
As she rose from the fiold from the accident could not be seen
crew,
her commander leaned out to sig so far as airship design was connal that ho had forty-fou- r
persons cerned.
With several officers of the ship
aboard. It is believed he did not
include one civilian on the ship and and some of her skilled mechanics
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ft- Addition to Henry Ford's
Proposal, One Is Also

Submitted From the

Sessions Close Today; Large Discovered While Searching
Crowd

Entertainment at
Last Night.

Ala-ba-

Power Company.
'

Attends

Musical
Temple

Unclassified
Documents in the Library

Through
of

State Department.

(Br Th AMorlntefl Tress.)
of
The annual communication
by the
York, Pa., Feb. 21
the grand lodge of New Mexico
Associated Press). Discovery of a
will come to a close at noon to

Washington', Feb. 21. Congress
received
today tne oner or mr
Alabama Power company for
a big day yesterday
and Ions of the Rovern-ment- day after election
of officers and
with the
nitratn and power projects the
entertainment at the Masonic
at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
The grand
In referring: the proposal to the Temple last night.
todecision, chapter meeting will bo held
legislative body for final or
morrow.
rejeclta
acceptance
involving
were elected yesterday
tion as a competitor to the offer as Officers
follows: Lucius Pills, Santa
already made by Henry Ford for Fc, grand master; Joseph (iill,
Secretary
the name
properties.
Clayton, deputy grand master;
Weeks made no specific recom- John
W.
Silver City,
Turner,
mendation other than to say indi- senior
grand warden; Jaffa Milloffer
rectly ho believed the new
Hoswell, junior grand warden;
would be referred to the commit- er,
Keen of Albuquerque, secretees of the senate and house now A. A. and
Salamon Spitz, Santa
engaged upon consideration of the tary
Fe. treasurer. The two last named
Ford offer,
The appointive
were
The letter of transmission adwill be named today
dressed to the president of the officers
tlie
is
session
adjourned.
senate and speaker of the house,
A
crowd of visiting and
contained twelve commentB upon local large
Masons and their guests
as many provisions of the power was
present at tho temple last
company's proposal, all of which
the musical program
for
night
were
the war secretary said cither
AlbuIn the Shrine room.
desirable or advantageous to the given
who appeared
musicians
government's interests in the dis- querque
were
concert
Miss
in
Grace
tiie
posal to be made of the Muscle Stortz, Miss
Cameron,
Dorothy
jJhoalR properties.
Mrs. D. V.
tho Miss Norma Williams.
Pellvery of free power to the
II.
Mrs.
Lewis
Faw,
Thompson,
government or Its purchase by
Geake, Chen Byrne, Earl
company In the event the power George
In
Klein.
and
Maurice
Harrow
was not needed, as proposed by the nddition the Scottish Itite choir of
Alabama company, was Raid to of-be Santa Fe sang several numbers.
an advantage in that it would
The
enmmandery meetfer a return on money already in- ing willgrand
On
be held on Friday.
vested bv the covernment.
the Kastern
evening
Sale of the Warrior steam plant Thursday
Maa
dance
at
the
Star
will
givo
and other facilities for jr,, 000. 000, sonic temple for the visiting Malets the cost for locl-- and naviga- sons and tho members of the lotion structures estimated at about cal lip Molay order.
The Fast-c92,500.000 as proposed In the offer,
Star state meeting will be
a
would
the latter added,
permit
held Friday and Saturday.
substantial return on the investment made and serve also to keep
FORMER DIRECTOR OF
them In public service.
Maintenance of the dam, power
WAR RISK INSURANCE
plant and locks at the company's
BUREAU DIES IN N. Y.
expense also was characterized as
a "distinct advantage to the government."
iv J lie ;iMiriuiru i rrnn,f
nnfM-Tin- i
nf (tin offer orobably
New York, Feb. 21. Co!. R. O.
will be made tomorrow in the sen- - it hoimley-Joncformerly mreciur
r the burfau if vrar risk msuvanoi!,
ate to the agricultural
and in the house to the ml itnry UR,(1 nt ,he iresbvterlan hospital
In the latteJ earlv todav. He had been 111 at the
affairs committee.
30 last,
body only two witnesses remained
- h()jptal pinc(, September
who was
Colonel Cholmley-Jonctonight rvfto testify hefore the Invest!..1.1 .......
iho vnivl nronnsal is eno- - no
nin
f,..
Wasll-'ii- i,
........ l.i.t
....1
aro flnv Silver.
,h.nin 4hn
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.
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t:imr
n
his
ington representative of the Amer-,(nrecognizing
government,
lean farm bureau federation, and lability as an organizer, gave him a
adluIn
a representative to bo designated rnnt
the
commission
by the Alabama Power company. !' Uniit general's department, and sent
Kabn announced
Chairman
him overseas with the war risk
his plan to hear Mr. Silver
i,ecanie chief of the warmorrow and conclude with the,riKl y,ureau
the American expenewer company's
forces. remaining lr.
spokesman be rlltionnrv
France until 1919.
fore the week end. In that event,
be said, hearings would begin Imand
offer
new
on
the
became director of the bureau of
mediately
continue on any otner tne secre- - war risk Insurance, his task bcln,?
it
1h tarv might submit and have
reorganization of the zones by
studied by tho commltteetnc bureau. He resigned to becomeH
carefully
t
It
Itmian
final:..
.......
j
fry
MIC
luni.u i", a
IfMUnill Ul lilt L'lnnnna
KUI'lIIll I"
vilH
iinninc II n
tl On
nnrnrifntlnn nf tills CltV.
n4t, nyA 4nlrt rpcnm m endresoluHeart disease canned nis cieam.
.probably in the form of a
tion to direct Secretary Weeks to
one
of
the
proposals.
accept
"BROTHER ISAIAH". IS
PLACED ON TRIAL ON
is
pur-oha- re
's

lost diary kept by George Wash
ington during the last year of his
life was announced tonight by
George It. Prowell, curator and li
brarian of the Historical Society of
York county,
"While searching through
documents In the library
of the1 department of state at
Mr. Trowell said,
Washington,"
"another gentleman and myself
found the 'lost diary' of Washington, written during the time he wan
president and until his death."
One of the first entries quoted
is that written by Washington on
his birthday, and In this connection
a little known fact is brougut to
light that In the last year of
life the people of
Washington's
Virginia observed February 11 Instead of February 22 as the anniversary of his birth.
Mr. Prowell explains this by
pointing out that Washington was
born In 1732 and It was not until
20 years later that the Gregarian
calendar was accepted in Frigland
nnd the United States, Washington's birthday, as a result, was recorded In the family Bible as February 11, 1732 (old style) and
February 11 was continued to bu
observed In Virginia until 1S10.
Tho entry of February 11, 1799,
read as follows;
"February 11, 1709. I went to
Alexandria to the celebration of
my birthday."
During the spring Washington
began to turn his attention lo the
growing crop on his plantations
and to fisheries which he owned
along the banks of the Potomac.
These duties, together wbh the
harvesting of crops, occupied his
attention through the summer and
autumn.
On July 4, 1799, he celebrated
Independence day by attending n
banquet at Kemps tavern In Alexandria, given in his honor hy the
citizens of the town.
Tho entire day of July 9 was
spent In writing his last will, which
consisted of 29 pages of manuscript, all of which he wrote himself, affixing his signature at the
bottom of each page.
On December 1 2, 1799, while
riding, he caught the cold which
resulted two days later In his
death. He was not 111 enough the
following day, December 13, however, to prevent his writing In th-diary and he made the following
record :
"Morning.
Snowing and about
three inches deep. Wind at northeast and mercury nt 30. Continued
snowing until 1 o'clock, and about
4 It became
perfectly clear; wind
In the same place but not hard."
was
This
the last entry of the
diary, and, Mr. prowell said, wan
the last piece of writing executed
by him. He became seriously ill
between I and 3 o'clock tho next
morning and hia death occurred
CHARGE that night.
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reported wounded and
in

flightjouthward
Pr,l

(Ity The A.wlptfil
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 21. Nicolas Rodriguez, who crossed the
Bio Grande near here on February 8 at the hend of a gmall
band of Mexican rebels. Is reported wounded and fleeing south accompanied by only three followers. eGneral J. J. Mendel, commander nt Juarez, today received
reports that a federal patrol fired
n Itodrigucr Sunday at San Martin, 90 miles south of the border.
The officer reporting said Rodri-guo- z
and his horse were wounded but the leader wan picked up
one
of his followers and disby
appeared Into the hills.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
i MEMORIAL
BUILDING
' PLANNED BY MASONS
njr The Ananrlutrd

Ir

.)

MANSLAUGHTER

Pre.)

(By The

Ixis Anceles, Calif., Feb. 21.
Iiaiah Cudney, more generally
known as "Brother 'Isaiah." went
on trial In tno superior court here
today charged with manslaughter.
The charge Wa: based on he death
of Mrs. Margaret Dunbar, who,
to the state's theory, died
as tho result of a "laying on of
hands" by the defendant.
Cudney. who is a tall, elderly,
man, drew largs
white bearded
crowds here last summer to "Miracle Hill," where he treated the sick
The state
by prayer manipulations.
claims that Mrs. Dunbar, who wan
afflicted with rheumatism, suffered
various fractures of large bones
jwhen Cudney Moved Incrusted
'joints, and that these Injuries resulted in her death soon thereafter.

2 HIGHWAY MEETINGS
HELD AT LOGAN, N. M.
'BPICIAk

OltPATC' 'O MORNINt JOUttNALl

Feb. 21. The
and Atlantic-Pacifi- c
highway meetings were opened
simult-i- K
JUhly here yesterday afconvention was
ternoon. The T.-opened by President K. W. Harrison, of Hereford, Texas, in the
meeting
Masonic hall. The A.-was held in the Baptist church.
There were a large number of deleC.
M.
gates present, Governor
Mechem and party honoring the
T.-meeting with their presence.
The T.-highway was reported
by delegates to be in excellent condition in Texas, 270 miles in the
Plainview si ction being designated
as "The Mile a Minute Division."
Work from the Texau state line via.
Grady and Tucumcari to Logan was
although
progre ising,
reported
hindered by the long drouth.
Plainview,
of
Secretary Boswell,
Soap Is first mentioned in Pliny,
ultimate aim of the aswho states that it was prepared gave as the
the completion of a highsociation
from goat's tallow and beech-tre- e
from the gulf into the higher
ashes, and was employed for giving way
altitudes of New Mexico, which, ho
brilliance to the hair.
stated, compare in ecenlo beauty
with any in the United States with
additional historic Interest unsurpassed in any other section of the
TOBACCO
country.
The visitors were tendered a
banquet last night.

Washington, Feb. 21. Approval
Of final planH for a magnificent
building to George Washington, to
bo erected by the Masons of the
Vnlted States at Arlington, Va.,
Heven miles from here on a ridge
oornmanding a view of the eapltol,
was given tonight at the twelfth
annual meeting of the George
Washington National Memorial association.
The structure and surrounding
grounds will cost approximately
$2,000,000. . Rising 200 feet above
tho ground the memorial building
will be in plain view of the national capital and will be passed by
all who mako the pilgrimage from
Washington to the Mount Vernon
home of "The Father of His

Logan, N.

Texas-Colo- r.

o

M.,

DEATH RATE IN U. S.
DECREASED IN 1920
(B.t The Anrluted Prpss.)
Washington, Feb. 21. The death
In the United Ptates deer ased
to 1.308 per 100,000 population in
Ifiro from 1.49R per 100,000 in 1910,
according to figures announced today by the census bureau. All ago
groups showed a decline in death
rate hut tha most pronounced decrease was recorded In the fl tires
covering infant mortality under one
year of age, the 1920 rate being
9.6fi0 per 100.000 compared
vith
13,083 per 100.000 in 1910, a decline of about 26 per cent. The
rate far the group above 75 yearn
old decreased from 14.360 to 13,4110
per 100,000, 'approximately elx per
cent.
The decrease in
adult groups
was attributed largely to the reduced rates from tuberculosis, typhoid fever and brlght'a disease
The rate for tuberculosis showed a
decrease In the ten year period
from 1B0 to 114 per 100.000; 45
for the period, 40 to g per 100,00.)
and bright's disease
and acut,
nephritis, 99 to 89. Death from
accidents of all kinds decreased
from 84 to 71.
Diseases showing a serious increase in death rate, were csncer,
which increased from 76 to 83; influenza 14 to 71 and puerperatasls
15 to 19.

rate
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So Easy to Drop Cigarette, BLOCK OF HOUSES IS
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
DESTROYED BY FIRE
I

has helped thousands
to break the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever you
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew. Just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth instead.
AH desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically,
It's so easy, so simple
Get a box of
and if it
doesn't release you from all cravfor
tobacco in any form, your
ing
druggist will refund your money
without question.
nerve-shatter-J-

(By The Associated IreM.)
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 21. An entire
city block of houses In the Mexican
quarter of Pueblo was destroyed by

fire this evening. The fire started
from an explosion and because of
lack of water supply in this district,
which is outside the city limits, fire
fighters were unable to make any
headway fighting the blaze. There
were no casualties.
The damage was estimated at
close to $10,000. The cause of the
explosion was not determined, but
it is believed It may have been an
illicit still. Firemen searched the
CUT THIS OVTIT IS WORTH ruins, however, but were unable to
,
MONEY
determine the precise origin of tho
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be fire since almost
the entire block
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835 was ablaze before the fire departSheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writ- ment reached the scene.
ing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a-- trial
SUSPENDS BUSINESS.
Santa Fe, Feb. 21. Notice of
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs, suspension of business has been
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills filed with the state corporation
for pains in sides and back, rheuma- commission by the two following
tism, backache, kidney and bladder companies:
Northeastern New
ajlments; and Foley Cathartic Tab-let- , Mexico Oil company of Hoy, Jaa wholesome and thoroughly cob Floershelm, statutory agent:
cathartic for constipa- Baldwin Brothers, incorporated,
cleansing
tion, biliousness, headaches, and of Magdalena, Fred Baldwin, stabowels.
Sold everywhere. tutory agent.
fchjfglsn.
.

e,

forty-fiv-

of helium, the new
gas, first produced during the war,
to fill her great bag, today's acci-
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Anna I'avluwa and Churlie Chaplin
in a real chummy pose.
Anna Pavlowa's tour recently
near
took tha famous duncer
Hollywood,' California, bo Bhe took
the opportunity to visit friends
in the movie colony. Numbered
r.monar them was Charlie Chaplin,
whose feet, while .lot as dainty -- a
Anna's, won him as much fame and
dolltfh.

ADMINISTRATION
ATE LEADERS
WAY
FOR

SEN-

PAVING
TREATY

(Continued from Taps one.)
International agreements as soon
'Meantime, debate, on the treaty
with Japan, regarding tho Island
Wi

J

U

IVJM.1H,,

.J,,,.

L

dent almost certainly would have
been far less terrible.
There would
have been no fire after the crash,
at least, it was saia, ana u was the
terrible heat of the blazing hydrowhich apparently brought
gen
death to mora than thirty men.
uut so far, only sutricient helium
has been producer, to inflate the
a mere pigmy ehip
naval blimp
oi inc. an ucsiiio me noma.
.Several Hurt Hy Jumping;,
Only those in the forward part
of the operating compartment of
the ship had a chance for their
Ilres. Several were injured severely
by jumping, but three came out
practically unhurt.
Lieutenant Burt, who, with Captain Heed, was the principal pilot
of the lioma, was one of these. He
Jumped when the ship was only a
few yards frcm
the ground. A
civilian, Hoy Hurley, also escaped
unhurt as did Master Sergeant
Peek.
Albert Florreg, who was In the
observers' pit on top of the bag,
said:
"I felt the ship tilt up from the
back and started to slide down. I
tried to go down inside but than I
decided to come out forward again.
Hy that time we hit the earth and
1 was thrown out on
the ground."
Florres was burned about the
hands and Is suffering from shock.
Major J. D. Iteardon, who was in
the control cabin at the time of the
accident, said that the work of the
officers in charge was excellent.
"Lieutenant Burt and Captain
Mabry were at their wheels," the
major ajid. "The ship gave a duck
and I saw Lieutenant Burt pull
with all his might on tho elevation
lever.
Ho yelled cut, 'She won't
respond,' and then, 'cut the motors.
.'npond.' and then, 'cut the motors."
shut off and then we struck. If the
motors had not been shut off we
would have hit the ground much
harder."
When asked If he had seen any
flame, lie said that ho had not.
Bay Hurley, civilian and engine
expert, suffered a slight sprain of
tne arm and burns about the hands.
The trip was Hurley's first flight.
"It was the first time I had ever
been up," ho said, "and when the
Itoma started to swing, I didn't
know anything
was wrong.
I
thought she was acting all right;
I didn't know different.
It was
not until the machine
hit the
ground that I realized she was
wrecked. She was sailing alona
was coming
smoothly and she
iKht "'om theLangley Field. We
" ' wucii we
, r,
C--

t.tt.

'
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"Dtp" Thomas'
Drug stores.

LUMBER

that she actually carried

CON CRESS

February" 22, 1922.

among the survivors, it was hoped
would be
that full information
available.
When the navy rigid, Brltlah-bulairship ZR-- 2 came to a tragic
end through explosion in the air
during a trial trip In England, evidence of the cause of the smash
had to he sought In the wreckage,
for there were no survivors who
could tell what happened. In that
case, It has since been ascertained,
the buckling of a portion of the
framework
resulted in destuctlon
of the ship by explosion in air.
laid emphasis, in
officials
Navy
talking of tho Roma's destruction,
on the point that had it been possible to develop a sufficient supply
lt

GLASS
CEMENT

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN (It I'LAB
REFRACTION
107 8,

Fourth.

rhone
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PAINT
PLASTER

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

Albuquerque
Lumber Go.

Inquire

JOURNAL OFFICE

423 North First Street

Journal Want Ads bring results.

BANK SERVICE

Avoid Perils
of Dyspepsia
In Place of Starving or Suffering
Try the Plan or Full Meals and
Stuart's Kjspcpsla Tublgts.
Most everyone has gone through
tho misery of a sleepless night

The great ideal of this bank is to ren"
der
We are
service.
alive to what our clients expect of us,
and every person in the bank is ready
to act in your behalf the moment you
"man-to-man-

state your errand.

Your time is valuable and we try to
conserve it by quick service; the president of the bank has time to take deposits or to find a place to cash a check
quickly if that is what you want. Your
convenience is the main concern here.
Willing; and friendly service is what
has made this bank popular. It Rets to
the hearts of people who like straight
talk and square dealing.

You
with
ings
with

from dyspepsia. A host of such
people found they could eat what
they liked without sour rlsinga,
belching, gasslness, heaviness, palpitation or restless nervousness due
to indigestion if they simply settled
and soothed the stomach with a
Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet after eating and before retiring. If you are
subject to such misery get a 60 cent
box of these tahlets today and you
will fairly revel in the freedom
from your old time enemy.

can start a checking account here
as little as fifty dollars, or a sav-

account, paying 4 per cent interest,
a dollar.

State National Bank
Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Bank.

Combined Resources
Four and One-HaMillion Dollars
lf

IMll-

Says Rudder Broke.
One cf the mechanics in the crew
of the Koma who was rescued
shortly after the big ship hit, Baid;
"Our rudder broke and the planes
did not work; oo far as I could see
there was no fire until we hit t'.ii
ground."
Colonel P. M. Gulney, command
ant of the army base, who witnessed
the fall cf the Roma, bore out this
statement. He said he did not see
any fire until after the big gas bug
had landed on the ground.
Joseph N. Piedenbeck, engineer,
DIRIGIBLE CRASHES
was burned about the face and
hands.
He said:
ON TRIAL TRIP; 30
"I didn't Bee any fir. The ship
Just tilted up and started to nose
PERSONSJJOSE LIVES dive."
One of the survivors said that the
(Continued rrom rage One)
Roma often sailed with
little tilt
and that he
little mention to
Herman Zeppelins that harried tho Initial liftpaid
of
tail of the ship
London time after tlmo during the until he heard a the
man yell that the
world war. The Zlt-- 1 is under craft refused to
to the
respond
construction by the navy, how- helm.
ever, nnd recently arrangements
were made with tho
DEVELOPED TROTTRT.E
of the allied governments that th
ON TRIP IX DECEMBER
Zeppelin plant in Germany should
build for the navy a Zeppelin of
Washington, Feb. 21. Disaster
which proved successthe
today at the Hampton Roads army
ful during the war.
base of the army's Italian built
The Zlt-- 1 was described today
largest craft of her
as strictly a reproduction of the airshipIn Roma.
the world, cast gloom over
Uest German airships, only slight type
war and navy departments as
the
modifications in plan having lieen the
list of officers and men
made by tho navy department. The who long
were burned to death In the
Policy of the department In plan- ship came In. pending official rening the ship Is understood to have ports, however. Secretary
Weeks
been to attempt no improv ment and
the air service officials had no
until the tried and proven practice comment
to make.
of tho German airship builders
Immediately on receipt of the
had been duplicated successfully news,
General Patrick, chief
and then to advance in speed and of the Major
air service, left for the scene
size by slow strides, nnd with emairplane.
phasis laid In every succeeding de- by Unofficial
reports Indicated that
sign on safety and sound structural failure of rudder
controls", had
developments.
to become unThe Zeppelin to be produced in caused the Roma
a thousand or more
Germany also will be of this prov- manageable
the air, and plunged earthen type and the business of airship feet in where
she struck high tenbuilding in this country on a ma- ward,
which were
sion electric wires
jor scale, either for military or thought to have Ignited the huncommercial
purposes, has been dreds of thousands of cubic feet of
generally expected by technical of- hydrogen gas which filled the great
ficers to start from this point. In
this connection, it was said today, bag.
Pending details from survivors,
that examination of all German
as the
records had failed to reveal any officers here acceptedofthis
the disasprobable explanation
disaster such as that to the ZR-def- which was far larger than any ter. Until It has been learned
German-buicraft of the. kind ' or
the Roma,
TIRED, wORX-OCWhatever may have been ths IIAD THAT PEELINO
cause of tho wreck, either of the
Do you know that "awful tired
ZIl-- 2
or the noma, it Is certain
languidness, lame or weak
that flying officers of tho army feeling,"
back, sore muscles, stiff or swollen
and navy do not regard these lolnts,
or rheumatio pains usually
tragic accidents as offering any indicate kidney trouble?
Foley
reasonable ground for the abanact promptly and efdonment of thn attempt to produce Kidney Pills
Mrs.
Roberta
Lilly, 70
for the American military service fectively.
Alton St.. Alton, 111., writes: "For
ships of the size and kind, particI had a tired, worn-othree
ularly for employment in coast de- feeling.years
Various treatments failed.
fense operations.
I began to Improve on the second
Ship Gllilcs Earthward.
Foley Kidney Pills and toThe dipping blunt nose of the big doee Ioffeel
like new." Sold
bag did not respond.. On the ship day
came, unchecked in her glide earth,
ward, head first. Her commander
could not force her the few hundred feet that would have dropped
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
her into the waters of the bay and
Boilermakers nnd Welilrri.
comparative safety for her people.
1104 Boatb Becond St.
Hclow ran tho high doublo wireR
Tel.
of the high power electric line. It
carried a 2,300 volt current. The
Roma's nose, shod with its aluminum guard, sank into the wires,
broke them as the ship flattened Wind Shield Glass-LumbC. BAI.PRinfiE
to earth and roiled over, and the
LUMBER
CO.
VK South Flrat Street.
I'hun. 402
next moment came the noise of an
explosion. Flames burst out along
tho hull space.
There was a rush of men to the
rescue from the army post and the
navy base beyond. Just as the
P.oma neared the wires two men
were seen to leap from high up in
her slanting hull. As the stricken,
flaming monster writhed in her For Furnace, Range or
first death agony, ten more dropHeater Use.
ped from doors or ports or through
holes they tore In the fabric
sides
GALLUP-AMERICAthat enclosed them. Rome leaped
from the platform where the enLUMP $11.00
gines stood, far out from the hull,
Hesciicrs Driven Hack.
So fierce was the flame of the
Split Cedar Kindling
gas flame that rescuers
were
driven back before Its terrific heat.
They watched
helplessly as the
great
bag shriveled in the
blaze of the liberated gas. The
Roma was a wall of flame a city
block long and until the thousands
of gallons of chemicals and water
had cheeked the holocaust, it was
impossible to reach the men manPhone 251
gled and dead In that fiery furnace.
The ship left no passenger list
L, JOE MILLER,
behind her when she set out for a
brief trial run from Langley, She

mittee on Monday, will begin tomorrow with the lenders hoping
for ratification
a few
within
days.
The only pronounced
opposition to tho Hrandegee reservation
at today's committee meeting was
said by members to have come
from Senator Kellogg, republican, Minnesota, who insisted that
were
unnecessary
qualifications
and could only be a source of
embarrassment.

ALL CARS
Sold In New Mexico
Are GOOD Cars
THE

AUTOMOTIVE industry has reached the point
where all of the automobiles sold in New Mexico
are good cars and good values. Competition has taken
care of that.

And all the principle cars sold in the state will have
representation at the Fifth Annual Auto Show which
opens at the Armory here tomorrow afternoon for a
three day run.

'

New Mexico driving conditions soon weed out the
weaklings among cars. No member of the Albuquerque
Automobile Trades Association, fostering the show, has
the poor business judgment to try to sell cars of doubtful performance and durability in New Mexico. The
result is that when we choose any car in the state we
kn5w that it is a GOOD car, built to withstand the conditions that must of necessity be imposed upon it here.

2.
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ZBYSZK0 TAKES MAT
MATCH FROM STECHER;
CROWD IS DISPLEASED
(By The Associated Pitts.)
New York, Feb. 21. Wladek

Zbyszko, younger brother of the
world's
champion
heavyweight
wrestler,
tonight defeated Joe
Stecher, of Dodge, Nebraska, former champion, in a finish match
at Madison Square Oarden.
A large crowd of spectators,
displeased with the result, surged
menacingly about the ring.
The first fall went to Zbyszko
when Stecher after taking him to
the mat with a flying headlock.
fell underneath.
In attempting
to escape from ft half nelson and
body-hol- d
he rolled on tils shoul
ders.
Stecher took the second fall
with an arm and leg hold after
fourteen minutes of wrestling.
With one fall to the credit of
each, the rivals went to the mat
for the third fall. When the referee, after six minutes, twenty-fiv- e
seconds, interfered, announcing that Zbyszko had won on a
rolling fall, the crowd shouted
demands that .the referee be
SENATE PASSES IUTX.
Washington, Feb. 21. The legislative bill carrying 112,490,000 for
expenses of congress next year was
passed today by the senate and
sent to conference.
It was th-- j
third of the regular .supply measures to get through both branches
of congress.

Get The Car That Meet Your Requirements
At the Fifth Annual Auto Show.
But various cars are built for varioiin types of service. At the automobile show ALL of the cars sold in
the state will be displayed on one floor where the prospective purchaser can compare their various points and
make the selection which will give him lasting satisfaction in the service he requires of it.

ut
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Entertainment at the Show, Which Opens
Here Tomorrow.

.

'

er

.

Fancy Egg 10.50

Afternoon
Admission
to the Auto
Show, 25c.
Evening
Admission,
Fifty Cents.

The Maurice Klein Entertainers will be in charge
of amusing the crowds at the Fifth Annual Show. They
promise a unique program each of the three afternoons
and evenings of the show. There will be dancing each
evening, to music by three different orchestras. Attend
'
the show. It's this week's BIG event.

N

i

Aztec Fuel Co.
Pre.

Albuquerque Automobile
Trades Association

Remember

The Show Opens Tomorrow to Run
Afternoons and Three Evenings.

Three

,

February 22, 1922.
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TAPPERS NABBED
AT MOBILE, ALA,

with me as evideposit $25,000
dence of your responsibility."
Farmer Knapke gladly put up
His rrlend didn't have any
$10,000.
money, so Knnpke Journeyed to his
Ohio home vr the remainder.
There his lawyer convinced htm
that he had been defrauded. He
came to New York, consulted the
detective agency and a trap was
laid which resulted in the arrests
at Mobile today.
COUNTY BOARD TO MEET

the court house to decide upon
the matter of flood protection and
Residents of
road construction.
Pajarlto and others interested In
be
will
the question
present.
The question has arisen over the
petition presented by the people of
the Pajarlto district that flood
protection he put In before the
concrete paving on the Isleta road
on the west side of the river is
laid.
The Pajarlto residents declare
that there would be no use in
paving the road without adequate
protection from the spring floods
of the river. It Is said that the
river bank, during the high water
period last year, caved In 200 feet
towards the road and that It Is
now within 85 feet of the road.
Don Itankln. county flood commissioner and the county road
commissioner have been invited to
attend the meeting. The cusinci
attorney will be asked tp decide
whether the county board can
use part or tne riooa luna io pro.'
tect the roads.
.

KIWANIS CLUB WILL
WAIT UNTIL FRIDAY
The regular luncheon of the
club this week has been
postponed until Friday because of
lack of accommodations in the city
today. The officers and board of
directors will meet for luncheon
at the College Inn at noon today to
discuss further the proposition to
stage a benefit - theatrical, "The
Passing Show," here some time
next month.
ls

0EATHS

AND

FUWERALS

MASON Frank E. Mason died
at a local hospital yesterday after
noon at the age of 31 years. Ho
was a minister of the Presbyterian

B RO

.

urmture

church.
His wife was here with
him and will take the body hack to
her former home in Snow Hill, Md.
Strong Brothers are In charge.

WHITE Mrs. Myrtle White died
nt her home on South Edith street
Tuesday morning at the age of 27
Her husband was here
years.
with her and will take the body
back to tho home of her birth In
Huntington, w. Va. Strong Broth
ers are in charge.
CHAVES The funeral of Flavlo
Chaves. 76 years ago. who died last
Monday evening, will be held this
morning at 9 o clock at Ran Acasio.
N. M. Burial will be af San Acasio
cemetery. Garcia & Sons will be In
charge.

Rugs

UICERO The- funeral of Abet
Lucero, who died last Sunday even
ing, will be held this morning at 9
o'clock from the family residence.
The following are the pall hearers:
Thomas Montoya, Roberto Iucero,
John Thomas, Nestor
Chaves,
David Iucero, Pablo Chaves. Burial
will be at Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott will be In charge.

inoleum

iff

CAI.DEItON The funeral of La
zarlo Calderon, who died last Sun
day night at his residence on South
Second street, will be held this
morning at 10 o'clock from
funeral parlors. Burial will
be in Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crol-lott-

Two-ton-

We have
ceived

re-

just

Bed

some

Room Furniture in
this new and popular finish. Take a
look at our

display-window-

s

and glance
at the price tags.
These

prices illustrate what we mean
by our 1922 policy of

Lowest Prices
Smaller Margins
and
Reasonable Terms

STRONG
BROS.

ESTANCIA

CORDOVA
Hlglnio Cordova, 70
years old, died of apoplexy yesterat
his residence at
day morning
Sandoval. Mr. Cordova came here
to attend the funeral of his smter,
Mrs. Erenea Qriego, who' died here
last week, and took sick while In
He was a wealthy
attendance.
farmer and a pioneer resident of
Sandoval. Mrs. Cordova died six
months ago. Buneral will be held
Thursday morning from the Sandoval Catholio church. Burial will
be In the family plot In Sandoval
Crollott will have
cpmetery.
charge.
CUARON Jesus H. Cuaron died
last night at his residence at San
Jose after a week's ll'ness. He Is
survived bv one sister, Mrs. Pablo
Cervantes. Funeral arrangements
will be made today. Crollott Is In
charge.
MARTIN Jack B. Martin, 68,
died last night at his residence.
1004 North Arno street. He hid
been 111 only five days. He is survived by four daughters, Elizabeth,
Mary, Alice and Mrs. Max I
Chavez, who lives In Gallup, N. M.,
and four sons. Presley, Jerry, William and Arthur Martin, who lives
Mr. Martin was engl- In Gallup.
nnnr nf tha Alvnrndn lftundrv for
many years. The body was taken
to Croilott's funeral parlors.

210

sale

Brlggs' Pharmacy.,
druggist's everywhere,
by

.

ALBUQUERQUE
'. . 9:30 am

",

,

,

Round Trip, $0.00.

10.00 am
2:80 pm
, 0:00 pm

Albuquerque Headquarters, v
Ringling Brothers Cigar Store

WEST CENTRAL.

ALTHOUSE IS NO
PUBLIC SPEAKER:
SINGS SENTIMENT
one of his last triumphant
tours, Paul Althouse, who appears
here February 28, at the high
school, sang in a Montana town on
his comprehensive
trip. As tisual he achieved the
success that Is always the rule for
him and a rousing social welcome
Besides.
iNGthlng would do after
his sensational evening appearance
but that he should be the guest the
next day at luncheon in his honor
club of the
given by a
place. As the train that would
take Mr.. Althouse to his next date1
that same evening did not leave till
after 2 o'clock, he accepted tho Invitation. Had he known what was
In store for him, possibly ho would
have refused.
The luicheon tock place.
Mr.
Althouse occupied
tho place of
honor.
was
ho
called
Naturally,
upon to make a speech.
Mr. Althouse rose from his place.
For once tho dauntless hero of
at the Metropolimany operas
as many a
tan was
man has been under similar cir
cumstances. The epplause that had
greeted his rising ceased, kvery
gaze was focused upon him. In the
unnatural silence Mr. Althouse
cleared his throat and began.
"Gentlemen:
I do not Kiow why-iis, but I find it far more difficult
to make a speech than to sing. I
er I ," the tenor for once was lost
as the words failed to ccme.
Then the silence was opportunely
broken by a voice coming from the
buck of the room. "Say it with
slnering!"
The burst of sympathetic laughter that followed the sally was
quickly turned to aplause as. the
noted tencr took tho supcestion at
Its worth and strode towards the
"lano followed by his nccompanist
This time when he faced his onlookers, it was not to hesitate for lack
of appropriate words, for, timid the
hushed silence again. Mr. Althouse
started one of the big favorites of
bis program of the nltht before.
When he had finished, the apnlanso
Was Hterallv deafening and
was able to wind un with'tho
"I thank you.' Just as if he had
made a real speech.
On

coast-to-coa- st

well-know- n

t

e

RY
TO

WfUINns INFLICTED
FATAL

EXPRESS MESSENGER
(By The

Aocln"rt

Press

PHONES

BOO.

MEETS HIGH SCHOOL
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

"IV Theater Repeating again
today "The Sheik," tne great paramount picture, with a largo list ol
stars; also repeating "The First
Families of America"
showing tho
Pueblo Indians and their villages in
and the
ai.d near Albuquerque,
"Current Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater "The Song of
Lite." one of John M. Stahl's great
productions, drew out a good crowd
at ouch show yesterday afternoon
and last night, and is being repeated today; also repeating "The First
Man to tho Moon," tho Goldwyn-Bra- y
comedy.
Pastime Theiiler One of William Fox's creat and popular stars,
whom everybody likes, Willlum Far- num, is at the paatlme today as me
leading character in "Perjury." The
management, in connection witn
this great picture, Is also showing
"Fox Nows" pictures.

The girls' basketball team of the
university will play iis first regular
game of the season Friday afternoon when they meet the high
school girl at the high school gym- Tho game will start at
,nasfum.
,4:?0 o'clock.
The girls of the university have
scheduled a game with the players
from tho Las Vegas normal school
for next wek, and are anxious to
have a practice game with a fast
local team before meeting the team
from Vegas.
games
hive given the university girls a
NOKMAN E 15UOWN.
deal
of
great
practice, however, and
Uurkett stars:
believe that they will bo able
That heading may well be used they
to make a strong showing.
again over a story about Jess
Uurkett, i nee leading hitter of 'em
all.
For Uurkett .'.as proved a BASEBALL FANS ARE TO
shining light In a new role that of
tooiit and eoach for McGraw.
0RGANIZEAJJLU3 HERE
l!urUett has passed up a good
offer from Huston college to sign
At the meeting last night in tho
another contract with the Giants.
Hurkett'a first service as a Giant chamber of commerce cf the mem
dates back to 1S90, when he joined bers of the American legion and
the club as a pitcher, only to bo others Interested In baseball, plans
converted into an outfielder be- were discussed whereby a hall park
cause of his inability to locate the would be established
on the sito of
plate. Two years later ho went to Hopewell field.
Cleveland. For eleven seasons In
A hoard of
consisting of
his hijr league career Burkett bat- the following directors
men was elected at
ted better than .300. In 1895 he the meeting: Frank Shuffelbarger,
butted .423. Hugh Duffy's record Charles Iembke, Arthur
Prager,
of . 4 S in 1S94 wus the onlv mark nay McCanna, I,en
Murphy, Kento bent it. He hit over .400 three neth
E.
Pganzlnl. Arthur
Baldrldge,
the only man to accomplish Slsk and
Addison Moore. The di
tr.at feat in the games history.
the Albu- rectors are to
Burkett was a member of the fa onerque baseball organize
elect of
nnd
club,
mous Cleveland Spider team of 1895 ficers at the next meeting, which
which defeated the famous Balti- will be held In tho chamber of
more Orioles in the Temple cup commerce
Thursday night at 7:"0
series. McGrnw, now Kurkett's o'clock.
chief, and Hugh Jennings, also associated with McGraw of late In the
role of assistant, wero in the Oriole
lineup. The Spiders won four out
of the five games played. The next
year, however, the Orioles licked
the Spiders four straight. Tho last
defeat was a 5 to 0 shutout at
Cleveland.
Since his playing days Burket! Clean Child's Bowels with
has sin ne as a eoach of. college
lins' bnll teams. His work with the
"California Fig Syrup"
Holy Cross team won the attention
of the cnlleglnto world.
Inter-sororit- y

WANT TO BE IIAKEM
LADY? SEE HOW AGNES
AIRES ANSWERS QUESTION

1

Alamosa, Colo., l'tu. ii. Marnehsenger,
quis Gomez express
died today at a hospital of gunIn
ed
flic'
shot wounds
Saturday
night by bandlis who held up and
robbed the express car of a Denver ft Rio Grande passenger train.
Posses still are searching for the
robbers who obtained $11,000. in
cash and bonds.
Before he died Gomez regained
consciousness and gave a coherent account of the robbery, which
was witnessed by no one but
himself.
He said the two robbers leaped
toward the door of the express
car as the train was leaving Alamosa. Gomez attempted to close
the door and bar their progress
but one of the men caught his
foot in the door and fired several
shots. One of the bullets pierced
Gomez' abdomen. Gomez is survived by his widow residing In
Durango.
Officials of the American Railway Express company who are
anthe
Investigating
robbery
nounced late today that they were
"fairly, certain" of the robbers'
Identity. All of the suspectB arrested Sunday and yesterday with
the exception of one, have been
released.
The prisoner held, who is known
as "Scotty," has given Information
that may lead to the robbers arrest, authorities said.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
IN MASSACHUSETTS IS
OUSTED FROM OFFICE
(By The Assorlntrd Press.)
Boston, Feb. 21. The supreme
court today removed Joseph C.

Pelletler from the office of district
attorney of Suffolk county. Its decision, returned unanimously by
the majority of the full bench who
sat as Judges and Jury at the recent trial, was that he had used his
office for "private favoritism and
Conaggrandizement."
personal
Girl Couldn't Stand
spiracy with certain attorneys to
extort
sums
of
Clothes to Touchier
money was
large
held to be proved.
'"My father got me a bottle of
The fact that Mr. Pelletler and
Remedy for
Mayr's Wonderful
Senator James A.
States
stomach trouble and I am feeling United
of Missouri, his chief counsel,
Reed
so much better since taking It.
to Introduce no
elected
at
the
trial
o painful I
My stomaoh was
in defense, was detestimony
couldn't stand my clothes to touch clared
court to warrant Inme." It is a simple, harmless ferencesby the
unfavorable to tha reremoves,
the
that
preparation-"It Is conduct In the
catarrhal mucus from the Intes- spondent.
nature of an admission," the court
tinal tract and
allays the In- declared.
flammation which causes practically all stomach, liver and ' Intestinal ailment. Including ap- MATSUDA LOSES MAT
will conpendicitis. One dose
vince or money refunded. For
C0NTESTJ0 FARLEY

DAILY STAGE
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)
Albuquerque ,.....,
Kstanoln
,

Leaves
Arrives
Ijcnvcs Estnncln
Arrives Albuquerque
One Way, $5.00

's

ARMIJO The funeral of Viola
Armijo. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Carlos Armijo, who died last Mon
day morning at their residence at
1525 West Granite avenue, was held
yesterday afternoon from the San
Felipe de Nerl church. Burial was
In Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crol
lott was In charge.

Furniture.

e

IDS

(I5y The Assorliiied rrms.)
N.
Concord,
C, Feb. 21.
Chief of Police Talbert arrested
a man here tonight suspected of
being Edward F. Sands, who Is
wanted in connection with the
killing of William Desmond Taylor, the motion picture director
in California. The man held here
is said to fit closely the description of Sands.

BANDITS

Theaters Today

I

SUSPECTED

Believed To Be Members of TODAY TO
DISCUSS THE
a Gang Which Formerly
ROAD PROBLEMS
FLOOD,
Operated in N. Y., DetecThe county commissioners will
tive Agency Reports.
hold a meeting this morning at
.
(By The Aneinte1
New York, Feb. 21. A plot to
mulct the "Roobolsie" which might
have been invented by an author
of a pet rich quick fiction, was redetective
vealed by the Burns
nrrest
nffency here today with the
at Mobile. Ala., of seven alleged
membo
to
wire tappers, believed
bers of a sansf which formerly operated in Now York.
Burns,
As told
by Sherman
Barney Knapke, an Ohio farmer,
tho
gang.
of
was the chosen dupe
He was wintering at an Orlando,
Fla. resort, when, a week ago. he
struck tip a park bench acquaintance with a fellow resorter.
The next dav they were strolling
along the beach together when
thev discovered a larre wallet, half
buried in the sand. Together they
in
opened it. They found $130 and
cash and jm.OOO fidelity bond
certain credentials.
toward
A man came hurrying
them a few minutes later. The wallet was his; he had lost it. When
the finders refused to accept the
$130 as a token of gratitude, he Offered to invest it for them In stocks
on which he had a tip.
The first day the $130 doubled:
the next it amounted to $1,500 and
iha ihirA rinv Farmer Knapke and
his new acquaintance were told to
an
nnii nt tVi Htnek "exennnge
ll,-.tholr ivinnines $105,000.
Thnw filled n.nw the moncv, ha
It fn their hands for a moment
nut ca iliov Tirennred to carry
away tho head of the "exchange'
detained them.
ll A
TnOllCV
nnntlAtnn
vours," he said. "But, before' I pay
it to you I must require that you

U. N. M. GIRLS TEAM

E ARREST

OP BEING

Page Three.

and

(Br The Assnrlnted Press.)

El Paso, Texas, Feb. 21. Cal
middleweight
Farley, lnter-allie- d
catch - as - catch can wrestling
champion, here tonight defeated
Matty Matsuda, claimant to the
world's welterweight championship, by taking the first and third
falls of a finish match, best two
out of three falls. Farley took
d
the first fait with a leverage
In 26 minutes, 40 seconds,
and his second fall with a step-ovIn 24 minutes, Matsuda earned the middle falb in 2"1
minutes, 20 seconds, with an arm
scissors. The men, met at catch
weights.

"Speaking solely from movie experience," smiled
Agnes Ayres,
featured with Rudolph Valentin j
in "The Sheik," a Paramount picture that is being repeated today a:
the "B" theater. "1 am sure thut 1
should not care to be a lady of the
harem. I can imagine the lite lea
those poor women they would
soon become ubcut as intelligent
and active as pug dogs. There
might be some who would reuet
and thei. end would be swift and
sure. A lot of Rlamour has been
thrown about the harem life, but
from what I've read, it must be a
near
to a terrestial Had'
- for approach
the woman.
"In the picture, the harem scenes
are quite attractive, however
to a degree, and very beautiul-l- y
composed. When we were making them, Mr. Melford, the producer, had to almost barricade tho
place to keep people away.
"There are hundreds of thrills in
tho picture It seemed to me that
something was doing every minute.
1 had escapes, fights, rescues, and
so on till I began to get dlzz.v. Also
I had a lot of bruises
especially
after the fight with four negr.'
"
.'
ENGINEER AT INDIAN
col-crf-

TiCt's

Cremc

have

Ili,

u

--

Oli"

lie. Drug

Thomas'

stores.

stage which on January 28 collided
with a horse and buggy on North
Fourth street, lnjr'ng the driver
Stephen Sandoval,
and his son.
Dr. Glass tias
putuivv
Juan Sandoval, was fined J20 In proof
he ts able tn cur
police court yesterday, and assessed tuberciili'Pls by lnhatatl-an additional J 25 to pav for the in nny climate.
For further Information
damages.
A man who was rlilinc; in Moore's Slidrtss TUB T F OI.AS!"
stage at the time of the accident, INHALANT CO.. MASON
'.OS ANtlU-I.Ewas also Injured, nnd the three vlc-'i- BIHt.DlNO.
CALIFORNIA.
haw been treated at a local
hospital. All have since recovered.

TUBERCULOSIS

R EOI'EST IOSTPON EMKNT.
Berlin, Feb. 21 (by the Associated Press). The French government today Informed Germany that
It. had
requested Italy to postpone
the Genoa economic conference for
the reasons ntnted In Premier
Polnenre's recent memorandum.

9ocen
AN OLD

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Knelneem
Founders Mnrhlnlsta.
CasmiK. in Iron. Brum, Bronie. Aluminum.
Elnctriu Motors, oil Engines,
Pumps nnd Irrlgntlon.
Wort
nml Office Altiun.ufrn.ue.

Ckule

SIore--,

ALBUQUERQUE. N MCA.
STORE WITH A NEW

SPIRIT

MOTHER!

slave-girls-

COMMITTED
SCHOOL
TO INSANE ASYLUM

KEEN RPMAN INTEREST
IN FOX SI
"PERJURY," AT PASTIME

U

at the Indian
"Perjury." the William Fox spe- school, was committed to the Incial with William Farnum, which sane
afternoon
by
yesterday
enjoyed a sensational run in a Jmlseasylum
Harry P. Owens, of tha
Broadway, New York, theater, will
court.
Frank

Mlscr-ables.-

Robert Moore, the hero of
like Jean Valjean of "I.es
Miserables." is a kindly and lovable man who. through a shocking
combination of circumstances, is
compelled to serve a long term in
It provides the famous
prison.
Fox star with wonderful opportunities to display his well known
power of expressing human emotion and pathos. Those who have
seen the photodrama declare it to
be unsurpassed in intense human
Interest.
The production is elaborate 24
separate interior seta, including
ono huge set for the court room
scene showing the trial of Robert
on a murder charge, having been
built in the Fox studios for the
Farnum company in tho picturiz-inof "Perjury." Some of these
show scenes of 20 years ago, while
others are modern.
The acting of Farnum as an active, ambitious man of 45, happily
married nnd the father of two
lovely children, and as a pathetic,
d
old man), dazed by
long Imprisonment, Is declared to
bo the most Impressive and appealing of his remarkable career.
Harry Millarde directed the production. The cast Includes Sally
Cruto as Martha Moore, Wallace
Krsklne, John Webb Dililon, Frank
Shannon, Frank Joyner, Grace I.a
Veil, Gilbert Rooney and Alice
Mann,
"Per-iury-

to be
Sells' insanity
pirtially due to the shock of the
fire at the Indian school ten days
:ngo, as his actions since that time
h re said to have been
irregular,
Monday nijjht he became violent,
'attempt ing to break up the furniture in his room, and he was turned
over te the court.
Is believed

Even a Blck
"fruity" taste

child loves the
of "California
Fig
lift to tongue Is
If
the
Syrup."
coated, or if your child is listless
cross feverish, full of cold, or has
colic a teaspoonful will never faii
to open the bowels. In a few hours
you can see for yourself how thor
oughly it works all the constipa
tion poison, sour bilo and waste
from the tender, little bowels and
gives you a well, playful child
again.
Millions of mothers keep "California Fig Syrup" handy. They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
druggist for genuine "California
Fig Syrup" which has directions
for babies and children of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may
get an imitation fig syrup.

M

YJu.-
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Linen

Pattern Cloths

$4
Guaranteed absolutely pure linen cloths, circular
patterns, size 68x68; $6.50 value. We have
them in the following pattern assortments: Wild
Rose, Carnation, Rose and Chrysanthemum.

LOAF
golden crusted bread we
this bakery. It makes the
mouth water to look at It. And a
taste of Its light, toothsome
will make it water still
more. Try this bread as a change
home
from
baking. We believe
you'll like it so well you'll make
tho change permanent.
Of fine
sell nt

Journal Want Ads bring results.

jtim
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i
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Month End Special

tlis-trl-

begin an engagement of four days
at the Pastime theater beginning
today. During its run on the most
famous entertnlnment thoroughfare in tho world, New York reviewers declared that no more
gripping photodrama had been
shown since the presentation of
William Farnum In the screen ver"
sion of Victor Hugo's "Les

nar

W

Sells, engineer
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(REritODUCED HtOM PROGRAM AITOMOBILE

SllOW)

PIONEER

BAKERY
South First Street.

207

2 hat's
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Good
Clothes
Good Clothes, reasonably priced in a
variety of patterns now await your
Inspection.
in Albuquerque and
It is
in New Mexico.
built to fit this city and state to hold reader interest, and to
create reader confidence.

All the new Weaves, in Homespuns,
Worsteds and Fancy Decorated
Cassimeres

pre-emine- nt

It

pre-emine- nt

is

ITS CIRCULATION AS TO TRUTHFULNESS CAN
BE VERIFIED

I

It LEADS ALL other daily papers, whether morning or evening,
in circulation in the state, the county and the city. Covers the morning field completely, and many advertisers, who have investigated its
circulation, use it exclusively.

to

IT IS THE CLASSIFIED MEDIUM OF THE
ENTIRE STATE

4
A

If you doubt this statement just make a comparison between The
Morning Journal and its other state paper competitors.
If you want a naper that covers the field with the latest news,
foreiarn and domestic, you make no mistake by subscribing for and

A Splendid Line of Furnishings No
Matter What You Want We Have It
WASHINGTON'S

BIRTHDAY

reading

WE CLOSE AT NOON.

The Albuquerque Morning Journal

toe-hol-

toe-ho- ld

BANQUET FOR VENIZETW.
STAGE DRIVER WHO
Lima, Peru, Feb. 21. Former
INJURED THREE MEN
Premier Venizelos of Greecs arrived here yesterday. Ho was tenASSESSED$20 FINE dered a banquet
by the American
charge d'affaires. Ho intends to
Ed. Moore, driver of an auto sail today for Chile.

E. L. Wa shburn Co.

"It
"Albuquerque's Exclusive

Clothiers'1

y3

Is

the STRONGEST SALESMAN for New Mexico and This City."

Page Four.
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COWBOY PADGET T

!ri BASKETBALL
TGOaSAMEHT A T DUKE CITY

HIGH PRICED

IS

1TERWEIGHT
(SrnClAIj DISPATCH TO MORNING JOTONAL)
Raton and Springer in two
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 21.
Vegas will be represented by tests and have lost a game to
ine iNormuis.
xney nave DroKen
two teams in the state basket' i even
in two games with Santa Fe, Dolores, Colo., Boy Is Great
ball tournament to be held in
which is not in this Feetion of
Box
Office Attraction;
March 10 and 11 the athletic association. The Northe
Normal, by mals have won one from the
Three Main
Vegas likh and
Fought
leading the race in the northern Highs, two from Raton, two from
Events in Denver.
section of the New Mexico High Dawson, two from Springer, and

DUKE CITY HIGH

February 22, 1922.

PERSinNMEETS IHS

DOUBLE PI7aYING
ROLE OF GENERAL IN SOLDIER PLAY

BASKETBALL FIVE
ON

TRIP

ME

V

Et

Costs

To

I!q

iore

Mo

Dressed

j

School Athletic

association,

have one from Santa Fe,

Local fight gaps are to bo given
won the right to battle for the
Normal girls have won every
state championship with the lead-in- s game of tb reason, and have not a chance to see one of the best box
teams from the other sec- lost a coi.ust since five years office attractions in America in
ago, when they broke even with action on March 1, when Cowboy
Tucumcari on tho season's play. Padgett steps into the ring for his
The Normal girls have accepted
a challenge from the state uni
versity girls for a game in Alhn- The
querquo early in March.
high girls have been playing in
hard luck this season, but, on
Friday night they sprang into
true form and defeated the Raton
girls at the Gate City, 28 to 26.
The high boys are Gene Cra- vens, Oscar Stern, John Gallegos.
' ff
Urn
.Toe Martinez, Garcia, Tom Griffin and Eill Erb. E. Q. Brothers
is coach.
The Normal boys are Pete
Herbert
Tony Gutierrez,
"
Russell Nelson, Dean
Hilgers,
9
Stapp, Brewster Hnrsh and Bar- race the ney Caton. A. ' H. Miller is
Dawson, coach.

tions.
Vegas lilph has lost but one
championship frame, having been
defeated by the Normals early in
the season by a score of 24 to
15.
The Normal has won every
The two
game on its schedule.
teams will meet again here Frithe
game is exday night, and
pected to be a whirlwind, as the
Highs led during the first half of
the first game, and have been
improving in their playing ever
since. The local teams won their
The
recent week-en- d
games.
Highs beat Raton high 32 to SO,
and Dawson high 57 to 9. on the
courts of the visiting tenms. The
Normal beat Springer high 30 to
20.

In the championship
defeated
have
Highs

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

Pnn-ltrat-

Help the Kidneys
Fight That Cold
T5vfry rlrture
Tclll a Morjr

daughter, Corrine. Mrs. Woodson
was assisted In the serving of a
dinner by Mrs. Islas.
Those present were Messrs. Harry
Fred
Powell, Frank J.
Bradley,
Huvens and
McClure, Richard
Gustavo Sellgman; Misses Alleen
and Christine Islasst, Hilda Schenlc,
Era Rentfrow and Corrine Woodson.
Arrangements are being made
at present by Trot. Alva P. Taylor
for a debate with the Las Cruces
high school and the preparatory
department of the state college.
This debate will be held some time
during the third term if the students of tho department are enthusiastic enough to get to work
at it.
The plat on the south of the
main building, Hadley hall, hai
been leveled off, plowed and
planted in sweet peas. This will
make tho campus much more attractive in the course of a few
months.
Willis P. Fisher, who has been
In the college hospital for the past
two weeks with a severe case of
blood poisoning In his left foot, liable to be out again on his
crutches.
The junior prom will be held on
Friday evening in the college gymnasium.
This dance will be one
of tho biggest of the year and will
draw large crowds from Las Cruces
and El Paso. An El Paso orchestra will furnish the music for this
occasion.
The New Mexico Aggies lost the
state championship to the state
normal school at Silver City, there,
Saturday evening when they were
defeated by a score of
The
game was clean and the Aggies
were with them from the start to
finish. The girls' team lost to Sliver City by a score of 18 to 12.
The trip was made in automobiles.
27-2- 6.

CHIEF CLERK HELD

ft niMm

lUMml

Colds and grip cause thousands
of cases of kidney trouble. In any
germ disease the system becomes
filled with poisons which the kidneys must filter off. All too often
this extra burden weakens the
kidneys. Then you have constant
backache, headaches and dizziness; you lack ambition, feel dull,
nervous and depressed. Don't
ignore these warnings! Help the

WHILE HIS ACCOUNTS
ARE
INVESTIGATED
(By Tho Aatoclntrd Prru.)
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 21. Lestar
A. Maus. chief clerk at the zone

finance office at Fort Bliss, is held
in the county jail here tonight
while military authorities are investigating the amount of shortage
discovered several day9 ago. Maus
wan arrested In Juarez, Mexicd,
having been trailed there by military police. Ho was accompanied
by a woman and had in his possession, the police say, a considerable
sum of money and two tickets for
Torrcon. Maus returned voluntarily to the American side and was
formally placed under arrest. Federal officers say he will be arraigned before the United States commissioner tomorrow.

kidneys with Drain's Kidney Pills.
Home folks recommend Doan's.
Ask your neighbor!
An Albuquerque: Case.
J. H. Wear, 708 North Fourth
street, says: "I have the greatest
confidence in Doan's Kidney Pills
as I know they are a reliable
years
remedy. Several
ago my
kidneys got out of order and I
was troubled with dull backaches ROAD CONTRACTS TO
and my kidneys didn't act right.
BE AWARDED IN MARCH
I used Doan's and they soon
fixed me up in good shape. My
to The Journal.
back was soon strong and free (Nperlal CorreiipniKiMice 21.
Santa Fe, Feb.
Contracts
from pain and my kidneys did not
for the building of 71 rederal aid
trouble me."
will
be
roads
awarded by L. A.
Gillett, state highway engineer,
on March 22 and 23. This Is the
largest number of projects to be
submitted for one lotting.
Tho
11 roads will have a mileage of
150 miles, and the estimated cost
60 at all Drug Stores
of construction is approximately
rosterMilbumCo. MI,WBuHalo.NY
$500,000.
One of the projects will be the
widening of the concrete boulevard running north, from Albuquerque to the Sandoval county
line. The present width of the
CCOUNT1NG-concrete is 16 feet. Two feet of
AUDITING, INCOME
TAX
surfacing on each side will inFINANCIAL
crease the width to 20 feet.
JTATEMCNTX
Another is the building of 7
Will AMI Z AN
miles on the Albuquerque-Gallu- p
highway, between Mccarty's and
Grants, in Valencia county.

DOAN'S

Wl

,

NEW STYLES ARRIVING DAILY
ailor-iad-

e

othmg
NOW SHOWING

iiBiii

HIGHEST GRADE

MADE TO FIT YOUR FIGURE

eyer & iIeyer

114 West Central Ave.
CLOSED

AFTER

12

OOV

Phone 520

TODAY, WASHINGTON'S
BIRTH DA V.

.

SEA

is, if you stick to Society
Clothing:. Hand tailored
throughout, as this clothing; is,
it retains its smart lines as long as
you wear it and that's a good
long while.

THAT

lij I
V

Study the type of men who wear
d
Society Brand. They're
citizens who demand their
money's worth.

J;

hard-heade-

I

mills
INTO

3

1
i.
I

t

y

FROM

f

mm

And when you're in a big city, look
up the Society Brand Store. Without exception it's the kind of store
you'd want to do business with.

the

Bee

New Suits
with both
Trousers

and

Knickers

z,

V,
2?"

five-cour-

STATE COLLEGE,
Cniccs.)
Kara II. (lis
McDonnall, a student
taking graduate work in poultry
Hnd agriculture, and Miss Neva H.
Colvillo of Muscatine, Iowa, were
last Saturday.
married in El
Mr. McDonnall went to El Paso
on Friday
and met his bride-to-b- e
They returned hero on
evening.
Monday morning and are making
their home at the Toast residence
in Mesilla Park.
was given on
Tho dinner-danc- e
Friday evening nt the college. This
dinner and dance was given to
help In the fund that is being
raised by Dr. Herman I Morton,
head of tho music department, to
purchase a grand piano for the
About 175 people were
college.
After the dinner, which
served.
was served by the home economics
students, the dance was held in the
The Cyclone
college gymnasium.
orchestra from Las Cruces furnished the music for the affair.
Mrs. L. c. Woodson entertained
at her homo in Las Cruces wi'h a
birthday party in honor of her

Iff
Albuquerque high school basketball team will take a trip through
tho eastern part of the state this
week. They will play Ft. Sumner,
Clovls and Tucumcari on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening,
respectively.
All three teams that the high
boys will play are contenders for
the state title. Clovls has lost to
Roswell but has won all their other
games. Ft. Sumner defeated Roswell at Ft. Sumner last week. Little ia known about Tucumcari this
year, but they have had a reputation for a top notch team In former
years. The local players will make
the trip by automobile.

J

PACiF

G

Woman and a Colored
to
er Supposed
Committed Suicide
in 2 Hours of Each

-

Wait-

218 West Central.

Have

WILIi

With-

Gtn. Pershing, right, and Private Kelly, left, impersonating Pershing,
Other
photographed when they met at Springfield, 111.
Gen.
Pershing recently made a brief visit In Chicago primarily to
(By The Aesoclulcd Tress.)
San Francisco, Feb. 21. Mrs. witness the soldier play, "A Buck on Leave," staged there for the beneAlice M. Hills, Amherst, Mass., and fit of the American Legion. The general was late in arriving and, acHarold Holloway, colored, a wait- cording to word from Chicago, Private Kelly, who impersonated the
er, flung themselves into the sea general in the play, entered the general's box as the play began, and
from the Matson liner Buckeye because of his marked resemblance to the war leader was given a big
State within two hours of each gvctioa. Later the two :net and posed for their photos.
other while tho steamer was approximately SOO miles south of Los
Angeles yesterday, according to a
radio message received today from
tho vessel's master. Captain John
T. Diggs. Captain Digss' message
gave no reason for the supposed
suicides.
The Buckeye State stopped when
Mrs. Hills threw herself overboard
at 4:05 p. m. and a lifeboat was
sent over the Bide. No trace of
Mrs. Hills was found.
Apparently the boat had hardly gotten unTO MORXIXG JOURNAL)
(SPECIAL CORRESrOXDEXCE
der way again before Holloway
Santa Fe. Feb. 21.
Service is funds to cany on the work. (Jham- leaped over the side. Another lifeboat was launched, but he had dis- the keynote of the home economics berino donated $20 as a gift from
association.
appeared ns completely as had work being given in the schools of tho Parent-Teaohthe Dona Ana county vocational There are other examples of equal
Mrs. Hills before him.
effort and sacrifices which have
Mrs. Hills' booking was In charge circuit..
Between Las Cruces and the boen made to keep the work going.
of a tourist agency, which anThe instruction given is of a very
nounced that sho had made the Mexican line in Dona Ana county
are
in
schools
five
whicn practical nature and is designed to
for tho booking in
application
Riverside, Calif. Holloway shipped home economics, agriculture, and meet the needs of the girls In their
at Paltimore on tho last trip of farm shop work are taught. The homes. Half the time is given to
students reached by this instruction sewing and half to cooking.
the Buckeye Stato from that port. are
In sewing the girls make things
directly from the farms
According to company officials,, and thone
more than likely will make tho for themselves,
such as gingham
Mrs. Hills was alono and thers
dresses, aprons, undergarments, etc.
were indications that she was suf- farm their permanent residence.
Miss
state
G.
one
In
school
the
superRuth
Taylor,
girls mado aprons
fering from a nervous complaint. visor of home economics,
has Just from flour sacks. The clothing
The Buckeye State Is on her way
to Baltimore from San Francisco returned frr.m a visit to this inter- mads is not of the fancy party type
on her last trip for the Matson esting project and reports a very but practical things to be worn to
school.
line. She is to be turned over to hlrh type of work beingis done.
In charge
Elizabeth Koger
The First National bank of Las
the shipping board on her arrival. of Mrs.
the home economics work on tho Cruces has offered a prize to the
circuit and is greatly pleased over girl making the best gingham
MANION CRITICISES
the results she is obtaining from dress. The dresses being made will
tho practical in"f.rucMon which is bo exhibited in March and the winI
THE SPLIT TRICK FOR
being given. Mrs. Koger spends ning girl awarded the prise.
Is
one
in
schools
of
in
five
The
enr!'
instruction
cooking
day
RAIL TELEGRAPHERS
each week and supervises the work along tho line of the things the
in
schools the other girls will r.eed to know how to
given
Chicago, Feb. 21. E. J. Manlon, four days thee
of the week.
nt home. Emphasis is given
president of tho Order of Railway
schools with to
These
are
country
fruits, meats, eggs,
Telegraphers, today told the Uni- very Httlo equipment in the way of etc.,vegetables,
rather than the preparation of
ted States railroad labor board that laboratory
con
and other
mushrooms, frappes and souffles.
an eight-hoday for railroad veniences, apparatus
common to modern, well
Many of the girls receiving this
telegraphers without a punitive equipped hlrrh schools. The finan- instruction
are of Spanish descent
nvertimo provision, amounted to cial conditions of the county has and for them the Instruction
is or
the establishment of a longer cut short the funds for purchasing signed to especially
meet their
working day.
even
neeesoarv
for
needs.
the
supplies
Today's hearing Involved a dis- cooklns and Eewlnc.
An Interesting development, expute between tho telegraphers and
As a result of this condlton the plained
y Mrs. Koger. Is the ever
68 railroads over rules, the princiof
value
committees, realizing the
Increasing Interest belntf shown
being the wcrk. have worked
pal points of contention
various by tho ccmmunlties In this very
what rules In question are to cover means of sccurlnj tho necessary practical and beneficial work .
tho basic day, overtime and the
split trick.
Mr. Manlon criticised the split
JUDGMENTS OF LOWER
trick on the ground that workmen
IS
were kept on the job for long peCOURTS ARE AFFIRMED
riods of time.
Representatives of the carrier?
(Sperlal Correspondence to The ,'intnal.)
entered particular opposition to
Santa Fe, Feb. 21. Judgment
the elimination of the split trick,
of tho district court in Taos counmaintaining that In some instances
ty has been affirmed by the suwhere only two trains wero run on
preme court in tho case of Harry
a small branch line, It was necesversus the
Morrison, nppellant,
sary to have the split trick or to
First National Bank of Taos, apLCft
employ two telegraphers to do the
was
This
a
over four
suit
pellee.
work. The hearing will be conpromissory notes aggregating
tinued tomorrow.
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Owners See
Little Hone of Averting a
Strike But Are Willing to
Hold Conference.

Illinois

Mine

1

Will

DISTRICT

Mccormick

girl
engaged to wed

swiss instructor

(By The Associated Frrss.)

Chicago, Feb. 21. Willingness
to meet with union leaders, although they saw little hope of
averting a strike, was expressed in
the reply of the Illinois operators
to a plea made today by John L.
Lewis, president of the United
Mine Workers of America, for a
four-stat- e
Joint conference to negotiate a new wage scale in the
central competitive field, comprising the states of Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio and western Pennsylvania.
"We have well defined Ideas as
to what we can and are willing to
pay our miners and day laborers,
and conditions under which we are
willing to make a new agreement,
and we are prepared at any time to
discuss these questions collectively
with all of the other operators and
miners of the central competitive
district, when such meeting has been
agreed upon in accordance with
the resolution passed in New York
city March 31, 1920," the reply of
the Illinois operators said.
The New York meeting referred
to, It was explained, was the one
at which the present wage agreement, which expires on March 31,
was adopted.
Dr. F. C. Honnold, secretary-- i
of the Illinois Coal Op
treasurer
erators- - association, aecmreu nuw
doubt had been cast upon the legality of a Joint wage agreement between miners and operators In the
recent ruling of Federal Judge Anderson at Indianapolis in which he
held the "check oft" illegal.

I!

(By The AMorlntcd Prrai.)
Hirvlihnlm
vh 21.. Sweden's
nremier. Hialmar Brantlntr. has
received a telegram from Consul
ann.ra! IT Vt vn n rl benrt of toe
Swedish relief commission at Samara, Russia, telling of cannibalism
in the Volga famine district, previously reported by Vr. Fridtjof
Hansen, iio says:
"The ternoie suiienngs 01 ine
nnmilnHnn here forces me to ad
dress a f'ai. ing appeal to Sweden's
iu jieip uuu
government ana peupie
nne nf the crudest
m.n in
and worst disasters in the history
of humanity, xnore are piucus m
the famine district where the peo-- i.
.n,i.n anch mlserv that it leads
to dementia. Corpses have already
been eaten. Tney are now uegin-nin- g
to kill peoplo to eat them. In
nresent difficul
ciHi
ties I beseech the riksdag in the
name of human charity to grant the
requesieu.
"The reward will come."
A report from the Swedish relief
that 19,000
expedition announces
oll., "ita" tielne- fed in the
JtUll. M.'J
In the fam
kitchens
Swedish public
ine district. JMeiu uospuuis uv
also been established in the villages
u
av.a Istrtcf. The head of
the expedition expresses his hopes
If sufficient support irom iiumo
number
forthcoming to increase the
of people fed dally up to 40,000.
The cattle in tho district are d; ing
from starvation in large numbers
every day and have decreased since
1920 from about 3B.C00 to 7,500.

it
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GOLF MATCHESW0N BY
WALKER AMD TAUSSIG
(By Tho Afwoclntrd Trrita.)

Miss Mathilde McCormick.
Harold Fowler McCormick, International Harvester head, is silent on the statement of his daughter, Mathilde, sixteen, that she is
engaged to and intends to marry
Max Oser,
ridIT WENT TO THE SPOT
ing master of Zurich, SwitzerJand.
Lingering colds and coughs that
Miss
Muriel
difMcCormick, Mathilde's
hang on and wear ona out are
denies
ficult to get rid of. but Henry E. older sister, emphatically
3.
Adrian.
No.
D.
F.
R.
Campbell.
I?Port..of the engagement.
Mich., writes: "I had a bad cough And Miss Mathilde sava:
love
"I
Tried several him, he loves me. We want to
for three years.
relief.
little
dot
owe my life to Switzer-land.- "
cough medicines,
It marry, I
( tried Foley's Honey and Tar.
went to the spot. There is no betThe only Englishman who ever
ter remedy on the market." Good
'or coughs, colds, croup and whoop. became pope wag Nicholas Break-spea- r,
passages;
clears
born In Hertfordshire about
the
Ing coughs
soothes irritated membranes: stops the year of 1100, and who ascendno
ed the pontifical throne as Adrian
tickling In the throat. Contains
IV,
opiates. Sold everywhere.
,

Houston, Tex.. Feb. 21. Cyrlll
Walker of the Knglewood, N. J.,
Country club, and K. H. Taussig of
Houston kere the winners today in
mntches,
the professional-amateu- r
the feature of the second day's pro- tournagram at the
ment at the Houston Country club.
Walker and Taussig turned In a
best score of 68 for the eighteen
holes.
Commodore
Bryan Heard of
Houston, one of the four golfers
who have played the course in fl,
barely missed getting another 68
for his team when on the eighteenth hole his long putt rimmed
the cup and ho flnlehed with a 69,
being tied with George Bowdon,
Cincinnati, and W. C. Hunt, the latter of Houston, and Leo Itlegel,
New Orleans, and Ia Fisher of
Denver, for second place.
Heard's partner was pock Tracy
of Minneapolis.
mid-wint- er

Phone 335

CLOSE AFTER NOON TODAY ON ACCOUNT
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

WE PAY

schools

couHTv

pre-par- o

ESORTED TO

CO.

HAYDEN and KELEHER

mmmmmmm

HOKE EG0B9EIDGS ,
WORK, AGSieULTORE,

Cowboy raflsctt.
session with Sailer Danny Burns.
The battle is scheduled to go fifteen
rounds to a decision under the
auspices of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Tadgett Is no doubt one of the
most
sensational welterweights
boxing before the public today. He
is an aggressive boxer and a great
fan pleaaer, as he fights from bell
to bell. He has Just finished boxing three main events in a row in
Denver, which attests to his class.
Denver fans declare that any time
be reps Into the ring, the fans are
assured of .a battle.
Padgett is one of the highest
priced boxers to be seen in the city.
When the matter of his appearance
here was first taken up with Ray
C. Alvls, his manager, the local promoters were unable to make terms
with him. They wired that the
match was a benefit for the Veterans of Foreign Wars. Alvls wired
back:
"Make j'our best offer and we
will accept, as Padgett Is an
bey with two years service
overseas to his credit with the air
He is also member of
service.
American legion."
Padgett and his manager will arrive here February 24 and finish
training here for the bout with
Burns. They will come from Oklahoma City, where PadTftt Is boxing on February 22. Padgett Is in
great demand and has boxed almost
every week for the pa?t several
months. Ho is considered a likely
contender for the welterweight
crown now worn by Jack Britton.

CLOTHING

GUARANTEE

LI

EUTEEST

Giving You First Real Estate Mort-gagas Security for Your Money.

es

NEW MEXICO
LOAN & MORTGAGE
COMPANY
THIRD and GOLD.

THE

PHONE 142

mm ELESTI1G SHOE

Has Moved

SHOP

to 905 South Second

PHONE 884-We are ready to serve our customers.
Free call
and delivery. Auto Tops $15.00 and up; Hand-Mad- e
Work Shoes $5.00.

THE

Kill

SHOP

90S South Second.

Wanted

Phone

984-- W

Used Oars

Must be of Popular Make and Priced Reasonable.

hobbs

won

CO.

Cars also listed and sold for others.
Learn more about the HOBBS' QUALITY of
Used Car3.

513-1- 5
West Central.
The supreme court affirmed
Phone 434
also the Judgment of the district
court in wcKlnley county in the
case of Frank B. Mnnol. nnnolloa
versus Josiah Starriett, et al, ap $9.25; lambs generally 60o higher, fault and the relief
prayed (or will
be granted.
suit was to quiet title seven loads $10.50.
pellants,
to four sections of land in
The name of the plaintiff s atcounty.
torney is Heacock & Grlgsby, whose
Denver Livestock,
postoffica address is Albuquerque.
Denver, Feb, 21. Cattle Re- N.
M.
Market steady to (Seal)
ceipts 1,400.
LIVESTOCK
FRED CROLLOTT,
MARKET
strong. Beef steers, $6.257.25;
Clerk '
HARRY
F. LEK. Deputy.
cows and heifers, $5.0007.00; By
Chicago Livestock.
Chlcniro. Fh !i
r'nttio d. calves, $8.0010.60; bulls, $2.60
ADMINISTRATOR'S
In the Probate Court ofNOTICE.
ceipts 11,000. Beef steers and sho- - 3.60; stockers and feeders, $6.00
Bernalillo
.muck low, mostly steady, quality 730.
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of C. A.
plain. Early top beef steers, $9.00;
Market
Hogs Receipts
2,600.
bulk beef ntnera
.
t7, ) tri ,,t or. umie
Knyeart. Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that tho
strong to 25c higher: bulk bologna, 10c higher. Top, $10.15; bulk, $9.40
oeer
10.00.
undersigned
was, on the 26th day
bulls largely J4.D0
i.uura.za;
of January, 1922. duly
5.00; veal calves steady;
bulk
Market
3,100.
Sheep
Receipts
vealcrs. sm.00iRilfl.TK.
Administrator of the estateappointed
of O. A
60c higher.
Lambs, $14.75 015.00; Enyeart, deceased,
feeders firm.
by the Probata
ewes,
feeder
Court
lambs,
of
$7.007.60;
Bernalillo
Hogs Receipts 28.000.
Market
County, and
having qualified as such Adminisslow, steady to 10c higher than $13.00013.60.
trator, all persons having claims
yesterday's average mostly Be to
10c higher. Top, 10.65 on 150 to
against the estate of said deoedent
are hereby notified and required
average; bulk, $10.10
LEGAL NOTICE
to present the same to the under10.60: nlGKt strong tn 9K Viifrhof
NOTICE
OF
ADMINISTRATORS.
bulk desirable 100 to
signed in the manner and within
In the Matter of the Estate of the
soma
prescribed by law.
3.i)(giu;
stronger
weights,
Slcillo Garcia, Deceased.
t
MARRY E. WALTERS,
up to $10.40.
Notice is hereby given that
Kheen
1?ol nim 1 fi nan
Administrator.
l
'
and
nnuary 26, 1922.
generally steady to strong. Choice Nebares Aranda de Garcia
Administrators
Garcia,
of
iMorauo ana iNeorasna lea lamDs,
NOTICE
Garcia, de- Str.' - t n6w Mexico, Bernalillo
$16.15; good Idahos, $15.10; Texas the estate of Sicilio
shorn lambs, $13.25; fall shorn ceased, has filed in the Probate
In the District Court.
Texas yearlings and twos, $12.25; Court of Bernalillo
county New
No. 13200.
Mexico, inoir nnai report as sucn State Natfonnl Ttnnir r
light shorn ewes $7.50.
Administrators and the court has j
N.
M.( Plaintiff, vs. R. R.
iue,
appointed Thursday, the 23rd dav
Kansas City Livestock.
ivooinson and J. ven Brogan,
of March, 1922, as the day for hearKansas City. Feb. 21. Cattle
.
Defendants.
11,500.
Bulls, calves, ing objections, if any ther be, to To tho Above Named Defendants:
Keceipts
canners and cutters steady. Best the approval of said final report
Notice is hereby given pursuant
calves, $10.00; most canners, $2.75 and the discharge of said Admin- to an order of the district court
istrators.
?(! 3.00;
cutters Generally $3.60
that
action has been
Witness my hand and the seal of and isthis
4.00; bulk bulls, $3.60(6)4.25; other
now pending againstbrought
you in
classes generally steady to strong; said Probate Court this 17th day of the above entitled court
and causa
to recover Five Hundred Ninety-fospots higher on beef steers and February, 1922,
FRED CROLLOTT,
0
foedcrs; best heavy steers. $8.00; (Seal)
and
($594.58) Dollars
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
other morning sales, $6.16 7.90;
with interest and 10 per cent atNOTICE OF SUIT.
good and choice cows, $5.00fff B.75;
torneys' fees, and an attachment
madlum to good helgers, $5(?i6.75;
No. 13211.
issued herein has been levied upon
900 to
d
choice feeders, State of New Mexico, County of your property, to wit. a quantity
!
Bernalillo. In the District Court. of household furniture.
$7.G0f?)7.60;
plainer kind mostly
William A. Ross. Plaintiff, vs. Jen- You are hereby notified that un$6.50(37.25; early stockcrs, $6.00
7.25.
nette A. Ross, Defendant.
less you enter your appearance In
Hogs Receipts 12,000. Market To the Above Named Defendant:
this cause and answer the com15o
10c
You
to
closed
are
opened
higher,
hereby notified that a plaint on or before the 24th day of
active to shippers and packers, 16c suit has been filed against you in March, 1922. Judgment by default
to 20c higher than yesterday's the said court and county by the will be taken against you for the
average; some mixed and heavies above named plaintiff, In which the amount claimed and costs, and
up more. Top. $10.15; bulk 200 to said plaintiff prays for an absolute your property sold to satisfy the
JlO.OOiWllUO; pack- divorce from the defendant, on the same.
,
er top, $10.10; 240 to
Marron & Wood, whose' address
grounds of cruel and inhuman
treatment
And Is Albuquerque, New Mexico, are
and abandonment.
weights mostly $9.75 55!9.90;,bulk of
salos, $9.40()10.10;
packing sows you are further notified that unless the attorneys for the plaintiff.
mostly around $8.00; some pigs up you enter or cause to be entered (Seal)
.
FRED CROLLOTT,
to $9.75.
your appearance in said cause on
Clerk.
or
A.
before
6,000.
the 27th day of March,
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
25o to 60c higher.
Fed fall shorn D. 1922, Judgment will be rendered
Dated this 6th day of February, '
Texas yearlings, $13.00; wethero, la said cause against you by de- - 1922.
,
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JOAN IS SURPRISED BY A VISIT and he looked at her as If he would
like to eat her."
"He probably wouldl Mumsie Is
CHAPTER 98.
The luncheon was a hilarious one. awftiliy sweet,"
Dean "buttled" but ate at the Bamo
"Do you believe it Is all your
time. He had thrown a napkin fault she doesn't marry?"
over his arm, and with many flour"My fault?"
ishes served Martha and Joan, keep,
"Yes, I'll bet you are to blame.
ing up a running fire of chatter, If you should get married I'll bet
she wouldn't wait long before she
telling funny Btories and jokes.
"You've mistaken your calling. followed your example."
have been u "Someone's rapping,
Martha,
Dean, you should
clown," Martha said, as she wiped please open the door."
away the tears her laughter had
"Yes, Miss Hayden lives here.
caused.
Will you come in?" Martha ushered
honest-face- d
"Perhaps I would have been of in a tall,
more use. I take it that It helps young man who seemed a little emsome to laupn, one might b well barrassed.
Joan rose.
you know." Even as he spo..e there
"Don't you remember me, Joan?
was a look of something very like
Malcolm Frost!"
regret In Dean's dark eyes.
"Of course I do!" Joan gave him
"It docs, Dean! And you have
face
done me all sorts of good." Joan both her hands. "I knew your
but it has been so long
broke In. "I am tired. I have at once,
have
worked very hard on that article, since I have seen you, and you
so, I couldn't place you.
and a good, jolly laugh seems to changed this
Is
Frost Miss
help. I guess we girls are rather Martha, Malcolm." Mr,
hard on you. Vou'Il forgive us, Hardy,
After the introduction had been
won't you "
"Bless you, my children, I would dulv acknowledged, Joan said:
"Malcolm and I used to ma!:e
murder for this
forgive anyone
when we were
I'm afraid I've cleaned mud pies together
luncheon.
and if I remember right
you out, Joan. Now I must run children,
Mother made
that picture he kissed me, too. then
along if I am to paintworld
gave us
sit up him kiss her also,
that is to make tne
cookies. What awfully good tmes
and take notice."
Malto
didn't
we,
we
used
have,
"Poor fellow!" Joan said after he
colm? You must tell me all about
had gone.
everybody, all the boys and girls soI
"He's awfully In love with you, used
to know. Mother will be
Jonn."
"I know but mother settled him glad to see you." was
"Your mother
awfully clever
for me."
in the way she handled us young-ster"Your mother!"
clever?" was
as
she
still
Is
"Yes. She was here the other
retort.
day and Dean came in. Hetoasked Mfiloom's
"You mean In handling me?"
him,
her what objections she had
and well she told him. I was "Perhaps."
"She lets me do as I wish as she
really glad the question cameYetup.I alwavs
did rather she doesn't
as it had become annoying.
like Dean. He amuses and at times meddle."
"The same old Joan," Malcolm
Interests me. I should hate not to
turned to Martha. "She used to say
see him occasionally."
to meddle with
"To change the subject, Joan, Is no one had a right was
a tiny, girl.
even when she
your mother going to marry that her."No
am captain of
'I
has!
one
nice Mr. Forrester?"
"
soul!'
laughingly
Joan
to
own
my
"No, Indeed! She Isn't going
now, we'll
quoted, then: "Come on tea.
marrv anybody."
Comand run un to mother's for
"Why not? She's young him
ing Martha?"
awfully attractive. I watched
"No thank you, I have work to
Mr. Forrester, I mean that day
when your mother asked me to tea, do."
good-lookin- g,

Wednesday.
Mrs. Tom Hughes will entertain
her bridge club at 2:30 p. m.
MIorcoles club will meet with
Mrs. E. Hunt at 2:30 p. m.
G. A. R. and Relief corps public
entertainment et I. O. O. F. hall at
3 p. in.
S. A. R. and D. A. R. banquet at
Alvarado hotel at 6:30 p. m.
Sorority dinner at. Phi Mu house
at B p. m.
Washington
birthday party at
Congregational church at 7:30 p. m.

STEEL BEADS CN
RUST IS PRETTY
IDEA FOR DRESS

4

X
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Simplex:

With

brown

eyes, a

clear skin and auburn hair, you
have an advantage over other
types. You will be distinctive in
all shndea of green and brown,

those which combine yellow cr gold In the blending, as
these will bring out the, life which
is in this shade of hair. Cream
color is ulso good.
Anna r:.: There is no way to turn
hair whito except to wait for nado It. Sine you are
ture toto have
silvery white hair Instead of the other, stop experimenting with the shade by using
the bleaches. When shampooing
use only a fine white soap and
add a little blueing to the last
rinse. To have hair become al
anx-"io-

most

Willie

ai

ou

Biiuum

A

TRAVESTY ON THE
CANADA PICTURES

inun-ai-

changing process is going
along rapidly, in which case you
will Boon have the shade you want.
Dimples: The white spots on the
nails come from poor circulation.
They are limey deposits that will
bleach off by applying a paste
made from equal parts of pitch
and myrrh.
Harry N.: As long as you are
Buffering from catarrh and asthma
Your lifeyou cannot bo robust.
less skin is the result of your physical condition, so the first thing is
to be cured and you will find color
coming Into your skin again. Dur
ing the period of taking yeast It is
well to take at least three cake
a day.
Anxious: The only way to remove tartar from the teeth Is hnvfc
it done by a good dentist. Thi3
work Is done much more carefully
now than it was some years back.
The dentist will also prescribe for
that condition of your gums.
Betty: The toning up that the
akin gets from the dally bath will

that the
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Mr.

often Btop this tendency to excessive perspiration. If this does not
do It, consult the doctor ng this unusual activity of the skin in cold
weather Is apt to be weakening.
You will be able to wear kid gloves
If you first powder the hands.
Slim, E. M.: To get rid of those
lines around the mouth and the
sagging muscles, build up all the
tissues of the face and throat by
gently working Into the pores with
the finger tips all the cream that

-

II I Si

Different

inUse-BetterinR-

emlti

Youth Craft is
real,
remedy with all the frills
left off. Its sole purpose is to remove dandruff and relieve itching
and thereby improve the bait
' scalp,
and promote Its growth. Results are
guaranteed if need as directed no
oil, no dye odorless and harmless.
At ell Drug Stores, Toilet Counters.
ia

The program of the evening for
the banquet at the Central Avenue
Methodist church tonight follows:
7:00 to 7:30 p. m. Welcoming
those who are to dine. Receiving
Mrs. W. C. Thaxton,
committee:
Mr. I. D. Lambert, Mrs. O. R.
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Higbee.
In
0
p. m. Banquet,
Woman's Missionary soof
charge
ciety. Music directed by Mrs. Elizabeth A. Bradford, and literary
numbers by Mrs. Salome Bunn.
0
p. m. Short talks by
the following officials, telling those
present what they desire them to
known about their own work: Mrs.
D. L. Murray, "The lieginners Department"; Miss Bettlo Bentley,
"The Junior Department"; J. E.
Major, "The Main School"; Harris
Gross. "Epworth League"; Mrs. D.
R. Wilson. "Missionary
Society";
Mrs. 8. E. Kemp, "Local Work DeJVtrs.
George Mackey,
partment";
"Good Samaritan Class"; Mrs. E.
A. Bradford, "Choir"; C. L. McW. J.
Millan, "Centenary";

tt,

Move-

ment"; Hiram Cudabac, "Treasurer's Methods"; John F. Slmms,
"Policy of Board of Stewards"; W.
C. Thaxton,
"Parsonage Commit-

1

m

Viora Daniel, Christie Comedy fiir)
in her snow togs.

Hair and Scalp REMEDY

ANNOUNCED
WLJE- - BANQUET

Lev-ere-

;

i

PROGRAM
FOR

"Christian Education

can be absorbed.
This should be
done dally and followed by a dash
of cold water over the throat and

Youihfraft

Py EI,orsE.

Shirring and steel beads are both
usual enough in the dressmaking
world, but they have rarely been
used with a more pleasing effect
than in this lovely dress for afternoon wear. Rust colored Canton
erepe is used to fashion the dress
and steel beads are used effectively
to form a bcrder
on the skirt,
sleeves and round neck.
The skirt is full and the three
rows of shirrings at the hips ere
shirred on cords. The blouse is
long and simple and the sleeves
are georgette set in at a lowered
shoulder seam. Silver ribbons to
match the beads tie the dainty
ruffs. This costume is one of those
happy styles which are becoming
to both youth and middle age and
to almost any figure.

8:00-9:0-

H?Z-

Truckee, that well known "location" In California where all picture companies go for exterior
snow scenes, has been filled to
overflowing lately with the producing companies of Betty Comp- son, Edwin Carewe, Ruth Roland
and Buster Keaton, and Al Christie, maker of Christie comedies,
has just returned from there with
10,000 feet of snow film for his
new comedy.
The name of the new picture Is
to be "Cold Feet," a travesty on
the melodramatic stories of the
Viora DanCanadian Northwest.
iel, who has the star part, says she
name
tne
for she
role,
really plays
had cold feet all the time she was
"on location."
Dorothy Devore,
known to all Christie comedy fans,
is not In the picture, but accompanied the party just for the trip.
While Miss Daniel worked In th9
snow Miss Devore had a gay time
playing in It.
NEVER

WANTS ANYTHING

We will buy back at purchase price any article not satisfactory to
you. A sale with us is not final until the customer feel3 perfectly

satisfied.

JUST ARRIVED

I

J

uoie
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Attractive in Price as Well as Style. We Invite Your
Inspection.
v

tee"; Rev. C. C, Higbee, "The General Church."
5
p. m. Love circle for
new members, by all present.
0
Social games,
p. m.
directed by I. D. Lambert and Mrs.
G. R. Saverance.
9:00-9:0-

9:05-9:3-

RED RIDING HOOD IN
REAL LIFE ON STAGE
NEXT MONDAY EVENING
All children, big and little, are
eagerly looking forward to next
Monday evening when the chil
dren's operetta, "Little Red Riding
Hood," will be given at the high
school auditorium under the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth Bradford.
Every character in the old familiar story Is in the play and several
new ones are added. There is Red
played by
Hiding Hood herself,
Douglas Geake, her mother, played
by Miss Helen Josias, the wolf, by
liuster Howden.' who growls quite
frightfully, the grandmother, played
by Mrs. W. R. Jenkins, the woodsman, who saves Red Riding Hood by
killing the wolf, played by Langdon
Leonard; the Rose, the Buttercup,
the Butterfly, the Daisies, the tiny
Bluebells, the Dawn, the Elf and a
chorus of merry village boys and
of Red Riding,
girls, playmates
Hood.
The children in the show are
the rehearsals and on tiptoe with eagerness for their real
In
appearance before the audienceSome
the high school auditorium.
of the members of the cast are unusually gifted and all are being
carefully trained for the production.
Considerable interest Is being shown
Mrs.
in the coming performance.
George Geake has drawn some atto
adver
tractive window posters
tise th0 show.

ELSE
"I tried many different kinds of
cough medicine," writes Mrs. E. K.
For sale by Butt's drug store, Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave.. Superior,
Rosenwald Bros., Albuquerque, N. Wis., "but I never want anything
M., and Banner drug store, Gallup, else than Foley s Honey and Tar. I
used It for all my children and also
N. M.
for my grandchild. It has al
ways done fine work." Foley's Is
Let's have i "Dip" Thomas' a pure, wnoiesome ana aosoiuteiy
The inch was formerly dtvlded
Crcnto Dips, 10c. Drug stores.
safe remedy for the relief of colds,
cougha, croup and whooping cough. Into three "barleycorns," these diLet's !inu a "ntiThomas' Children like It and It checks sneez- visions nolng originally the length
d
t'rcuio Dips, 10c Drug stores.
grain of barley.
ing and snuffling, Sold everywhere, of a
well-drie-
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WOMEN'S "CHIL DRENS "OUTFITTERS & MILLINERY

Book
Booklet Given to
Patrons of Show at Armory Which Opens Tomorrow Afternoon.

The same, sed pop, and the man
sed, Mr. Lewis sent me over to see
you, and pop sed. O. Mr. Lewis,
yes. yes, and the man sed, Mr.
Lewis thawt you mite be Interested
in a case or 2 of the reel stuff at a
very reasonable figure, you mite
even say dert cheep, of corse you
cant depend on most of the stuff
thats floating erround nowadays at
ixorbitant prices but I can assure
you I ony handle the reel genuine
bonny fide article and you can
take my werd for it,
Certeny, I wouldent think of
doubting your werd. yoive got to
take peoples werd for that sort of
thing jest now or you'd never get
enything, I realize that perfeckly,
its a case of give and take and
maybe wo can talk bisniss if youre
sure its genuine whiskey, said pop.
Wicli jest then ma came in, saying. Wiskey, wy Willyum, I hope
and prey youre not thinking of
taking a chance on cny Btrange
wiskey with all this wood nlcoholl
in the papers, "and pop sed, Certeny
not. thats wat I was Jest about to
say, how am I to know wat the
stuff is made of. u, wiskey label is
, ony a meer scrap of paper nown-- I
days, Im sorry, but I dont think
Itheres enything doing, and ma sed.
I should say not.
And she went
out agen, and the man sed. Its a
grand littlo proposition, perhaps
you'd like to tawk it over at your
office some time, and pop sod. No.
absilootly no, Ive made up my
mind, you can take one of my
cards hut its absilootly no use.
I understand, eed the man. And
he took pops card and put It In his
porket and put on his brown derby
hat and went, and I sed, Well U,
pop, pippose he comes down to the
office?
I never thawt of that, set pop.
after the entertainment program
WIch maybe he dident.
each evening. Three different orchestras have been engaged. No
charge will be made for dancing.at
The show opens tomorrow
1:30 o'clock in tho afternoon and
continues tomorrow evening and
Friday and Saturday afternoons
evenings. According to present
DUKE and
CARS
indications all Albuquerque will
turn out for tho event.

MMI

SIT

GRAN

The programs for the fifth annual Albuquerque automobile show
are different from the usual advertising programs inasmuch ns
they contain real Information for
motorists.
New Mexico
People
who have seen them say they
alone are more than worth the
admission price to the show. They
will be distributed free to patrons
of the show.
Carried out In purple and gold,
the adopted colors of tho Albuquerque Automobile Trades association, these programs contain,
in addition to the entertainment
numbers for each session of the
concerning a
show, information
dozen or more Interesting automobile trips to New Mexico points
of scenic and historic interests.
The one and two-da- y
trips contained in the progrnnm follows:
1.
Albuquerque to Santa Fe.
2.
Santa Fe to Frijoles Canyon.
to Tschlrcge,
3. Albuquerque
Tsankawi nnd Otowl.
4. Albuquerque to Tesuquee
Nambe and Ohimnyo.
B.
Albuquerque to Cochitl and
Santo Domingo.
(!.
Albuquerquo to Pecos Ruins.
7.
Albuquerque to Valley Ranch.
8.
A trip to and around Taos.
9.
Albuquerque to tho Tesuque
Indian l'ueblo.
10. Albuquerque to Estanela Valley, including stops at Gran
Cuarai and
Abo,
Quivira,
Mnnzano.
11. A trio to the San Marcos
Pueblo Ruins.
In another part of the program
are the names of tha Maurice
Klein Entertainers, Grace Stortz,
Hortense
Switzer, Ruth Daugh- erty, Frank Darrow, Louis ITessel-deChester Byrne. Mrs. D. W.
Faw, Mrs. Lewis B. Thompson,
Mrs. Herbert Gnlles and Mrs. William McDonald, with their pictures In the center of the book.
These entertainers will render a
different program each afternoon
and evening of the show.
A new arrangement of exhibits
will provide for more dancing
space. The dancing takes place

Gingham Dresses

LaMSeTd

mi on TRIPS

Me and pop was in the setting
room after suppir, me thinking
about doing my homowerk and pop
smoaklng and reeding the Bpoart-in- g
page, and the door bell rang
and I ran down to open it to take
my mind off my lessins, and it was
some man with a brown derby hat,
saying, Id like to speek to Mr.
Potts.
He's up in the setting room, I sed.
and he sed, Well, If it's good enuff
up there for him its good enuff for
me. And he came up in the setting
room and looked at pop, saying,

e,

t

cake all stuffed with nuts and
prunes. James Grlnstead watched
me while I ate, and gnashed his
beard and said, "By eating thus
you're tempting fate; methinlif
you'll soon bo dead. Oh, listen to
tho sago remarks of learned men,
great and wi.w, and eat three
pounds of roots and barks, and cut
out all those pies." I told him all
he had to say to me was sounding
brass, and wearily he went his wa.
to eat some twigs and grass. Then
from a root a furlong high a ragged
brickbat fell; his forehead caught
it on the fly; he died without a yell.
And still I eat the gaudy pio, nori
care what may befall; there are so
many ways to die, we cannot dodge
them all.

M. OSOFF, Manager.

Souvenir

7:30-8:0-

hr

tannin-poison-

It

a sheer

"C0LDFEET"

dings, too. We drink too much of
sweetened suds and
teas; my diet now is leaves and
buds,"' and bark of banyan trees."
I said, "I think I'll stick to pie, and
to the codfish ball; there are so
many ways to die. we cannot dodge
them all." I bought mo then a
gorgeous steak, and ate it down
eftsoons, and finished with a noble

V
i
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GUMS
face, or use'a small piece of Ice In
cloth to closo the pores.
Several times during the week use
an astringent and let it stay on the
face and throat at least 20 minutes.
S. It.: The hair is usually shampooed every three weeks, unless it
is short anil becomes very oily. In
such cases every two weeks will be
all right with a dry shampoo occasionally if the hair will not keep
in curl and look soft and fluffy.
Waiting: Massage a nourishins
oil into the fingers every day to
fatten them. Have some professional manicuring done for you until you have learned just how to
shape your nails so they will not
look as if they were broad and flat.

we should eschew; we fill ourselves
with pies and meat, and suet pud-

en-

Although our stock has been somewhat depleted we are receiving new
goods daily. Some of this stock was expected for our opening, but was
delayed in transit. We promise you more and better values every day.

MOBILE

By Ednrt Kent Forbes.

LETTERS.

THE WAY TO HEALTH.
"I hope to live a hundred years,"
say;
I heard James Grlnstead
"philosophers and docs and seers
have pointed out the way. We eat
too much, and what we eat is what

mm

a

ANSWERED

IfiViES

By WALT MASON.

By JANE PHELPS

BEAUTY

We wish to thank the public for the wonderful patronage we have
joyed during our opening days.

403 WEST CENTRAL
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15,000 TOURIST
PASS

GIT! ANNUALLY?
If Gallup caught 40 tourist automobiles a day during the crosscountry season and Sprlngerville
registered 7,246 during the year,
tourist cars pass
did 15,000
through AlbuquerqueIf during 19217
the figures of
They probably did
the two western gateways of tourist' travel are correct.
Information from the Gallup
chamber of commerce indicates
that an average of 40 tourist automobiles passed through tho city
each day during the six to etsht
months of tho year when the tourist traffic is heavy. Figuring this
at 8.000 a year, added to tho 7.000
which passed through Sprlngerville, malres about 15,000 which
probably passed through Albuquerque last year.
Gallup announces tho opening
of a new municipal camp ground
for"tour!sts. This Is equipped with
electric lights, furnaces, water and
other accommodations for continental tourists. A heavy season is
anticipated this spring and

SONS OF AMERICAN
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Frank C. W. Pooler, district for
ester, and John Kerr, assistant district forester in charge of grazing,
left last night for Globe, Ariz..
where they will attend the meetinf?
of the Arizona Cattlo Growers' an- -

Cuticura Soap I
Clears the Skin
1

ARIZONA

STOCK

sociatlon which will ba held February 23, 24 and 25. Thoy will
confer with
Arizona stockmen
about crazing rights on tho tuition- al forests of thut state.
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have learned
that it adds
to, the flavor
and. smoothness
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Moved to Headquarters

Good 'cooks

milk dishes.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The annual meeting and banquet
of the New Mexico chapter of the
Sons of the American Revolution,
with tho Daughters of the American Revolution as guests, will be
held in Taft hall tonight, beginning
at 6 o'clock. Among the speakers
will be Dr. David S. Hill, whose
toplo will be "Washington." and
M. L. Fox, who will tell of early
organizations which led up to AmThere will
erican Independence.
also be appropriate musical numwill
be informal.
bers. The affair
Members of the organization In
other states, who may bo sojourning temporarily 1n Albuquerque,
arc invited to attend, tho commit-to- o
In charge announced last night
and places will be reserved for
them if they notify O. A. Matson,
Pearco C. Rodey or Edmund Ross
before noon today.
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REVOLUTION TO HOLD
BANQUET IN TAFT HALL

NOTICE TO WOMEN OF
ALBUQUERQUE.
We have Just unloaded car of
high grade Polar pure white triple
coated enamelware, also blue and
white triple coat enamelware.
We know from experience the
low grade enamelware Is not what
the people want, especially those
that take time to investigate the
small differences In prices.
We now sell this high grade
enamelware at pre-wprices and
have a very large assortment. This
is your chance now to supply your
kitchen with the needed enamelware of high quality at very low
prices. See this new stock today.
J. KORBER & CO.
0
North Second Street.
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9

M9 NORTH
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Watch--WaUat-
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GEORGE WASHINGTON ON NAWF.S.
One hundred and ninety years ago. In the family
homestead at Bridges Creek, on the Potomac in
Westmoreland county, Virginia, Goorgo Washingn
years later
ton was born. More than
at Mount Vernon, his eventful life closed.
In the span of its years, he had been given an
opportunity to lead the forces of the colonies in the
Success had
conflict with the mother country.
His countrymen had
crowned his efforts there.
made him first president of a new nation, had honand had only
ored him with a unnnlmous
yielded to his expressed decision not to pervo asain
when it was time to find a candidate for the third
presidential term In the new republic.
Times without number the sayings of
ton have been quoted in support or opposition to a
proposed governmental policy. "Our first president
said," has been a favorite introduction of political
speakers. His word was law during his presidency,
and has been a potent factor ever since.
He would,
Washington believed in preparedness.
probably, have approved the alms of tha recent
disarmament conference. He did not want an overpowering force on sea and land, but he wanted nn
adequate one. It was under his leadership that the
first steps toward a national navy were taken.
In his eighth annual address, delivered on December 7, 1 796, the president commented on trade
He spoke of the need of
along the Mediterranean.
a protective force and said:
Invite the United
"These considerations
States to look to the means, and to set about
the gradual creation of a navy. . . . Will
it not then be advisable to begin without delay
to provide and lay up the materials for the
building and equipping of ships of war, and to
proceed In the work by degrees, In proportion
as our resources shall render it Practical without Inconvenience, so that a future war with
Europe may not find our commerce In the same
unprotected state In which it was found by the
sixty-seve-

present?"
Since that day, many ships have been built and
many materials have been "laid up." Gradually,

however. It has dawned upon the American people

February 22, 1922.

depends upon publicity, to a far grcatet WE ARE NOW GETTING THE SUBJECT NARROWED DOWN TO WHERE WE KNOW afternoon.
More liberal offerings
of time funds were reported and
that true of the business world. Cultivate
loans
into June were
extending
STAND.
WHERE
WE
RIGHT
proper publicity, through the proper medium, the
made at 4
per cent.
newspaper. There is nothing that approaches it in
Demand bills on London estabefficiency In giving results.
lished a new record at a fraction
over $4.40, but allied exchanges,
the Belgian rate excepted, eased.
AN AMERICAN, YOU BET!
Dutch bills were very strong on
prospects of a government loan by
In holding that "America" Is the proper desigAmerican bankers, and all the
nation for the United States of America, Secretary
Scandinavian quotations advanced
5 to 25 points.
Exchange on Can-- i
Hughes follows the precedent established by hia
aua continued to move more favor
In
In
signing the treaties
predecessor, John Hay.
to
the Montreal
that
center,
ably
rate falling to the lowest discount
alphabetical order the representatives of this nain almost three years.
tion appended their signatures first. It is customary
Closing prices:
to refer to our land as "America," though it Is true
American Beet Sugar....... 36
that our national domain does not comprise' all o
4 0'.
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g. . 46
America, even of North America, However, other
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 26',i
are plainly differentiated. Other na119
American Tel. & Tel
tions bear names which leave no doubt of their
13i4
American Zinc
referring,

extent

mand, 26.53. Denmark
demand.
20.95.
Switzerland demand. 19.55.
Spain demand, 15.90. Greece dePoland
mand, 4.65.
demand,
demand,
1.89.
Argentine
demand, 36.87.
Brazil demand. 13.75. Montreal,

ia

Anaconda Copper
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Butte & Superior
California Petroleum
.
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.... 21 14
25 V4
Chino Copper
27
Colorado Fuel & Iron
60
Crucible Steel
10
Cuba Cane Sugar
76
Great Northern pfd
381.
Inspiration Copper
'. . 72
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
2714
Kenneoott Copper
11314
Louisville & Nashville
121
Mexican Petroleum
2614
Miami Copper
19
Missouri Pacific
7714
New York Central
80
Northern Pacific
34
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper..,. 13
75
.
Reading
53 14
Republic Iron & Steel
1914
Sinclair Oil & Refining
8514
Southern Pacific
20 14
Southern Railway
98
Studebaker Corporation
45
Texas Company
R3
Tobacco Products
132
Union Pacific
94
United States Steel
62V4
Utah Copper
CHICAGO
BOARD OF TRADE.

VERSE OF TODAY
MISERERE.
Wind, rain and thunder last night wildly Intoned
A mighty miserere to the Bkies.
Under a surge of sound the forest moaned
And swayed and crossed itself, penitent-wisIts leafy limbs reached out, or clutched and listened,
As still things seem to do, for the next clash
Terribly then followed the lightning's lash.
And the wet earth; scourged with pallor, glistened.
e.

21. Although
Feb.
Chicago,
wheat today scored a new high
price record for the season, the
market declined most of the time,
chiefly on account of a prospective
breakup of the drought in the
southwest. Closing quotations were
net lower,
unsettled lc to
to $1.45 and
with May $1.44
Corn
to
14
gained
$1.26.
July $1.26
c to lc and oats finished
to i.ic lower.
sions the outcome was the same as
vealpnlnv to $1 down.
General exnectance of rains In
Kansas and other states that for a
lnnir while have been without ade
quate moisture, gave an advantage
from the start to sellers of wheat.
The fact that tomorrow would be
holiday acted also as an induceFor
ment to realize on holdings.
thA time heine fresh upturns In
T.lvnrnnnl nnotatlons WCr6 Practi
here. About the
cally ignored
middle of the session, however, a
leading crop expert gavo publicity
to a comprehensive report indicating severe deteriorations of the
winter cron in the territory rrom
Texas to Nebraska, inclusive. This
report brought obout a temporary
rush of buving that lifted the mar
ket tn the hiehest evel ot the aay.
A majority of traders nevertheless
nreferred to avoid the risK or. rum
and of any unforeseen contingencies whllo business was InterruptedLate dealings, tneretomorrow.
fore, were at a material setback
from the top prices reached.
Active exoort call was largely
responsible ror the corn "market
making: a new high price record
for the present crop. One handler
said the amounts he could sell were
limited only hy ability to get grain
loaded. Shipping demand for oats
was relatively slow.
Provisions advanced with bogs,
hut reacted later as a result of sell- ing which appeared to be for NewYork account.
Prior to the lnselling lard had attained
et tMs 8.eaS0n'
PriCeS
thh1
.
v
losing pi ici-sTVTov
XVhof
$1441
July.
. nn

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Feb. 21. Coppe
Weak. Spot and nearby, 12
later, 13i)1314c.
13c;
Tin Easy. Spot and nearby,
$29.25; futures, $29.00.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.700 4.80.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis
spot $4.50 4.55.
Antimony Spot $4.40.
Foreign bar silver, 65c.
Mexican dollars, 50c.
Many Instances aro known of
geese attaining tho age of forty
years.

For

no trace.
all
too, nn small?
The Forum.
1

Floppy What will Uncle WIgglly.ns the engineer, and Squeakle
think?'
at
Squealer cried
"1
think it's lots of fun!" real as anything.
Uncle Wiggily
laughed Mr. Longears. "Staying was just wondering who was go- here and playing with the chil ing to be the conductor to take
dren will be as good as having his pretended ticket when, all at
an adventure.
Now what shall once, the kitchen door opened
By Howard B. Uurlt
we do?" asked the bunny.
and in came the Fuzzy Fox.
"Is Uncle
"Let's play steam engine I'll
here?"
Wiggily
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
be the engineer!" grunted Curly. barked the Fox. "Yes, I see he
Newspaper Syndicate.
"I'll bo the fireman!" said is!" howled the bad chap. "I'm
going to nibble his ears!"
AND
THE FloppyUNCLE WIGGILY
"What can I be?" asked
"Oh, Mother! Come and whip
STEAM ENGINE,
Squeakio Squealer, the littlest pig the bad Fox!" cried Squeakle.
,,P nil
"Pooh! Your mother has gone
"Uncle
Oh, Uncle
Wiggily!
That's why I came in!"
thQ bell," out!
yol, can
Come on over "
Wiggily!
snickered
the Fox. "And now for
Floppy.
""'(answered
house find play!" called I VOll'O
A,,,! ,,l,.,t ,,111 TTr.U
sotno ear nibbling!"
oulsido the hollow stump bunga ,De
But just, then the tea kettle on
Squeakle Squealer wanted
low of tho bunny rabbit gentle to know,
tha stove sent out a big puff of
man.
"ITnrlo Wlecrilv ran ha n. nnsa- - real steam and Floppy banged
"11a! Who Is that; the Baby engor and Bit in a seat behind the oven door real hard, while
"Toot-tootBear?" asked Mr. Longears, who the Btcam engine," said Curly, Curly
cried
and
was Just finiKhing his morning "and the conductor will take bis Squeakle cried
"
so
shave. "Do you want to go out ticket."
loudly that the Fox howled: "Oh,
in tho snow and pretend that it
"This sounds like lots of fun!" wow! A steam engine is coming!
is sugar?" went on Uncle Wiggily
I'd better get away before it runs
as he sprinkled a bit of talcum
over me!" and away he trotted,
no ears at all.
powder on his pink, twinkling
getting
nose.
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny. i
51
"A
play steam engine is of some
"No, I'm not tho baby Bear,
though I know little Tootsie!"
cent chair Us'"
answered the voice that hud first
And if the gold fish doesn't i
called.
"I heard about your
lumn nvcr tho mill, nt,v.. i"
funny adventure with him yes-

Bedtirm Storieb
For Little Ones

"ding-dong-
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BETTER THAN ALDERMEN.
One way to help to make Ireland peaceful is to
Fend over a lot of
baseball enthuHave you heard In your barber shop, or at your siasts and get all the young men to playing ball.
Portland
Herald.
Press
lodge, the talk that liquor is more plentiful than
,
ever before? Have they told you that "everyone is
IF THE DIVISION WAS BY SESSIONS.
bondas
Is
as
the
It
that
and
is
There
good
a bill now pending before Congress
"just
making It,"
ed stuff," and that the prohibition laws are a Joke? which will change the calendar so that there will
In a year.
be
months
thirteen
Its chances would
beYou have heard It, of course; but have you
be better if congressmen were paid by the month
lieved it? If so, ask yourself why the price of
Detroit Free Press.
"bonded stuff" has gone up to record heights, and
why forged labels on whiskey are a thousand times
tag the molasses cookie when '
Uncle Wiggily. I'm Curly
DAY terday,
i1-more common than counterfeit money ever was.
they're nlavinir hMn.nnri--r- l,
Twistytall, one of the piggie boys,
Corn May, 641ic; July, 66c.
deI'll
tell you next about Uncle
and I thought maybe you could
Investigate the matter a little and you will
Oats May, 41 14c;. July, 42 c.
and
to
come
house
over
the lace curtains.
and play
Wiggily
my
PROOF OF ABILITY TO PAY BONUS.
cide that prohibition enforcement has driven "good"
Pork
May, $20.00.
und
me
brother
wllh
and
my
Lard May, $11.72; July $11.87.
liquor out of the market and has made the Illegal
little
Snueakie
Squealer."
Ribs May, $11.22; July, $10.95.
(From the Chicago Tribune.)
sale of Intoxicants so hazardous an occupation that
"What about school?" asked
Few if any opponents of the soldiers' bonus
"rotten goods" must be sold at exorbitant profits have had the
boldness to say that the men who Undo Wiggily. "How can I come
NEW YORK COTTON.
to make the trade worthwhile.
defended them and their interests in war are not over to your house and play with
to
to
have
when
you
go
you
New York. Feb, 21. Cotton futo adjusted compensation. OppoPlenty of people are making liquor, to be sure. morally entitled
been based almost entirely upon the school?"'
tures closed firm. March. $18.23;
As long as Janitors in state institutions supply their sition has that
"No
school
Thi.
(B?
of
the
monev
the
today!"
joyfully
necessary
assumption
raising
May $17.90;
July, $17.41; Oct.,
friends with copper kettles, the temptation to make would be such a heavy burden upon the govern- - crieu iuriy.
New York. Feb. 21.On a turn- $16.80; Dec, $16.65.
over approximating one million
stills will continue. As long as buyers will pay ment and upon Industry that it would delay a re- -,
"Why not?" the bunny gentle-tur- n
to prosperity, and thereby cause the soldiers man wanted to know,
shares and involving more than the
IjIBERTY BONDS.
"bonded" prices for a mixture of prune Juice and
usual number of standard issues,
more
all
others
and
harm
than
"Because
it's
good.
Washington's
wood alcohol, sellers will stay In the game.
The feeling that such opponents are merely at- - birthday, and we never have any
the etock market today resumed
New York, Feb. 21. Liberty
But consider what the local state office Is doing. tempting by such arguments to squirm-ou- t
its
on
of the 'school
course, many favorites bonds closed: 314s, $96.96; first 4s,
Washington's
Scjaeakie-Squeal- cr
goes risingupward
is strengthened by publication of the lat-- ! day."
to maximum quotations for $96.78; second 48, $96.54;
first
Before D. W. Snyder was appointed enforcement
i
on
a
or
est
so
of
more.
is
the
retirement
it
war
that's
figures
year
$96.90; second 414s. $96.60;
government
"Oh,
44s,
February
"ding-din- g!
officer last July, Neyr Mexico was under the El bonds.
These bonds to the amount of $2,714,-Ith- e
said Uncle
fourth
Unexpected ease of money rates third 4ys, $97.32;
Paso agency. Three states were handled from there 108,760 already have been retired in advance of Wiggily.
$100.00; Vic"Well, I'll come over said Uncle Wiggily, with a laugh. and the furthor strength of inter- $97.04; Victory
and effective work was Impossible. There were two maturity. Of this amount, $981,603,000 are Vic to your house and play with you "But where Is the steam engine?" national credits were factors In the tory
$100.26.
which
e
would
next
mature
as
enwas
also
and
bonds,
a
For
more
and
Just
tory
the
bootndvanco,
it's
to
year.
Kqueakio
of
men in Albuquerque trying
Squeal"Oh,
Floppy
keep track
the purpose of this discussion, their retirement er, tho baby pig."
"We put couraging outlook in the basic inNEW YORK MONEY.
one." answered Floppy.
legging activities over 78,374,400 acres of ground, may be disregarded as an imminent necessity.
Twistytall was so happy some chairs in a row near the dustries, notably t?,e steel and iron
Floppy
or 122,271 square miles.
But first, second, third, and fourth Liberty that he kept running on ahead kitchen stove but not so near trade.
New York, Feb. 21. Call money
We play
Since he took charge, Mr. Snyder has had an bonds to the amount of $1,732,445,750 also have of Uncle Wiggily all the while that we'll be burned.
Easier.
Steel, equipments, motors, oils,
High, ruling rate and
These are long term obligations, they were crossing the. fields and tho fire in the stove Is the fire rails of high and low degree, cop- last loan, S per cent;
retired.
low. 414 Per
average of seven men. At present he has ten agents. been
none of which the government would be called going through the woods on the in the engine, and I rattle the pers, leathers,
textiles, i tobaccos cent; closing bid, 414 to S percent.
Seven months of work under the new system ended upon to pay for years to come. To be sure, it is way to the pig house. But for oven door to ,
and
mail
to
on
Call
loans against acceptances,
order shares figured
put
pretend
In the
Monday. At that date 325 arrests had been made practical governmental finance to retire these lone all that. Floppy did not get there coal.
movement. 414 per cent.
Curly makes a noise like prominently
and thereby save the interest first, as he kept slipping and
and that's the en- United States Steel made a net
!'
Time loans Firm Sixty and 90
under the national act. In all, 122 stills had been terms obligations not
necessary.
charges, but it is
falling down, he was so exritod. gine.
its days and six months. 4 to 6 per
goes gain of 314' points to.
Squealer
Squeakle
seized one every other day.
We think that if the government could retire
!'
and that's- - the boll." highest price since 1920.
Finally the bunny reached the
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4
The agents have captured 25 automobiles. Tax- these long term securities out of regular revenue Twistytall
Other strong
borne, and on the steps
industrials em- to 5 per cent.
"But the best of all," said
in
It
could
finance
three years
es to the amount of $179,000 have been assessed
the bonus. And ho waited for Floppy, who slipped Curly, "is mother's tea kettle. braced American and Baldwin Lothe burden would be no greater and nrobablv down for about the
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
She
that on the front of the comotives, Studebakers, American
against the owners of illicit stills and $35,000 has much
less than that under which we have labored time. Into the house with tho stove,puts
and when real steam comes Woolen and American Ice. Ralls
been collected. The office is more than
for the last three years, and under which we are bunny hurried the pig hoy.
It truly loolcs as were featured by Rock
of
New
out
the
Island,
spout
York, Feb. 21. Foreign ex- "Hero's Uncle
The vault for seized liquor contains more now worrying and working back toward prosWiggily come to it our steam engine was puffing." Union Pacific and Canadian Pa- change Irregular, Great Britain
a
could
We
for
he
with
us!"
business
told
this
perity.
a
is
period
the
stop
play
latter gaining three points. demand, $4.39;
than $60,000 worth of intoxicants.
Curly and
good
cific,
"Yes, that
cables, 4.39.
of retiring long term bonds, and use tho money to Squeakle Squealer, the littlest pig said Uncle Wiggily. "We'llgame,"
Exceptions to the general trend France demand, 9.1214;
play
cables,
Mr. Snyder has taken a personal part In the
the great debt we owe the soldiers.
retire
At-of
them
all.
Included
Mexican
9.13.
it!"
6.0214; cables,
Petroleum,
j
demand,
Italy
work, although his duties do not reTho assumption that the United States Is finan"Oh, did you go and make
The chairs were placed In a lantic Oulf, Crucible Steel and Na- 5.03. Belgium demand,
8.7514;
stove.
the
row near
Tomorrow's cables. 8.76. Germany demand,
quire them. He was present during the recent ac- cially and economically unable to finance the tTnclo Wiggily come all the
Floppy tional
Enameling.
put out by thoso who do not
hero to piny with you?" rattled the oven door to pretend holiday was without Influence on .4514; cables, .4514.
tivities on the border when the prohibition agents bonus tois false. It is We
Holland decan
it.
want
finance
and we will finance asked Mrs. Twistytall, the pjr he was the fireman putting on money offerings, call loans declin- mand, 38.50; cables, 88.66.
Nora largo it, and continue on our way to
were under fire repeatedly and rounded-ud
"I'm
4
to act ing from 6 to 14 per cent In the way demand, 17.06, Sweden de- greater prosperity. lady. v
surprised- at you, coal.
Curly
group of criminals.
When you start telling your neighbor how easy
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by Ooorge Mitthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. & Patent O ffice)
It is to buy liquor in New Mexico, be honest with
him. Explain what you are paying and what yoj
are getting. Give him a chance to see what prohibition really is doing.
DRY LAW ENFORCEMENT.
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Ell South Broaii- with

KENT
Room
South 3 oRdway.
ROOM AND BOARD
FOR

board,

21

i

Alt new bert.

South Prondwaj', phone

1971--

ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch;
Kmt Central.
l, Karag'- FOR RUNT
Nicely furnlnhed room wi'.ii
first class table bos.rd. 110 South Arno.
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Infinite seemed the sound along the earth;
And yet beyond lny interstellar space.
To which such spasms are but as the worth

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City, Feb. 21. Eggs lo
lower. Firsts, 22c,
Butter Market unchanged.
Poultry Hens lo higher, 21c;
springs unchanged.

lc

that it was not being done "without Inconvenience,"
and the American public has come to the view of
It has demanded that the coat be
Washington.
cut according to the cloth, and that the ability of
the country to pay be taken into consideration.
A
&
The disarmament conference, reducing the speed
BASED OX BETTER VALUES.
on
were
and
built
with which ships
money spent
We haven't as much money as some of the other
defenses, was a step In the direction of the Wash- nations have, but with respect to the quality of
wo are several parasangs ahead.
ours,
Portland
ington "convenience'' policy.

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

.

....

WISEACRES OUT OF EMPLOY.
Some of the gentlemen who said the Washington conference would not amount to anything have
relaxed their journalistic industry and are again
turning their attention to best sellers. Washington Post.
e
t
4
LOOKS MORE LIKE IT.
Somehow it is easier to believe Mr. Hoover's
predictions regarding a coal Btrike to begin April
1 than Mr. Babson's talks on prosperity.
Worcester Telegram.

6.

........

Even in Movieland, it is discovered, every so
often, that there are such things as Idols with clay
feet.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

97

Czecho-Slovak-

"Chicago, Feb. 21. Butter Mar- et lower. Creamery extras, 36c;
firsts, 3135c; seconds, 2830c:
standards, 3414c.
Kkps Market lower. Receipts
13,638 cases. Firsts, 26c; ordinary
firsts, 23 24c; miscellaneous, 25
25Hc.
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
25c; springs, 26c; roosters, 18c.
RePotatoes Market
weak.
ceipts 64 cars. Total U. S. shipWisconsin
sacked
ments, 520.
round whites, $1.70 1.85 cwt.;
48
Minnesota
sacked
round
whites,
97 Vt
$ 1.65 (f9 1.80 cwt.; Minnesota sacked
36
Red rivers, fine quality and condi64
tion, $2.00 cwt.; Minnesota sacked
26
mixed
red and white, partly graded,
48
cwt.; Michigan bulk round!
.133,i $1.65
S3Vt $2.00 cwt.; Idaho sacked Russets,
58 T $2.25 cwt.

location and Individuality.
The United States of
America is long and unwieldy. Our neighbors shorten it to "The States." While the meaning may be
clear the term is not euphonious and, besides that,
all nations are states In the general sense.
"America" fits better than any other name that
can be applied. It may Imply some assurance on
our part to appropriate to our own use bo wide a
term, but since others do not apply It to themselves,
and all know to whom it refers when It la used, let
it be "America." Previous to the world war there
may have been some confusion as to the Identity of
one abroad who announced himself an American.
Nob being especially versed in the geography of the
western hemisphere,
the European might have
thought the term meant a Brazilian or one from any
section of this side of the Atlantic. Now, however,
the distinction is well understood, and there is no
doubt about Americans hailing from the United
States, and none knows it better than those who
faced American soldiers. A subject of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is a Briton.
Let a citizen of the United States of America be
officially designated as an American.

And buzz of n fly's, wing leaving
Is there no final measure then at
For greatness? Are our striving,
Calo Young Rice In

.02.

1327--

RENT Sleeping porch, board and
room: private home; garage. Inquire
South Arno.
FOR RENT Heated glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch, reasonable; board for two. lis
North Maple, phone 143-W- .
GOOD HOMM COOKING,
surved family
style. Mrs. Knight, corner ttroadttay
end Gold.
JAMESON'S
RANCH
local location for
few reservations now
healthseekers;
available.
Phone 8238-J- .
GLASSED-Isleeping porch, for two.
v.ith furnace heated dressing room;
garage If desired. 1 SOT Kast Central.
FOR RENT Nice sleeping porch ami
room, connected with bath, with
meals. In private home, for gentleman.
Phone 2325-MRS. REED has moved to 309 tjuili
Broadway and has lovely rooms fti.d
sleeping porches with board for cvnvt- lpweentff.
Phone 526
ROOM and eleeplnij porch, with gouti
board. In modern private home, furnace heat, best location In hlghlanas:
rates $30 to $65 ft month. Apply Hi
North Maple.
FOR

SOS

MIRAMUMTiSS-ON-THW-MES-

SANATOHIUM-HOIEIj
for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse In atrates
tendance:
by the week or month.

A

Call
FOR

2400-J-

i.

In modern home, close In,
highlands, nicely furnished rooms, large
porches: special meals for patients with
weak stomachs: frenh eggs and milk;
tray service; rates reasonable. Address
postofflce hnx 224. city.
RESERVATION'S
may now 1e had at SI.
J'lpn's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
$17.50 to 12$ per week; Includes private
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and
medical care, medicines,
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
service; no extras. All rooms haVe steam
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
W. H. Zlegler,
Phone
Superintendent.
RENT

491.

CARPENTF.RING
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
All kinds of worh.
rhnn U73-WANTED
Odd Jobs carpi nterlng. house
painting and repairing, at reasonable
prices Phone 1456-R- .
I WANT you to Investigate my low prlci
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view.
A. E. Palmer, Bungalow Ttullder. hoj 41. eltv. nh"ne 176S-W- .
BUILDING,
alterations, repairing, large
Jobs or amall; work by contract or by
the day; reasonable prices; work guarB.
anteed; estimates free. Call 17D5-B Johnson.
John street.

MhWm
Ai.-cT.-

birth-payme- nt

twenty-second-

,"

i

4s,

make-believ-

3s.

WANTED
Furnished hous?s"Torenr'iit
all parts of town. McMllllon A Wood.
WANTED
To buy throe or four room
house; must be modern nd a cash bat
gain price. Address Mr. Jay. care morning Journal.

4s.

WANTEDRanchei

MATTRESS RENOVATING
ATTKEfcS liLNOVATINU, I3.6U and up.
icug cleaning, rurnltur
repairing, furniture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Compear.

94,

FOR SALE

forty-'leven- th

way-ove-

r

p

puff-puffe-

IN

THE AGE OF PUBLICITY,
Lord Riddel, who may be described as the glorified press agent of the British delegation to the
limitation conference, in making h! farewell address to the newspaper correspondents expressed
his ccnvictlon that today "the world depends upen
publicity."

And so it does. Sometimes it takes tho form of
propaganda, of which there was more than enough
at the conference, and sometimes it is Just straight
honest advertising,

based on commercial

principles.

Whichever It is, it is ploying an Increasingly Important part In life, and Its value cannot be ignored.
The merchant especially requires the right sort
of publicity for his wares. What better medium
for this can there be than the dally newspaper,
whose message is repeated every day In the week?
Ther is no propaganda in' this, but Just the very
kind of Information the reader desires and is looking for.

it Uic

.,...

iv;

political world, to which Lord Riddel was

RlTHMtTlC-W-

HlNCTf-B-

Vt

S

4
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FOR SALE

Phone

Real Estate?

Fine corner lot, reasonable.

.

1852-J-

FOR

SALE -- Three fifty-folots, one-ha- lf
block from Highland park, all for
only $800; easy terms. J, A. Hammond,
824

East Silver.

TYPEWRITERS
tTpe" WRIT

KRS All makes' overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every maExAlbuquerque Typewriter
12
Bouth Fourth,
change, phone
chine.

By Gene Byrnet

C

L

SoO SrVf
SJMTrtlN
APOUT

Land" 'bJtweeti'lIan-sano- s

mountains and Estancla valley;
prefer foothills, with some timber; relln-c- u
"intent, patent or tax t.tle. give loca
tion and price. Address ':17 North Walter.

'choo-choo-

'ding-dong-

RaSch

WANTED

S-f-

'

ITy

s-

1

f

February 22, 1922.

Albuquerque morning journal;
International

BRINGING UP FATHER.
KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

CNIVE11S1TI
HEIGHTS.
adobe
well
constructed
five
house,
dashed,
pebble
large rooms, modern, hardwood
floors throughout, large front
and back porches, full sized
lot, also good adobe garage,
plastered inside and out.
This is a real bargain and must
be sold at once.

' THlb'lS'MORE
UIKE. A WMTIN' ROOM
THAN A RESTAURANT
OLLV--

A

SMAT.Tj

Copyright, 1921 by the
Registered U. S.

News Service.

By George McManui

I'atcnt Office.

THMRET
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TOO
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BACK- -
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STRIKE
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2APF &
Realtors,

CHAS,

G,

WHERE lh THE

CO,

A home

k

is the moat valunblo
of material posHeaslons. Rent
receipts get you nothing.

J

WE OrFKR.

A splentjlti ceme.it block home
that Is within four blocks of

the postofflce, nice location,
south front: lot 60x162 feet.

home.

Located in University Heights,
three rooms, bath, partly furnished, good lot, good building on rear of lot that will
make a good garage.
Priced to sell.

Sidewalks, lawn, trees, Etc. It
has
five rooms,
glassed-iBleeping porch, two screened
porches, larpe basement, hot
air heating plant. It's vacant
and priced to sell.

NORTH ELEVENTH STREET
Located close in and was built
for a home. This home has five
large rooms, hardwood floors,
good electrical fixtures, two
fire places, all kinds of built
of large
in features,
plenty
closet room, good size attic
with servant's
room,
large
screened front porch, kitchen
n
c.invassed-iBleeping
porch,
good heating plant,
porch,
plenty of shnde, walks, garage
with cement floor. If In the
market for a home don't fall
to let us show you this one.

VE WOri.D T,I K E TO TRADE
Some nice Albuquerque property for either city or country
property In or near Ios

FOR RENT
We have several furnished and
unfurnished houses for rent.
We will be glad, to show you.
INSURANCE.
(let that fire insurance today
for tomorrow may bo too late.
We have one of the best and
oldest companies in the business.
D,

KINGSBURY

T,

REALTOR

n

FURNISHED HOME
j

OUR

stucco, large sleeping
features,
porch, fireplace, built-i- n
furnace.
basement,
Completely
furnished with beautiful new
Five-roo-

m

furniture.

See

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
l'liono 414.

At

Is

are
st.
lot.

St.

727-Y-

2348-W-

brick,
Practically new
modern, completely furnished, Jnclud- Bleeping porch",
ing electric waeher;
double Knrage; highlands.
$2,100 Three-rooframe, glassed porch,
furnished, corner lot.
white stucco bung-nlow$6,000
modern, hard woo ! floor, fireplace,
furnace, para ere, fine location on
paved street; Fourth ward.
$5,000

A. FLEESCIEK. EedSor
nil It' lironches, Louns,
Surety Ilonds.
Bogtb Fourth Street. Next to P. O.
l'hnne 0,4.

Insurance

Ill

Id

FOR RENT
Foil

Rooms

Ituom, with aleeping porch.
203 North Edith.
FURNISHED rooms, bath and telephone;
no sick. 417 West Silver.
FOH KKNT Sleeping porch and dressing
room.
414 Vest Hold,
FOH RENT Front room for huusekeep-in?- .
2144 Knnth Second.
FOR RENT Rooms to women only.
South Seventh. Phone 72&-FOR HENT-Tw- o
furnished rooms lor
823 H ith Third.
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Desirable furnished room,
for one or two, close In. Phone 1320-FOR RENT A very pleasant front room,
close In, reasonable.
6:'3 West Copper.
FOR RENT Furnished light houfokeep-fn'- g
room for lady, $10 per month. 405
fiouth Edith.
FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms,
range, bath,
sleeping porch. IOL'5
yon h Flf t h.
FC "t II 15 NT Furnished rooms; also canary birds for sale. 218 South Walter.
phone 1CU7-FOR niSNT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch- for two; no children,
lift S.uith Walnut.
FOR UK NT Furnished room with sleep-in- ?
pnrch, near good boarding house.
?11 North Tll'h.
WANTED l.cdv to share reasonable
apartment.
Enquire 07 North High,
KKNT

FOR RENT

One upstairs room, six windows, twi closets, furnished for houseRl
West Coal.
keeping".
Furnlslipd 1 (?h t h ouaekeep-Inj- r
room and porch; also oak dining
tnbi for snip. f,?,2 Pouth Arno.
FOR RENT NJce clean rooms for house-

FORni'T

keeping and sleeping; under new
121H North Third.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms:
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Then tor. 211 4 Wet Central.
room and
ELGIN HOTEiSleopIng
h'liisekoepinn aiiiruinniH. by th day
week or month. ftOSH West Central.
FORRE N T Nicely" furnished roonTTn
private family, close In. tw- blocks
from postofflce; no sick. 417 West Lead.
FOR RENT I.arKe, well furnished bedroom, ntenm heated, hot water In room,
garage If desired. 611 Wit Coal, phone
11H2-.FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
housekeeping; use of bath and tele209
phone; also garage. Phone 1926-North Edith.
WOODWORTH
Newly
furnished, nice.
clean rooms ard housekeeping apartments, by duy, week or month. 81!
Fouth Third.
SPECIAL OFF F.B One furnished room,
adjoining bath, in brand new modern
home, private outside entrance, furnace
people preferred; reasonheat; employed1949-able. Phone

AUTOMOBILES.
lladlator Hc:.alrlng, O. K. Sheet
Metal Works, 217 North Third.
5
Bulck touring car;
FOR BALE
first-clas- s
Co.,
condition. llfnd-Dilo- n
city
FOR 8ALE Some extra gaud used ear.;
Mcintosh Auto Co., ill
easy term..

EXMSKT

wMt

Copper,

1'Olt SAl.E Ford touring. Ford truck,
in good running order. 710 North
Thirteenth,
FOR SALE 1022 Dodge Touring; .aerifies (or cash; will take Ford in trade.
Bee It Rt 214 Columbia.
T'E
OrV-to- n
fSS-BaFord truck, 1260
5
worm drive;
light Bulck, 1690;
Ford touring, $125; Btudcbalter, Ilve-pai- -,
aenger, $250. 116 West Oold.
FOR BALK Ford touring or Ford speedster, both in A-- l ahape; or will trade
for Ford light truck. Call at 207 East
Oentrnl at nonna, or after 5 p. m.
FORDS FOR RENT hates: luc per mllo,
$1 per hour minimum.
Special rates
Ask for them. Drlverleas
week days.
Ford Co., 121 North Third, phone 680.
FORD SA1.13 New Ford roadster; also
touring used Dodge roadster and touring; terms can be arranged. J. Korher
Auto
gi Co., phone 783,
Dept., Dodge
Denlere.
on
75
cent
used parts,
60
to
BAVE
per
wheels
magnetos,
bearings,
tires,
stock
grows larger
springs, etc. Our
dally. Tarts in stock for Overlands. 80,
80; Chalmers, Maxwell truck and pleasure
ear:, Chevrolet, 490, Paige 4, Reo 4, etude-bak4
Mcintosh .Auto Co.,
and 6.
3 1 1 West Copper.
WHEN IN NEED Of
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magnetos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
bearings, horns, accessories.
COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We hav. salvaged to date the followChandler.
ing cars: Unlek, Maxwell,
Mitchell. Chevrolet 490 and F. B.( Overland, every model, 59, 69, 79, 80, tl 81,
75, 76B and 90; Crow Elk8SB. 85-Dort, Saxon, Btudebaker, both
hart, Reo,
4 and 8. Viaduct Oarage, 500 South Second. Largest parts house in the state.
Our prices the lowest.

MONEY TO LOAN
TO

LOAN

Go

watches, diamonds, guns and everything valuable.
South
Mr. B. Marcus, til
Fleet.
MONET TO LOAN in diamonds, watches
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
fldenttal flottlten Jewelry Co., 105 N. tsl
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamonds watches. Liberty bonds, plants,
automobiles. Lowest rales. Rothmnn'a
117 South First.
Bonded la lh state.
MU.NUY

Central

Avenue

Watrh values increase when
the building of the New Hotel
starts. We have several listings
on West Central, that are. certain to show a material advance soon.
$1 0.000
to $20,000 to loan on
business property.

Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phono 156.

Contractor and Builder.
First class work Guaranteed.
809 South Walter Street.
Plione

West

REAL HOME.

A. L. MARTIX CO.,

J. H, F00TE,

FRANKLIN

&

MY HOME FOR SALE

Money to Loan on Good Real

Estate.
Wanted Good listings, we can
sell your property if price and
terms are right.
Wanted Good real estate salesman, call if you can fill the bill
K. JictXlGHAN,
Realtor.
204 W. Gold.
I'lione 442--

-- A

BARGAIN

.

8

rooms, pressed brick with
bath rooms,
hot water
heat, also fireplace. Extra large
corner lot, walks,
basement,
lawn, trees, largo garage, Rplen-di- d
location, 301 South Walter

two

BUNGALOW

With two glassed porches and
large front porch, well located
in Fourth ward. Must be sold
This pluce is modern except
heat. See it today. The price to
sell at once is only $3,500.
ItOLLIV E. Gl'TTl RIDGE,
311 W. Gold.
Plione 1023.

J.

HERE IT IS.
The chance you hav
looking for to combine

GEO, D, STATESON,
Or Any Real Estate Agent.

been
ran-'-

h

and city life. Twelve acres valmile
ley land under ditch, 1
of bridge on wont sitlo.
One acre in choicest selected
fruit trees .cady to begin
bearing. Three acres In alfalfa.
Adobe house. Priced to sell.
Terms. Owner,
Ti. E. 6TEIDLEY.
New Mexico
Lnmy

......

BUSINESS CHANCES
'OH BALK Grocery stort.
Address
Grocery, care Journal.
y
FOR SALE
brick building,
216 South First; location good rnr any!
kind of businops.
FOK BALE-Klrst-shoe shop. lull
Una of machinery; price very tm
owner leavlns. Address ti. R., jart
Journal.
FOU SALE Hotel, with eighteen rooms,
best location; also Hunt "six"
automobile; or will trade for city
property. Phone 15"! W.
FOR cALE ReHtuurant. opi.oRlte Santa
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
storeroom for other business purposes.
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain,
which can lie liongnt separate.
FOR BALE Indian trading storo and
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
fenced: , one sect. on land leased; stone
110x20 feet; three living rooms,
building-storehouse, corra:ls; fine well of water;
Kasoline engine; three heavy horses, harness and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad; a bargain; dissolvAddress postofflce box
ing partnership.
87.1.
Albuquerque, N. V.

FOH SALE
well improved, close-i- n
RANCH. Fine soil, fruit
and shade trees. Four-rooadobe pebble dashed house,
cement sidewalks, good well,
good Irrigation
ditch, plenty
of water at all times; barn,
garage, chicken houses, place
to keep a few pigs. This place
is within a few minutes walking distance to the street car.
If you have $500, terms like
rent can be arranged. See us
Two-acr-

e,

for appointment.

DIECKMAXN ItEALTT
CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans.
301) W. Gold.
Plione 670.

"YOiu orroitTcxiTt"
Seven-roomodern, two-stor- y
HOME.
Tills Is one of the finest located hnnit-- In the city, facing una
of our parks in the Fourth ward:
has fine trees and lawn, on puveil
street, large hit. 50x14:!; not mnny of
thega fine locations left and this is
with
I7,sr,0,
going at a barsaln
$,500 as first payment; move fast
if interested and call.

A. T. 8TAI1FS,
81" West Gold Ave.

WE HAVE
For Albuquerque

BUYER

A

J, D. Keleher, Realtor,
211 V. Gold.
l'liono 410.

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES
m:i(;iiTs.

McMiiiion & wood
llealtora.

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Hotter

Grade

HELP WANTED
Mate.
WANTED A reliul.le man to drive
llulrl: to Salt Luko City. M. E. K. .
care Journal.
E II Ft JoYM k.Vf OFFICE Va ms V untry
I'll ,ue
girl, two dining room girls.
S54-110 South Third.
WANTED Man with family or two men
to milk and care for thirty-fiv- e
to
forty-fiv- e
cows; house free; nu.t C've
reference: 1111 per month each. C. M.
La Prade. Wlnsluw. Ariz.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

20(1

West Gold.

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Caah
&

New Mexico.

l'liono 818.

FOR SALE
five-roo-

14'JC--

FOR

SALE-ijwellanco-

250.

mtAxn new

I

mouVrn stucBy ownor,
co home, clean and In good repair; hardwood floors; built-i- n
white enamel kitchen
features:
and bathroom. Glassed-l- n
porrh,
also two screened porches. Well
lornteil In Fourth ward, rhone

FOR SALE

rcmale.

CHEAPbrick

TiNivEKsrrv

New
modern, garage,
for $1,750; $500 down.
FOVKT1I WAKD.
Brick, five rooms mid attic.
bath, corner, lots of Bhade,
Terms.

Folt

SA

LE

ua

Fine player plino.
Doled

Phono
i'hooe

ku:m,"

2toa-r;,-

FrKVISnED

LISTER-

frame, two porches,
on East Copper avenue. It's a
good value and can bo had on
easy terms. Now vacant. Why
pay rent when you can get
such a value and finance it so
easily.
Also a four-roobrick new,
glassed sleeping porch, front
nnd back porches, oak floors
features,
throughout, built-inicely located on East gold
avenue. Priced to sell.
m

n

A

pressed
with
two
house,
bath
rooms and large sleeping
All
modern and in
porch.
good condition.

j

$3,-70- 0.

As Long As

COTTAGE
o,

v.nr.

rhone 1S.

TTST
Four-roo-

Three rooms, bath, porch, ftar-knearly new; 60 foot lot.,
near car line. $2,100, with 1500
down and 30 month.
J. A. HAMMOND,
821 IS. Sliver.
Ilmne 1522-R- .

property. If
you can use well secured land
contracts as part payment, list
your property with us toduy.
Five houses for runt.

Lowland Home. Liberal Terms.
room brick, beautiful livs,
ing room with fireplace,
feadining room, built-i- n
Tiimn
tures; large kitchen; three sleepSeven room modern brick, close
ing rooms; fine large porches; In, good location, come in, let
shade
splendid
location,
and us show you this one and make
shrubbery. Lenient terms.
us an offer on it.
.T. P. GILL. Real Estntc.
SKCOXD WARD.
115 Sou Hi Second.
Ten minutes walk from shops,
Phono 723-- J
three rooms, one glassed in, bath,
garage, east front.
Would take In car. Small payment down will handle.
I'OIt TUADIi.
Four room modern homo In
Itoswell; good location, corner,
east front, full lot, garage, shade,
rented. Trade for small ranch or
city property.
book-caw-

on West Central avenue, between First and Third streets.

Feature Servics," Inc.

INT--

FURNISHED

CO.

,

FIVE ROOM

2(p) 1922 er

2

r

RKALTORB.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657.

A six

WANTED
four-roo-

A

Why pay rent when you can
modern bunbuy this
galow, nicely furnished, garage,
full rize lot on paved street.
Owner Is leaving town and
must Bell within a few d:tys.
Terms.

2--

r

f

OFFICE

West Gold avenue
under way. Meantime we
located at 115 South Second
Now is the time to buy that
We've got some good ones.
SHELLEY HEALTY CO.,
Phono
115 So. Second

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) rai-

ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to peopl. who demand quality.
Work
in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
THB RED ARROW.
K. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(W. want
representative In lO'Jrl
errltory.)

NEW

21

RETIARTE

Party ths.t wishes to rent a
12
or
store room

-

itl

Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold Ave. rhone 007--

FOE SALE

WE ITAVE

)

m

D. W

EINMAN

708 West Copper, City

Or any real

f NATIONAL

estate agent.

urcurons

;old Avenue
FOH SALE
roomlnn; hotist's, 1 (rroccry
store, 1 ftitir ronm frame.
FOR KKNT
1
five nnd J alx room house.
$8,000 to loan on West Central avenua property.
Kvnry klml of insurance.
List your property with us.
Insure your property with us.
Wo Get nnd Give Results.
Phono fi35.
V(--

2

FRUIT TREES
PIT APT-Tit EES AND ORNA-

MENTALS
FROM ALRU- Ql'KRQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. VOUXO & CO.
Albuqueniun, N. jr.

Four room frame house, big TKV ROI.illY'H. MILlv, illiST IN TOWN.
WT3 TEACH motlun picture acting.
Fotn front
j none
porch, screened - In.
In PAHA
Pluy Film Ptuilios, no North tJeconil. the
VENliEH (.'ana dulca eml.alada.
Fourth
one
ward,
block
WANTED Nurses to tnke Ciilo of Influleietono ziuy-ltFGR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
This
house is Foil
enza ensfs. Dr. Uturtun, room 3, Har- from car line.
"pAI.K ir.ij" water
filter for till.
FOH SALE
priced to sell; $300 down, $30
1214
Laying liens.
South nett hulhtinjr.
it
oinut.
Walter, phone L'151-VS'A.TEI)--(Ji- rl
per month.
IwU'onvnrk.
fur
SAXA
ONES
n w lid used
I'll
and
Ilorna,
FOll BALE Some nice fat youns turWM.
small family, on farm. J'oslolTice box
SH.WKIt t'O.
Fred H. Ellis, phone
47.1, phono
.100 S. Kdilli.
10 to 11 a, m
keys. t'hont.JHll-K-3- ,
M,,,,,,, 1005. FUR SAI.tl Oliver typewriter with case,
FOU HALE Black Minorca sKifB, $1 25a AV'ANTKD
Wash woman to
cmle to
oox I'l.j, city.
lo.
6 a
k to
Iron.
bouse once a
iii.j-114-

FOR

a

SPRING

DAYS

Are when ono appreciates the
value of a home in a restricted
district and where the New
Mexico air Is the most embracing.
University
Heights
has these to offer to you.
Your good wife deserves a
nice home this summer. Decide
now to have that home in
University Heights.
The General Office Tt At
Second and Gold.
Plione
610 or B9!

.....

INVESTMENT)

COMPANY
200

BEATTIFCIi

TTTESE

SALEHouse.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
JOHN W.

to.

UII-SO-

AllnrnfT.

ms II, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building,

Phtin

1163--

1'IIVSH
AMI
IU. 8. 1. 1H KTON,

nf tan SfAtnnch.
Harnett MulMlnir.

Dlirasrs
Suits,

IU.

S. C.

Hl'XKICtl.NA.

rl.AltKB,

Nuna and Thront.
I'tion 131.
BulMlng.
Office Hours
t to H a. m and ) to I p. m.
1K. MAUtiAIU.T CAKTivkloTlT,
ItrilJenLo 11:3 lo.nt Central. I' lions (71.
Pbnne S71.

E(i, Kur,

Barnett

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Prnctloo Mmlted to
GKMTit . Ij'KIN'AKY DISEASES
AN I) DISEASES

VVaSHsrinan

Citizens

OF THE tiKIN
In

L,utMirntiiry

Rank

Illtlg.

t'onnrctiun.

Phom;

H86.

CHIROPRACTORS
10

nnl

(iilroprnptof
20 Armijo Riitltllng.

FOR RENT
FOH

KENT

South

Apartments

Furnished apartment.

Edith.
SAI.R
on
brick
FOR RENT Modern apartment.
North Edith. 1'hone 2401-R- house,
1121
Kast
Central,
FO It S A LK FI v e ronia modi-rphoni 671.
liomt-- ,
clt'so In and convenient to shops. 40
FurniHliei) apartiueat, 4's,
302-.Wt'.-- t
Conl.
garage. Phone l&yo-l''C)ft WALK
On easy terms, tlx. room FOR RENT Furnished two rooms and
modern buniralm. ; win tako gnml lots
porches, 118. 700 kast Santa Fe, phone
1422-M- .
DENVER POST dellvereO
your door, "r ri'til estnte p iper. I'lione 2t)4'l-65c per n.onth.
Phono 1013-M- .
Three-rooFOH
furnished
KENT
I'i'll H
,
completed huiiKHlow,
WOMAN'S Exr hatiKe. Y. V.iaT forieme
five rot.ins ii rid bath.
apartment with steeping porch. 410
garH(re; bent buy
coked Rofela, fancy w,,rk. Saturdays. in pity; ettay irrmt
North
Sixth.
1040-riiona
FO
SALE Hake oven, capueity, torty- - MOW sniiill home, on ft..utli
FOK KENT
Two fuillintied rooms, for
Walter,
elirlit loaves; coal or wood.
211
Illfht housekeeping; adults; no dck- well built and you can have- It
for f 10 down and jii a month. 1'hone 724 South Second.
Fitll SA LE Singer sewing machine, $'i; 410.
Foil KENT Apartment, completely furkitchen ware, dishes, cheap. 113 East FOU SALE By owner, three-roonished; two rooms and sleeping porch.
furIron, rear.
nished Iif.use, terms: would consider 1801 East Central.
KooU
milk rows as part payment,
FOU MALE
Two-rooFOH KKNT
furnished apartCarpenter tools and kitchen
Tlox 1. rlty.
ment with sleeping porch and heat,
range, also two rolla stock fence.
Phono l.'191-JUm DOWN- - and
mornings.
a month are the 323 South Fifth.
terms on a brand new shingle bunga- FOU KENT Two well furnished light
FOR SALE One and one-liamonths
old pups.
Call 401
West Lead, or low; two laritp rooms and sleeping porch,
rooms,
with sleeping
housekeeping
1

2I0S-H'.- '.

loo.
Fred Eakts, phone
setting;
ElitiS FOH HATcETlnci Flshel
White Kocka: limited numter, at strain,
3 for
IB.
Phono 1M12-T!I' OH SALE
8. C. W hite Leghorn hatch-Inp- r
fKcs, from France Colorado strain
of
hens, 7o each. Geo,
Oresham, liot 295, city.
b.VI.E
iOit
Hatching crks. S. C. Rhuile
Island Hods, Hays' stock, $1.50 for 13,
S. C. White
Leghorns, fi for 15. Wallace,
?i.a -.s.LJ'li8iJ),lonSil2-W.
New
Developments
Every FOU BALE
Huff OrplngFon eggs for
hatching; also nuff cockerels, winner
Day in Vaughan Oil
of first and special prizes In Albuquer-qu- e
poultry show. Phone J710-W- .
Field,
LEAD1NO
strains
White
Orpingtons,
!
Soma of the
concerns
largest
Single Comb Rhode Islnnd
rite
have men on the ground. You for prices, eggs and cockerels.Reds,Zlmmer
cannot afford lo pass this propo- iianohCo., Fan Acacia, New Mexico.
sition up. If you already have all FOR SALE Baby chlcks71uire-bredrfiii- o
the money that you will ever
quality; Leghorns,
K,c;
Rocks and
Reds, 10c; Wyandottes, 18c. Wrlte'Mra.
need then play this thing for Kate
1277 Van Buren street, Tu- Tudor.
pastime. If you have not as much peka. Kansas.
money as you will need, play for FOR SALE S. c. White
Leghorn hatchquick profit. The largest play for
eggs and baby chicks, $20 per
a little money that you have ever 100;ing also
fow cocks and cockerels. Genseen, and geologists agree that it try Poultry
Ranch, postofflce box J12,
17S0-W- .
v.. j mnat
nfpra
u....u tha
.......I, (romanHnn.
.iviuuiiuuua nn.ol.
j,on . phono
TWENTY-NINhllltipK fnr mnnttv mnlrlnir thti
yPar, ,m tne iamo ,,,
S, c White
Leghorn chicks,
they have ever seen. We believe 20ranch
Twenty-flv- o
Per
hundred,
years' exthat four for one In sixty days perience with incubators,
Yott Poultry
for those who are buying shares mincn, rostornce box 107. phone
1761-now, would be a conservative j FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
statement.
under
Negotiations
riHicning; ntue nunon winners, first,
way, at this writing for seventy-fiv- e second and third pullet, first cock and
thousand dollar deal In acre- second cockerel, special on best female
tha Mediterranean class, cockerels
age. Don't think because this in
and pullets for sala.
Phone 1472-thing is happening near Albuquer- fil8 Fruit
avenue.
que, that it la impossible. The FOR SALE
four popular
Hatching
eggs;
biggest things on earth, can, will
S. C. R. I.
varieties:
Mayhood
and are happening,
near Albu- strain, 15, tt.BO; FamousReds,
Bllvcr Cam-nine- s.
15, M.00; 8. C Light Brown Legquerque,
today. We feel that
15, tl.60; S. C. Bark Brown LegVaughan Is almost si suburb of horns,
horns 13.
Albuquerque. Help a little and plione 1388 $2.00. Robinson, Old Town,
take a little of anything that RED
POULTRY YARDS Blue ribbon
means prosperity for your town
winners, eggs for hatching, from sixand her trade territory. This field teen
grand pens; best winter layers; S. C
Is being rushed' Into production,
H. I. Reds, It for $1.50, $!. $3, $5; Barred
as rast as men and money can be Rocks, 16 for $5, $3, $5; only ten fine
cockerels left. Wm. Bletx, 41S-48- 1
secured. This is not a guess or breeding
West Atlantic, phone 1483-a chance to get oil, an production '.MOUNTAIN
VIEW S. C. R. I. REDS,"
la already proven. The thing yet
make big winning at National Western
to be determined. Is tha amniinr. Stock
Bhow at Denver, January, 1922.
Get a few aharea today. Call or This show was one of ths largest held In
United States this year. We won second
write
cockerel class of $8; sixth pullet class of
B. C. POWELL,,
49; ninth young pen, class of 20; fourth
111 South Fourth Street,
display, class 500 Reds. Our second
Denver cockerel was valued by experts
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
at $350; also champion winners at AlHome Office, East Vaughan.
buquerque, 192?, winning first, second
and third cock, first, second and third
nrr. ott.
THB DRILL la running-- , golnf right hen, first, second and third cockerels,
on uuwn.
rou can spare 126 or 150. first pullet, second young pen, first old
Tt miffht mean financial
specials for best male American
independence. pen;
B. C. Powell, agent. Mesa Leon Oil
cock of show.
champion
Trust, class and birds
111 South Fourth,
for sale; hatching eggs
Breeding
New
Albuquerque,
and baby chicks from fifteen of tire
Mexico,
finest pens mated In tha west. ORDER
CHICKS EARLY.
C P. Hay. 23 North
ANOTHER MTTVTA
VAUGHN oil field may be another Mcxla. High, phone 2230-Geologists believe it. A few dollars Invested now might mean financial Independence. Vou will get quick action. EXPERT dressmaking.
Phone 1825-This la a shallow sand. E. C. Powell,
Sewing. Mrs. Foster , (03
agent, ::esa Leon Oil Trust, 111 South WANTED
1239-North Fourth, phona
Fourth, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
UHESBMAKI.NO
By the day or at home.
1112 West Iron, phone 19H5-OIL.
YOU hav no doubt missed a lot. of good
HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' Mithings. This Is your chance. Not a
llinery. 200 Routh Broadway, ph. 777-bit man's play, but we small Investors
can get In, with splendid chance of finan- DRESSMAKING,
designing and ladles'
tailoring a specialty; best of refers-ce- a
cial success. Tour check made to bank.
Come In and find out about It. B. C. Phone 1680-FIRST-CLASPowell, agent, 111 fouth Fourth, Albudressmaking done; quick
Mrs. Bandy,
querque, New Mexico.
service; own designer.
0
North Eighth.
NO SALARIED TRUSTEES
NO PROaid
acoordlon.
and box;
PLEATING,
MOTION STOCK.
N. Crane, 115. North
mall orders,
WD BUT on tire same basis with yon.
814.
Boventh.
Crane
phone
Apartments,
Not an ordinary stock selling pinpo-sltloYour check made to the First
AND
FOUND
LOST
National bank of Hanta Fe. Better get
In now.
Units at 2S will anon advance. LOST One mackinaw. between TiJcra;
Mesa Leon Oil Trust. Ill South Fourth,
avetru and the flftAn hundred block
on South' Second; pleaaa return to Jour- Albuquerque, New Mnxico.
nal Office; reward
FOR RENT Ranchet
LOST
OR 8TOLKN
red cow,
L,ffht
on left blp J, A. P., from pastFOIt iiK.NT Twenty (20)' acre orcharti urebranded
on
Broadway; reward if refor one or several years.
Write post-flo- e turned toNorth
J. S. Lavato, 608 North Edith,
.
box
Helen, N. M.
or phone 90-FOU RENT Cash or terms, eleven acres.
four-roohouse, two miles west of
FOR RENT Storeroom
Albuquerque; no better garden land In i'OK" '"BEf'i'
Febru. ry 10. store-rooon
main
at
ditch) orchard3178--and
valley;
M. P. fltatnm.
221 South Eecond.
gripes. For full particulars phone
2403-J-

Wessmaking

wef
wjislt and
silver, plione
A cook in a family of four,
K"od waKcs Tor a i?ood oi.k.
Apply
Mim. Wolnmitn.
70S WfRt d'OIKr.
WANT Eli C ill
for typewrit iTTi iind
slinrthn::il worlt; rutin wvlto Spanish.
.Apply 4IS South Heoonil. Frnl
WANTED
CompiLru ynt.iis? l;id to
r.
with1 tmnks mid soil hull'1'
Apply E. MfilKirnrn, M8 Wist

170(!

FOR RENT

Knst

WANTED

Dwelling

I'M It

KKNT
"urnlshrd House, two rnnmn
find porch; nowly fixed up. 1018 South

Walter.

Three-room- ,
OR
RKN T
furnished
house, sleeping porches; keys at 704
nr.pt Knnta Fe.
TOU Ft EN T Kuril lulled
v.lth sleeping porch. Phone 21S1--collagev
cull JJloa Rant Popper.
Control.
FOH HE N T
h
furnished
Mnlr PTtrt trViHJil-- .
See .1. A. Hammond, S24 East
Silver,
WANTED Younjf men and womr-phone 1552-11- .
Armstroni?'i!
R EN T Til rue room h iiw.
prl- - FO
danHng clappa;
convon- vatft Instructions.
lent to
'et ;"ld.
in the highlands, only
nr,
a
month. Phone 410.
YOUNG men, women, over
T, desiring
Kovornnnnt fmsUluns. M.K) monthly, 1'OH KENT We have several very dewrlt for free list of position now n .en.
sirable unfurnished houses In Fourth
It. Terry, (former Civil S.rvlep esum- - ward.
MrMllllon ft Wood.
Irer), 26 Continental Bldg., Washington, FOtl RENT-jNe- w
four-rooHouse. J26
P. C.
per month. Pee F. It. Strong or L. C.

I'

f

fr
tio

VV

AN

I

hi

Miscellaneous

i1

fcuU WANT Homo Olio lo lluul Uilt or
gravel phono HiiS-I.ATtNmtKKK
wants
EXPEK1F .CRD
work by day or to take home. Phone
ir.as-M- .
SuO to 1.000 ;
WANTED HoiHc. to
must work Rood douolo aii'l be chcup.
T.
enre Journal,
kiilsoiinne ami ipcr, waxing and oiling floors; work Kuari.uecd.
John Goodson. phone 634--

HAULSCAVENGER
AND GENIJItAL,
ING. Rensonnhle rates. 13. A. Grlffilll.
72a East Iron, plione
WANTED 1,000 suits, ladles' or gentlemen's, to clean and press. $1 each.
Puke City Cle.'inera, phone 411.

WANTED A car of ol-- l fnrnliure, nus,
stoves, clothing; any and everything:
pay cash. Address Box 4i)0, euro Journal.
and
WANTED fiocondhans rurnlturo
trunks. We buy everything In household goods.
Uax's Bargain Rlore, 315
South
First.' Phone Sis.
MAX BARGAIN
BTOKB. at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
second-hanyour
clothing, shoes and
furniture,
rhone 858
BETTER KOiJAK FINISHING
It Is
better. Ileturn postage paid on mall
orders. The tsrnum Studio, 215'A West
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
TEACHING
SAXAPHON1U,
clarinet, drums, cornet,
trombone, all brass Instruments, Prof.
Ellis. 1026 Forrester. Phone :;02-WILT, PAY Rood price for old discarded
quilts, comforts, blankets, etc., suitable
for furniture packing. Call at Brown's
Transfer. 116 West Silver, phone 678.
Tmri ,'ri."vt."u
9xH Bugs Cleaned, J1.25.
MATTRF.SSE3
renovated, $3. Si) and up:
Ervin
furniture repaired and packed.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
WANIF.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
ft Hanna. Master Photographers.
AI BUQUERQUE WINDOW
('LEANING
CO.
Windows cleaned and floors
offices and houses
scrubbed; etoris,
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
work. A, Granone;
leave
your calls
AmeHean
flroeerv. phone ?R2

FOR SALE
FOH BALK

Ranches

F. M. iilckart,
phone 2417-.1s
FOR BALE A small ranch,
mile west of bridge; modern house. A.
J. dames.
FOR SAI '! Ranclr. Tou can file on 160
acres in tne oeauttrui Ln.iina vauey
11
mi . spring, write K. Heron,
FOH BALE Klfteen-acr- e
ranch planted
In alfalfa, under
on
North
ditch,
Fourth, four miles out.
Inquire 1021
Forrester.
FOR SALE 125 acres unimproved valley
land, eight miles out, at
btrgaln t
sold soon, by owner. Address 1. C. U
care Journal,
FOR SALE Ranch, Old Town boulevard;
owner leaving on account of health;
rood bouses, garage, fruit, alfalfa, horses,
oows, chickens and farming Implements.
Phona 1148. or i wner. 2417-RFOR SALE Ranch, two miles from
four acres, on main ditch, double
house, parage, milk house, good chicken
hiuises,
blooded chickens and turkeys;
also furnltura and, tools; terms. Pu me
S1U-J-

B

nail ranch.

nt

forenoons.
phone 1H32-R- ,
FOR SALE Pair canary birds with gilt
cage, cheap; owner lenvlng city. Phone
16H7-.call Mrs Johnson.
FOIt SALE Used tractors,
and
l"-2with gang plows. Hardware
Department. J. Korher & Co.
Rennett. phones 75 or 145.
FOR SALE Grape euitliiKS. lil.iek
Foil RENT Desirable four-roohouse.
White Verdels. Zinsandel, Catawwith sunny sleeping pnrch: clean and ba and Concords.
Phone 33,
wellfurnl,hed.
lSouthJIigh;
I5 and up"
fYPEWItn'rnt.s7Hrnakes,
FOR RENT Three, four andflve-roo85 per month.
Albuquerque 'i' pewritor
houses and npartments, some furnished. Exchange,
South
Fourth.
J22
McMIUIon
"
Word, 206 West Oold.
e
FORSA LE Fresh but t erm Ik" nd
LIST your vacant houses with the City
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient lots
Ml
Bwavne'a
Dairy,
phono
service. 207Weft Gold, phone 667.
roses, oalillas, giudio-tuFOFt RENT Five-roobrick house,
etc.
cannns, perennials.
it. V,
hath. Bleeping porch, garage, unfur- - Plnom, ph 'no5107-J, postofflce box 641.
45, water free. 220 North High.
njphed,
CA RI5 1 D E S UN I .Tl'E, ' $
Jl TTI
$ TT 5.
FOR R ENT 104vlu"mliia avenue,
F. O. Ii. our office. 1110 South Rroad- six
rooms,
Heights;
large porch, way. N. M. Steel 7o . Inc., phone Ifl47-.modern except heat. Star Furniture Co.,
FOR S A LB PUR E
MILK
WH O L 15
plione 403-with all the cream, delivered lo you a
A new three-roofurnished cottage, It comes from the cows. HICK'S DAIRY,
sleeping porch, not modern. Univer- phone 250;
sity Heights; to permanent tenant only, FOR SALE 160
with
egg Incubat'ofi
216 Columbia,
moisture pan, especially made for this
FOH RENT
d
S23
cottage, mod- climate; also small cook stove.
ern, on ranch north of Menaul school, South Edith.
Hill boulevard; reasonable. E. J. Strong,
KPOT.S
SOFT
Heel
and arch cushions
Phone13l5-R- ,
orll4:
prevent fallen insteps; cures all foot
KOFI RENT
FlveTrnorn m"ern furnish--e- d troubles, tl. Plantar
Arch Supports Thos
n
In
house
Fourth ward: glaswed-lF. Keleher Leather Co.. 40 West Central.
sleeping porch and service porch; $50 on FOH SALE
Young pet coyote, about
a lease to right tenant. City Realty Co.,
fifteen months old; have rulsed this i.s
207 West Oold,
phone 667.
a pet alnce two weeks old. and Is very
FOR RENT OR BALE Well furnished tame.
econd. or
Apply at 1423 South
cozy homo, five rooms and bath, large phone lsr,6-W- .
shady yard, vines and roses, cool and
AKBE.STOS
PAINT
pleasant in summer; close in. 614 North GOOD for all kinds HOOF
of roofs, tl per gal-IoThird, see owner at 307 North Third,
The Manzano Co., 110
South
room 12.
WnJfiut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
roof, will Inst a long as the building.
WANTED Position
l.AUNDKE.-'- S
2.50.
wants daj
work,
Phone 743-FOR RALE Five hundred sharea of cty
STENOGRAPHIC
E eclrlo Railway, below par.
and clerical work
Dr. R.
wnntea. call 1S66-L, Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
WANTED
Experienced
typist desires
.:nll 1667-position.
WANTED
Work by the Hour. Phone USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
1343-M- .
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
after 8 p. m.
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
WANTED Job as cook or chambermaid.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
811 West Sliver,
phone 1420-J- .
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement, SatWANTED
Washing and ironing to take isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leathnnme.
1(,01 West Mountain road
er Co., 408 West Central, shone 1057-KOIl HOUSE; CLEANING.
waxing,
lawn work, call J. w. Liwe, 1420-PERSONAL
WANTED
Work, haP days, 14 per week. INVESTIGATORS.
Phone 2ti8
725
South Walter call Thursday or
FUKNITURB upholflf d, rtpnlrrd.
Friday.
and
vtctrolaa our
pianos
EXPERIENCED COOK wants position;
all work guaranteed.
Phone
will leave city, if necessary. Phone chef, 2177-H71-CUT
CHILDnEN'8
HAIR
their
t
homei,
WANTED
Employment by high school
mem hair cut
35o; ladles'
girl, ,i, it, exchange for board and and shavei at hampno,
their home, by Perk.ni
room.
170" East Central, phone H74-Brothers, phnna 1967-WE AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and YOUNO
MAN, henlthaeeker, will give inZANO,
keep books. WILLIAMS
dividual psychological Instruction; sinroom 8, Mellnl building. Phone 701-gle lady client preferred. Address PsychoCOMPETENT WOMAN withes to assist logist, care Journal.
with housework ii. private home. In
WILL (JO to people's homes to give scalp
for board and room. Address box
treatment, shampoo, facial and mani123, care Journal.
cure. I specialise on treatment! undor
2203-Phone
the Harper method.
FOR SALE Furniture
Olfra Martin.
bCUNITUHE REPAIRING and upholster-Ing- . EPILEPTICS Would you care to learn
Phone 471. Ervin Bedding Co.
about new rational treatment for ImFOR SAI, 1 One dining room table and mediate relief of
epilepsy; positively
all setzurea from ftrnt day's use.
Stopping
five leather-seate- d
North
chairs, til
Information free. "Specialist," Drawer
Thirteenth, or phone 1258-Lander, Wyoming,
FOH SALE Slightly ustd furniture, 500
YOU?
what wonniKs
per cent less than
factory WHETHER
your troubles Ire love.
prices; coma and see for yourself. 325
health, money or marriage, write fully;
South First.
strict confidence; prompt, personal reply.
FOR BALE
Furniture at factory prices We
Prof.
thousands.
Cnffman,
which makes It cost less than econd Div. help r: North Second, Albuquerhand goods. Come and see for yourself. que. N. M.
American Furnltura Co., 123 South

8l

FOR RENT

Journal Want

Ada bring results.

Miscellaneous

FOIt HE.NX Pittuo. Phone

iOTl-W-

.

Phone 411).
I'lacllcui.y new four-roobrick, modern except heat, close in,
nicely furnished, fcuo down, balance like
rent, phone 1:2."-$:i't) MOU'N and Ji'G a mouth will buy
vou a well-buia'lolie, plastered white,
shingle roof, good floors and brand new,
Price I'.c.n
1'hone 410.
Hilt NAI.13 Uy owner, 718 West Coil,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 1
Inrge porches, newly decorated, vacant
Terms If decired. Phone 1803-FOR sale
house (two apart-mi'iits- ),
corner lot, three blocks from
n-J3.7.'.0; terms
W. J. Wee,
cere p. F. Mciittna, ph ,e 843.
A iSAROAlN',
n
home in Fourth
glassed-l- n
ward; two
porches, fire
place, gns, $3,300; twelve hundred will
balance
like rent. Phone 848.
hj'ti'lle;
Foil SAi.F. Uy owner, new fuTnTshed
house, three rooms and bath; University Heights; bargain. 11.751); will take
touring enr nr lot as part payment.
Ph. ne HCl-IFOR SALIi OR HUNT si hrana new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. Hee V. H. Ftrona;, or U C Beo
ntt. Tlionce 7!i nr 145.
MOW CI. KAN IinilK, University Heights.
just completed, four rooms, screened
porches front and rear; built-i- n features;
very nwierat'j in price; small payment
end eisy terms. Inquire Gilbert- - phone
1115-.T- .
price

!tr,o.
HAI.1S

porch, t'hona 1852-J- .
FOIl RENT Four modern
furnished
rooms with two large porches, cheap.
220 North Walnut, phori) 1990-J- .
FOH KKNT
Three or four-roofurnished apartments,
200 block
modern,
South Slith
Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
Three-rooFOK KENT
modern furnish
ed apartment, with sleeping porch,
water paid. Call 412 South High, or
phone 1524-FOR RENT Apartment, furnished complete; light, water, beat and cooking
gas furnished. Crane Apartmar.ts, iila
North Seventh.
FOH KENT
Completely furnished threj-rooapartment with glassed-lporch
and separate bath; furnace heated. 1604
East Central, phone lll'J2-FOH RENT
Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatonums;
four rooms,
glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMIUIon
Wood, phone 34 3.

JNTEDgenU

LARGE HHIU iMfcTvM?FA
n
te Un of shirts
Agent! to sell
direct to wearer. Exclusive pattern.
Biff value.
Mad 'son
Free pu. tplrs.
Mills. 503 Prtadway, New York.
AGENTS
AND iISTIl.fi JTOTia
WAN'TKI)
br n ONE of the best automobile acoea-orithat has y't been offered the
public. This is not a gas saver, but It Is
a money saver. To men that w!U work
the manufacturer will jrlve exclusive contract coverinff a period nf years. I am
the manufacturer of what I advertise,
and I guarantee each and every article to
k"( satisfaction, or money will be refunded on demand. I want a reliable
man for this and o'her territory and
counties that are now open. Ask for Mr.
Wegt-mat Hotel fnmb

five-roonew
SALE Deautlful
stucco bungalow on Forrester,
oak
built-i- n
hook cases, cabinets,
and other features
Smll cseh
payment, balance ensy monthly payments. Phone 2098-W- .
Five-rooFOR SALE
brick
house;
modern; well situsted on car litre in
house
has hot air heat,
highlands;
FOR
Roorng
ejased-i- n
sleeping porch, and is completely furnished. Price la very reason- i'OK KKNT Office rooms, S1914 Wist
Phone 1523-able; good terms.
Centrtll. over Woolwnrth's.
FOR SALE
Ons of the nicest homes in
LONE STAll AITO MNK
University Heights; five-rooSpanish
The orange colored curs. Kngie, Eletype adobe, new and modern throughout; phant Butte
Dam
Hot Springs. N,
large porches, hot water heat, basement, M. Meet all trainsandat Eocle.
leaving
iriiriige, hardwood floors: house Is well Hot
Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
furnished. See owner. 317 South Oirard.
Oldest Pam drivers, best Dam care on
the Dam line. We drive our own care,
f;OR SALE
Write fnr reservations at our expense.
HEFFERNAN TlROa, Propa
FOR SALE
Two
1, young milk
Met Springs, N. M.
cows. Phone 207.
FOK SALE
Milk cowi and heifers,

FOR

floors,

RENyOce

iyetKk

rhone

2409-R-

FOR SALE Bucks and does; also frying rabbits. 710 West Lend.
FOIl SALE Young Jersey cow. giving
1411
now ten quarts very rich milk.
South Edith.
FOH SALE Rabbits, guaranteed breed
trig does and bucks; young stork and
hutches. 706 South Third.
FOH SALE Jersey cow, giving two and
one-hagallons milk. Highland and
Chester
Harvard, University Heights,
tlrewer.
FOH SALE
Or trade
for hogs, good
work horse, weight about 1100; -- en be
seen nt C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
Rio Orande hlvd. Phone 2409-R-FOH SALE Registered Holsteln bull,
calved May 17, 1920; sire. King Begls
of the Manse; dam. Jessie Perfection de
E. J. Strong,
Kol Fobes; a bargain.
or 1104,
phone 134r,-rFOIl SA LK i have twenty-fiv- e
head of
good young work horses, and one span
tnules; have some unbroke
horses; this Is good young, gentle, sound
stock; prices very reasonable; also have
some second-han- d
harness. 810 North
Scott Rldenour,
Uroadwsy. phone 1B5S--

WANTED

Board & Room

Kueim and board for two, in
private family; not sick; near garage.
Address K. 11., car Journal.
WANTELi

TIME CARDS

Train.
No.
No.
No.
No,

J

g
T

No. M
No. !7
No. I
No. 4
No.
No, 10

WEBTBOL'N.O
Dally.
Arrive.
Depart,
The Scout.... 1;30 pm
:J0 pm
Calif. Llmlted.lvilO am 11:00 am
Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
The Navajo. .12 38 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Eip

El Paso Exp

10:10 pm
11:10 am

EASTBOUN'D.

The Navajo.. i:10 pm
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm
18. F. Eight., 7 25 pm
Tn

Scout....

7:20 &m

1:40 pm
1:40 pm
1:10 pm
7:50 BOi

FSCM SOUTH
El Paso (I 85 pin
Nn. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
No. SO connecta at relen with No. 13
for Clovls, Pecea Valiev, Kans- - Cltj and
O
Coast
Nn, ii connect, at DeUn with No. II
from Olovth end points east and sejth

No.

Il-- hua

Page Eight.
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THERE IS DUE TODAY
Fresh Tomatoes, pound
30c
25c
Extra Select Cucumbers, each
Fresh Cauliflower, pound
22V2c
Home-lai- d
Eggs have taken a big drop. Eat
them any old way; try them scrambled with green
chili.
For the best cooking apples, try our Newtown
$4.25
Pippins, 2 pounds, 25c; box
Pinon Shelled Nuts, by the pound.
WARD'S

HOMER H. WARD

STORE,

I'liones

813 Marble Avenue.

LErsGPH3TIE

J

72-- 1

73-- 1

71.

T0DAV

A Great Super Special Feature, Direct from Its
Broadway Run in New York City.

Willliam Fox Presents

William Farnum
CD"

r.h if m y
A Powerful Dramatic Document.

TOPICS OF THE DAY

"FOX NEWS"

Raised Admission Matinees, 25c for Adults; 10c
for Children. Nights, 35c for Adults; 15c for
Children

LOCAL ITEMS

I

!

I

INDIAN

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and B.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western t'nlon for H. J.
BEADED BAGS
Tesh and Jim Hill.
CURIOS
MOCCASINS,
All
members of the Catholic
will
meet at
PILLOW TOPS
J,adies
Sodality
Strong Brothers' chapel WednesBASKETS
RUGS
day evening at 7:30 for prayer
NAVAJO JEWELRY
service for Mrs. Anna Ellison and
all members are requested to attend the funeral services at the
Immaculate Conceplion
church
Thursday morning at S o'clock.
E. C. Powell, publicity agent
Oil Trust, left
for the Mesa
Music and Jewelry Store
last night for Vaughn. New Mex1I7S. First St.
on
a
business
Phone 017-- J
ico,
trip. He will
return the latter part of tho
week.
There will be no meeting
of the Sheet Metal Workers Union, local number 567, on
account of the holiday. The next IFLU
meeting will be on March 8.
Mrs. Joseph O'Brien of
Mass., who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. John F. I
'Ham and her children here, left
yesterday for New York City.
Mrs. Joseph Merch and Miss
Martha FiHher of Illinois are now
on the
guests at Miramontes
mesa.
They have been at the
San Gabriel ranch.
Factory wood, full truck load,
Fourteen new cases of Influenza
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
were reported to the city health
Phone 91.
'
a
Children in the cast of Red office yesterday,
evidencing
Jtiding Hood will meet for re- gradual slowing down cf the prog-- i
hearsal this afternoon at 2 o'clock rcss of the epidemic.
at the Guild hall.
It is believed from tho showing
Mrs. John McTeer of I,os An- yesterday that the peak of tho
a
former resident of Albu- epidemic is probably past, and
geles,
querque, and one time president that each day from now on will
of the Fortnightly Music club, is show an improvement In the sit-- !
in the city as a guest of Mr. anil untion. There are now about 100
Mrs. Ira N. Sprecher of North cases In the
city which have been
Twelfth street.
to the health office, al-- j
All city offices will he closed reported
there are a great many
today on account of the holidav. though
The woman's auxiliary of the more mild cases which have not
reported.
American Legion met last nlht been
P..
at the Armory instead of tonight R. As a measure of precaution,
Gibson, director of vocational
as was announced in yesterday's
the
training,
yesterday ordered
Journal.
The Manzano forest rangers In vocational training school closed
venone
for
The
week.
Imperfect
the city will visit the Cedro station in Tijeras canyon this after tilation of tho school rooms Is
noon. A small forest fire in the said to have been another reason
Tajique district was reported yes- for tho closing of the school.

Roth MAN'S
SITUATION

n,

BETTER: 14 HEW

CASES REPORTED

1

.

0

-

Dr. Murray, osteopathic
physician. N. T. Armijo ISldg. Phone
741.
' Tho Woman's Home Missionary
society of the First Methodist
church will give a reception for
Miss Bessie Way, who has been
deaconess
of the church here
this afternoon and evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Siedler, 501 West New York avenue, to which all the friends of
Miss Way are Invited.
There will be a regular meeting of tho Elks tonight at S
o'clock.
There will be a regular meeting of G. K. Warren Women's
Relief Corps number 1 this after-noo- n
at 2 o'clock in I. O. O. F.
hall.

C

H. CON.VEn, 51. D. D. O.
Osteopathic S)eclnllst.
Stern Hldg. Tel. J01-.2033-W- .

NEW HOTEL WILL BE
COMPLETED BY NEXT
OCTOBER; 143 ROOMS
With the signing of the contract
for the construction
cf the new
hotel by Jay J. Garfield, contractor
of Tucson, Arizona, and tho directors of tho Albuquerque Hotel company, tho completion of the building is expected next October.
The contract calls for a
building, modeled on pubelo designs, with 143 rooms, most of
them with bath.
In order to
make Immediate
work on the new building possible,
now occupied
the building
by
Pappe's bakery will be dynamited
as soon as the bakery has been
moved to its new quarters across
the street.
six-sto-

I,

NOTICE,

JDAIRYMEN!
The
''SU.VSIIIXK"
In
jmt
PAINTY GIFT PACKAGES.
MaHave
unloaded
car of milk
just
chine shelled, Pinon nuts. Fannie cans
and carrying cans. Large asS. Spitz, 32S North Tenth street,
low prices.
sortment
new
at
Telephone 802.
.1. KORBKR & CO.
For a durable, comfortable, guaranteed corset, call your Nu Rone
uorsetiere, Mrs. Williams. 20S9-J.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
P. W. Hawker has selected a lot
on the corner of Girard end Highland avenues where he hopes later
to build a home.
The condition of Central avenue
from the city limits to the university is a fright, and should be taken
up by our city organizations.
The world seems to look twice as
big from University
Heights as
from the lowlands, with the mountains eight miles off in the backmiles of horiground end Hixty-fiv- e
zon to the north, east and west.

STORES
CLOSE AT

CLOTHING

NOON

Today Is George Washington's
birthday, and while some of the
.stores will keep open all day, the
clothing stores of the city will make
d
It
ly, closing at noon the
following signing agreement to that
effect:
GUARANTEE
CO.
IS. 1,. WASHBURN CO.
M. MANDEI.L.
EUBANK
" MEYER & BROS.
MEYER.

shop
city k:.kctric213siiok
South Second.

riiime

Ali'--

l'rr

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 42S North First.

Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 A TON
WHY?

Johnson Coal Co.
0O. First

Phone

388--

first
tournament

M25-J-

.

I'or Convalescent

for

week,

per

Phone

ENGAGEMENT
KINGS.
Opposite l'ostoffice.

Phono

Tubcrculars
Kates $12.50

00.,-J-

.

122

S.

Fourth.

COAL $10.50 PER TON
Gallup Lump

Reservations.
490-- J

GUTS TRANSFER
Phone 371 324 S. Second

DYEKS AND HATTERS
Kl'G CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor.
th nnd Gold

ELMS HOTEL
finest rooms In the state
hot and cold
steam
heat,
watei all outside roiSma.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. $4 to$10weeh
Transient rate $1.50 single;
52.00 double.
With balh $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

WANTED

We pay good prices for firearms such as Rifles, Shot
Must he In
Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South First Street
-l

FURNITURE FOR
SALE
l Condition.
Apply 1021 West

COATj

LUMBER
supply 4 AND
Phones 5

Romaj

PROOUCTION

HORSEMEN

4

title or a luwics
f the desert, mill
a proud society belle iio
ruptured and won.
I'liijed by a numerous enst,

Tin:

Give You Service.

Trucks

Lot Our

COM PANT.

5kkiiEiantLsi

THE

toa

Per ton

10-5-

Kg

tV

&i

BIGGER THAN
8 50 Por

Dawson Chestnut

Ixautlful
supporting the
of "Forliidden Frnlf
nnd "The Affulrs of Ann-tol- "
nnd the (lushing younK
hero of "The Four IIirx;-me- n
of the Apocalypse."
Btnr

The Book Sensation of a Decade, Flaming on the Screen.

Summer home in Holy Ghost canyon on the Upper
Pecos. Property is fenced, has garage, barn and
ice house (filled with ice.) Modern and completely
furnished. For information apply to

care of National Life Insurance
pany, Corner Second and Copper.

A Burton Holmes Travel Picture of the Indians, in and Around Albuquerque.

CURRENT EVENTS

CERSILLO S EGG COAL
e M Ell Y

'

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Com-

E. T. CHASE,

NOTE: ADVANCE IN PRICES:

Matinee: Adults 35c; Children 10c; Including Tax.
Night, (6 to 11): Adults 50c; Children 15c; Tax Included.

1

Best fcr Stove and range. Nice, convenient eize
coal. Costs less, burns longer. Makes more heat.
ORDER A TON TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY, PHONE

Thomas'
ICE CREAM

91.

n
Packed
$1.00, Delivered.
SPECIAL OllDFKS FILLED
Phone 813.
Ilnlf-G.-illo-

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

--

Taos

gfULY STAGE
To Taog (Rend Down)
Leave . 7:30 a.m..
Arrive . 10:30 a.m..
Leave . 12:30 p.m..
Arrive , 2:00 p.m..
Arrive . 6:00 p.m. .

To Albuquerque (Reail Up)
...Arrive . 7:00 p.m.
Albuquerque
Leave . 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 11:15 a.m.
Espanola
.Leave , 7:30 a.m.
.. Taos

......

CONTINUOUS

MEN WANTED

15

$1.00 Down

1 TO 11

P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

$1.00 a Week
JOIN NOW

IS size, open face, Reven jewel El-giin
case, fully guar-

anteed

for

$16.75

Louis B.Mayer

WISEMAN'S

21"5

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque
Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

JAZZ-JAZZ-JAZ-

Bi 2n(1

present

TolinM.Stahl
Production

Z

Begin Today.

your popularity and
opportunities by learning to
play all popular piano music in
Lessons
three months time.
reasonable.
O. E. JOHNSON, Plnnlst for
White Lightning llnriiinnizcrs.
Multiply

The New

Mexico Typewriter Exchange

201) W. Gold Ave. Phono 731
For expert typewriter repairing. We buy, sell, exchange
and repair all makes. Dealers
In the Shipman-War- d
Rebuilt
Underwoods.

NOTICE

Odd Fellows and Friends

DAfiOE
I. O. O. F. HALL
,

Tonight

Music By
Moonlight Serenaders

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, flats
Cleaned nnd Blocked, Hugs
cleaned
latest
process.
by

Phones

148

and 449.

Why Neglect
Your Kitchen
Just because it

that is least visited by

As a matter of fact the kitchen is the most important and most used room in the home. That i3 why
LIVINGSTON gives it the same thought and consideration as the other rooms of the home.
As an inducement for better kitchens, we have
placed on sale for this week a solid carload of new
gas, wood, coal, and three fuel combination ranges,
all guaranteed, and at prices that are the lowest in
many years.

In addition we are offering this week:
Solid oak kitchen

cabinet, white porcelain lined,
with pull-ometal top biscuit board. (POP AA
Regular price $55. This week special DOt.UU
White porcelain top kitchen table, with drawers.
Regular price $12.50.
PA
(grr
D
This week special
cOU
ut

DANCE
BARELAS

is the room

the guest is no reason why it's furnishings should
not be given the same thought and consideration
as the furnishing of the parlor.

LIVINGSTON & CO.

HALL

'tonight
White Lightning
Harmonizers.
Everybody Invited

OME FURNISHERS

Music by

A--

W i ft

SPECIAL.
DAWSON
A Superior Heating Coal

in

the golf
flight
for the Rosenwald
cup now held by Dr. C. A. Eller
will bo played at the Country
club at 10 o'clock this morning.
Tho matches for today's 18 holes
are Dr. P. G. Cornish, Jr.. and
Grover Divine; Albert G. Klmms
and
Antonio
Otero;
Naranjo
against Allen; J. TIerney and Dr.
J. It. Van Atta;
toy McDonald
and Leo Murphy; V. TIerney and
G. Giomi; Hiram Herkenhoff and
Iteescr; Fred White and H. G.
Coors, Jr. The eight survivors of
today s play will meet on next
Sunday morning.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

DIAMOND

EiPlE Cleaners

Pan-so-

ML.

FOGG, The Jeweler

208 N. Edith.

In tho inounluins.

tt

FOUR MORE DAYS

heated office space at
Cold Avenue. Apply
CITY HEAf.TY CO.

(South Third Street)

half-holi-

Malone Taxi & Transfer 15S

Painter and Paper rinngcr
Interior Decorator.

rr?H vrt
liM

h

jmk

'ri

'3

F. BROSEY,

kite-flyin-

The

51. W

Went

i

Well Country Camp

ANNUAL KITE FLYING
CONTEST TO BE HELD
BY Y. M. C. A. TODAY

FIRST FLIGHT FOR
CUP ATCLUB TODAY!

Steam
207

Phone

a

fA

m

FOR RENT

For Neit 30 Days.

Actine for the American Nation- til bank of Oklahoma
City, Ok!a.,
Downer nnd Koleher yesterday
United
In
ptntes
the
liroiiprht cuit
district court acrninst the Albuquerque hoard of education for a
total sum ot $10.62.", which the
complaint allcRes la due the hank
from the hoard of education. The
matter arises out of the effort of
the hank to handle tho $425,000
hnnd issue voted for the construction of schools In February, 1919,
which has since been sold to another bond house.
At the time that the bonds were
first voted, the Oklahoma firm secured an option from the hoard of
education, giving it the right to
purchase tho bonds at its option.
To secure the option a check for
At tho begin18,500 was given.
ning of the transaction the hank
to
offered
provide an approvinK
other
opinion nnd perform such
legal preliminaries as would bo
of
sale
essential to the successful
the bonds.
loiter the hank Informed the
hoard that It would buy the bonds.
The board of education immediately deposited for credit the bank'n
check for $8,500. A few days later
it was found that an approving
opinion could not be weured due
The
to the method of delivery.
school hoard kept the $8,500. Also,
since the bank did not provide an
anprovinff opinion, the board of
education refused to pay the $2,125
demanded for the performance of
that service.

ALAMEDA

Sandstorm Orchestra

9x12 Rugs, $1.25.

Oklahoma City Bank Which
First Bouaht the Bonds
Brings Suit to Recover
Deposit and Other Costs;

"TUB LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

DIME DANCE
TONIGHT

CLEANED

PIIONK 471.

Cull ami Delivery.

To replace

Specialist.

Phono

SUIT

g
Tills is the annual
contest day, which will be con
ducted by tho hoys' division of the
M. C. A. under the supervision
of Secretary Wilton.
This forenoon the kites will be on exhibition
In the boys' room and the public Is
invited to call there nnd inspect
tho handiwork of the boys.
At 1 o'clock this afternoon the
kites will be judged, by George V
Mitchell, principal of tho Second
ward school; Frank McGough. Instructor of machine work nnd
training at tho hig'i
school, and C. J. Green, secretary
of the Y. M. C. A.
After the n warding of the prize
for workmanship,
novelty aivl
beauty, the kites will he taken to
the mesa, just beyond the university, whero the boys will fly their
kites and will be ludged upon their
kites' flying ability.
The people of Albuquerque are
most cordially invited to drive out
to the mesa end witness this conThe hoys have worked hard
I test.
nnd well, and have much to show
for their labors.
Linst year the
wind failed on the day for flyings
but it Is planned this year. In case
there is no wind, that the fly'nv
will he held on Saturday, and post- poned to that day In such an event
However, all indications are tha
'his will be a rood day for the
kites and so this afternoon at
about 2:30 tho boys may be seen
competing out on the mesa. Tt is
hound to he a most interesting
slirht. and it is hoped a large turn- out of people will greet the lads.

Brewington

l.uns and Stomach

509 East Central.

RUGS
OF

Robert

Dr.

BONDS IS CAUSE

'

terday.

We delive any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

SALE OF SCHOOL

February 22, 1922.

213-21-

5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Phone

1667--

of LIFE

J.

M

WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER

wWTz
1

"

ATTMCTOM

Sy2c Per Roll and Up.
See 224 West Gold

A. A. ROBERTS,

f

Prop.

I Minimize Prices for Painting
and Decorating.

N

v

'

t

VV
1'

hi'

ink
i

COLOMBO HALL
'

W -- Ml

"The First Man .to. the Koan"
A

Comic.

Goldwyn-Bra- y

REGULAR PRICES.

by Syncopatora

NEW YORK'S
NEW ARRIVALS
Materials
Dresses, $52.50
values for
All

Pay

i.

Added Attraction:

Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music

I

"

OAIJC
TONIGHT

Mil
Wt'TO

nnd Shades.

fl?0

KA

tDtmilt0J

Ot tiers at $9 and npJt
$2.60 a week while wear-

ing

them.

The Lucero
Garment Shop.

Corner Second and Silver

USE
iicd of coa

c.

Sugarite

Fancy Chestnut

In Furnace, Heater, Range, Areola

$9.50 per Ton
GALLUP LUMP, GALLUP EGG, $11.00 Per Ton

NEW STATE COAL CO.
;

PHONE 35

